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* If we live

by

the Spirit,

25; “Who is wise and understanding
among you? let him show by his good life

The Worning Star.

his good works,” Ja. 3: 13;
Worthy art
thou, our Lord and our God,” Rev. 4:

13,—all are illustrations of following the
Greek order and gaining energy of style
thereby. The reader will notice what
interest the addition of ¢‘ our” gives to the

8, 1881.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

GARRISON.

last verse quoted.

BY L. D. BRYANT.

No matter where the tired form may rest

When life’s long battle shall in quiet end:

Earth's sturdy bero, living to defend

The poor and weak, to succor the distressed,
Can not forgotten sink into her breast.
Thou livest who art dead, the able friend

From whose high purpose nought could ever
bend

The iron will : and what is thy bequest,
Pure, twice immortal spirit?
In ardent hope, amid life’s
Shall ever toil to elevate
Thus happy for thy life—and
Their

have rendered some verses word for word
in the order of the Greeks, and-given
thereby new force to the expression of

year,
paid within the. by the spirit let us also walk,” Gal. 5:
$2.20 If $2.50
if not.
per

1—$2.00

erms

substituted in the order found in the
original, a Latin for a Greek word, as far
as the Latin tongue allowed. : Hence the
Vulgate has a style of its own, In the
‘English no such course in translation is
possible; yet, in some sentences, it can
be done with a fine effect. The revisers

the

names among

Kindred souls,
busy hum,
the free—
timé énrolls

o--ON-0
>

BY PROF. JAMES A. HOWE,

D. D.

NO. II.
OBSCURITIES

REMOVED.

It is interesting to note, in the Revised
Testament, the changes made in passages
puzzled

with

God,” *‘1

upon

my

soul,}

dashed him down,” * Fallen!

fallen ! is Babylon the great,” show well
the vigor of style preserved in the new
translation. Especially in 1 Cor. 15: 4—
8, by a skillful use of the word ‘¢ then,”
is an energetic account of Christ's appearance after his resurrection obtained:

“ And that he appeared to Cephas ; then

been sacrificed for

accuracy,

but, on the

in this, new version. Obscurity of style
has been swept from every verse.
Among others, the mystery that hung
over such names as ‘‘ Noe,” ‘ Elias,”
* Esains,” ** Jeremy,” “Eligens,” ‘* Osee"
has been solved by the spelling of them
as they are spelled in the Old Testament,
In the speech of Stephen, Acts'7: 45, and

in the account in Heb. 4: 8, in King

did the revisers have any epportunity to
improve the. beauty of our Testament.

version,

the name

of Jesus

curs in a way to confuse the
Jesus is the Greek way of spelling
a Hebrew word. The Septuagint
renders the name of this great

oc-

reader.
Joshua,
always
leader,

‘* Jesus.” . But'thé English of Joshua is
Joshua and not ‘* Jesus.” Hence a restoration of the right name is found in the
revised Testament. ** We do you to wit of
the grace of God,” appears in its new

dress as ‘* we make
grace of God.”

known

to you

the

In those passages which

forbid taking thought for

*‘the morrow,”

for ¢ life,” for ** the body,” and which say

tous ‘‘ be careful for nothing,” Christian
Ethics seems to be contrary to natural prudence. The new translation gives a render+ ing to such passages that takes the truth

* out of this false setting. It substitutes * be
not anxious ” for the former reading. Mark
7:11, is thus

rendered:

‘Ifa

man shall

say to his father or his mother, That
wherewith thou mightest have been profited by me is Corban, that is to say, given
to God, ye no longér suffer him to do aught
for his father or his mother ;” and thusthe
- mystery of that transaction is cleared up.

Not all children who have seen and had

. the benefit of the deft hand of mother in
sewing & piece of new * cloth upon an old
garment,” and making ‘‘ the rent” better
instead of ‘‘ worse,” have known how to
interpret Luke 5: 36. Let them read the
verse in the new version, and they will
see its truthfulness: ‘‘ No man rendeth a

GAINS

IN BEAUTY.

There is a wonderful fascination

about

the translation of 1611. The praise of it has
been loud from mén of every faith. Only
because amid so much

excellence,

a few

specific blemishes here-and there existed,

Moreover,

in

three

instances,

at least,

they have not seized on their opportunity,
nor met the wishes of the cis-Atlantio
churches. Had they treated the word
‘ belly " as they have the word ** bowels,”
and toned down the excessive plainness
of John 10: 39, Phil. 3: 8, the truth would

have suffered no obscurity, and a cultivat-

ed taste would

have been gratified.

other places, we

In

notice that speech

cur-

rent in good society three centuries

ago,

but inelegant now,

has

been

softened to

adapt it
2; Luke
Ja. 1: 6,
the ear.

to our day. Rev. 17: 15; 19:
24: 25, * The surge of the sea,”
f#lls with a pleasing cadence on
*‘ Behold the bridegroom! Come

ye forth

to meet

him”

(Matt.

25:

6;)

‘* The voice of a God, and not of a man”;
* What is this ? a new teaching?” are exclamations
naturally
rendered.
The
abruptness of the rendering, as well as
the conciseness, gives a touch of beauty
to the

emendation,

‘If

thou

canst

do

anything, have compassion on us and
help us,” said the father of the epileptic
boy to Christ, The reply of our Lord, in
the new

version,

is striking:

¢ If thou

canst! all things are possible to him
believeth,”
The
the maid, when

that

detection of Peter, by
he denied his Lord, is

thus described: ¢“ A certain maid seeing
him as he.sat in the light of the fire, said.”
The clause,

‘sat in the light of the fire,”

is new, and gives vividness to the scene.
piece from a-new garment and putteth it Like it, is a pleasing change in Luke 23:
upon an old garment,” &c. In correspond- 45, ‘“ And a darkness came over the
ing places in Matthew and Mark, instead whole land, until the ninth hour, the sun's
of *“0ld,” we now read ‘‘unfulled cloth.” light failing.” By repeating the same
The effect, too, of “new wine” on “old
term in English as often as it is repeated
bottles,” as described ia--our Testament
in the Greek, the revisers have in many
was not easily understbed by those who cases, given force and beauty to heir
were wont
to see only glass or stone work.

bottles.

- clear.
new

Literalness

here

also

makes

We now read, ‘“ No man. putteth
wine

into old

wine-skins,

else the

wine will burst the skins.” Mark 2: 22.
The style is made more transparent than

the thought in a passage where, before,

both were opaque, Luke 16: 9. In the Re-

vised Testament it reads, ** Make to your-

selves friends by means of the mammon

of unrighteousness, that, when it shall fail,
they may

‘N

receive you into the eternal

tabernacles.” Bya blunder of {he printer,
it is said ** at” was put for“ out” in the

“expression, ‘Strain al a gnat.” It is
needless to say that the corrected copy
now appears. Words that have become
obsolete, like “let” for hinder, Rom. 1:
13; “ conversation” for conduct and citi-

support of this doctrine,as before noticed,

instance of difference of opinion Aweri-

are now lost: 1 Tim. 3: 16, ¢‘ God (now
“who™) was manifest in the flesh”; 1 John

can Christians will endorse the judgment
of their representatives: ~The Appendix
often calls our attention to the margin,

In 1 Cor. 15:

15, Paul says, * Yea, and

we are found false witnesses

of

God,

because we witnessed of God.” So also,
“Work out your own salvation,” &c., “for it
is God which worketh in you,to will and to
work ;” ‘‘For the death that he died he died

neat God

Acts

21:

15; “of-

fend” for stumble and cause to stumble,

Luke 17: 18, have been

et. 1:

GAINS IN ENERGY.

when

making

1.

Saviour

Jesus

Christ,”

‘In the righteousness of
Saviour Jesus Christ,” 2
The margin

shows

however

that the MSS. do not all favor this
reading. Eph. 5: 6, as given, is*capable
of two interpretations: ¢¢ Hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and
God.”
+» The Revision shows the ettect of a ma-

jority vote bya board two-thirds of whom
were Episcopalians,

in the

retention

of

the word ¢ bishop " in place of the proper
term * overseer.” It was not in human
nature for the bishops and archbishops
who themselves inaugurated this Revision,

to allow it to strip them of their prerogatives. The pedo-baptist prejudices of the
English committee also were stronger
than their love for accuracy when they
refused to

substitute

‘baptize

in,”

for

“baptize with.” More consistent and
more fearless were the American committee in asking to have this substitution
made. But if we do not have ‘‘ baptize
in” we do get baptized into the name”
instead of **in the name.”
The believer

in verbal inspiration will note the change
in his favorite text, with sorrow:

‘Every

scripture inspired of God is also profitable;” a reading in harmony with Luther's
and DeSacy’s versions. One of the five
points of Calvinism is irretrievably lost
in the new version: “For as touching
those Who were once enlightened,” &c.,
“and fell away, it is impossible to renew
them again unto repentance.” Heb. 6:
4—6.
Regenerated they were, yet they
‘fell away,” and perished.
Let us
therefore fear. The nature of the incarnation and of Christ's personality also receives new light: John 1: 14 says: ‘* The
Word

became

flesh;

Phil.

2:

6,

7,

shows the way: ‘¢ Who, being in the form
of God, counted it not a prize to be on an
equality with God, but emptied himself
taking the form of a servant,” a strong
proof that Christ voluntarily put himself
into, and limited himself to,human conditions. He was conscious that, though he
was in the form of a servant, his nature

was divive.The future punishment of the wicked,so

far as the rendering of Matt, 25 : 46 affects
it, is shown to be

without

end:

¢ Ever-

lasting” is supplanted by ‘‘eternal” in
the verse. Annihilationists will triumph
over the exchange of *¢ soul” for ¢ life,”
in Mark 8: 36, 37: ¢¢To gain the whole
world and forfeit his life;”

‘Give in

ex-

his version,

in

the

clear, able to make

us

Appendix;

wise

FINDLEY,

ung

THIRTEENTII

GENERAL

27, 1881.

The Thirteenth General Eldership of
our brethren of ¢¢ The Church of God” is
in session at this place.
:
" There are 69 delegates in attendance,
from the larger portion of the Middle
and Western States, but more largely from
Pennsylvania and Ohio. It is the largest, and I judge most interesting and important, session of the body ever held.
There is a very noticeable absence of
their older pioneer men. Somewhat un-

sad’ in-.

roads into the rank of their fathers. Of the
men who originated and gave early character to this people, in the first and formative period of their history, scarcely g
single one remains. Winebreunir, Thomas, Harn, Mackey, Keller, Flake, Mooney,

McFadden, Maxwell—all, having fought
a good fight, and kept the faith, have
gone up and taken their crowns. Only
A. Swarts and Thomas Hickernell, that
can be reckoned among their fathers, still
remain.

They have also just reached the transition period that came to us thirty-five
years ago, from which they must go forward or retrograde—when they must
more systematically and energetically engage in church building and extension,
and particularly in educational work.
Their young men are becoming more
or less impatient of old methods and the
former status; and some, with more zeal
than discretion, have left them—probably
more to their own hurt than that of the

body.
Already several of their young men have
entered and graduated from different colleges, and are making good proof of their
ministry and seem to be received without
prejudice, and actually with marked favor,
among their churches. More are seeking
such advantages,

soul and body in hell,” Matt. 10: 28,
Believers in conditional, and in uncondi-

tional immortality will both hereafter cite

and the body is more

or

less agitated over the question of establishing an institution of learning.
Whether the time has come when anything effective will immediately be done remains
to be seen, and is perhaps problematical—
though, I opine, they will eventually do

John 11: 25, 26, to defend their respective
tenets { ‘‘He that believeth on me, though
he die, yet shall he live;

liveth and believeth on

and

me

whosoever

shall never

die.” The personality of Satan receives
for more confirmation from the Revision
than from the old version: ‘“Whatsoever
is more than these is of. the evil one,”
Matt. 5: 27; ‘And guard you from the
evil one.” Paul is made to say in 2 Thess.

in Hillsdale

Col-

lege and putting a protessor into it. The
proposition, as well as the doctor, was
well received.
But, if I was to guess, it
would be that they will not be satisfied
with any partnership or divided arrangement, and will eventually establish an institution of their own.
The representatives of our General Conference—Dr. Durgin and
myself—have

been very cordially received, and not a little interest manifested in learningof our

denominational experience and history—
3: 3, “That thou shouldest keep them
unto sin once; but the life that he liveth, ‘from the evil one ;” *¢ Deliver us from the evidently with a view, not of patterning
he liveth unto God.” For a more extend- evil one.” The margin in all these cases, | from us, for they are too independent for
ed illustration of the beauty given to the reads, ¢* or evil.” ¢¢ Be converted,” Matt. ‘that, but of profiting by our experience.
The leading question of the Eldership—
new version by this principle notice 2 18: 3; Acts 3: 19,is given up-for turn or
the question, concerns the prerogative of
Cor. 1: 3—b; Gal. 4: 4—7.
The ren-

dering of Acts 5: 41, * Worthy to suffer
dishonor for the name ;” and of 3 John
7, *“ Because that for the sake of the
Name,

they went forth,”

make

the

vers-

es beautiful in suggestiverksy." “Tow
dearto thése who are called by Paul,

“turn again,” taking in an active sense,

and showing that the ‘‘ doing ” of sinners
who would be forgiven is not as ‘‘ deadly" as their not doing.
‘‘ Except ye
turn and bécome,as little children ;” “Repent ye therefore and turn again.” These
‘cases are sufficient to illustrate the way

made
some

in Acts 19: 9,
were hardened

23:
and

“But when
disobedient,

Cor ect

reading of the Greek Tes-

affects some’of our doctrinal proof-

texts,—not enough,

most churches will

no small stir concerning the Way.” These
improvements in tho style of the Revision

it must be remembered, occur in execut-

THE

;

Representatives are present from

a sep-

arate organization in Indiana, also calling
itself ¢ Church. of God”; and numbering
some
2,000 members.
They
are
an
offshoot of the Dunkards, and seem to be
very nearly in harmony with the main |

body, and will no doubt eventually become
connected with it.
A.D.
oo
ang

without but against the authority

of the

Eldership and of the Board of publication,
the other concerning a brother desiring to
publish a Hymnal on his own responsibility. As generally happens, there are a
good many personal prejudices interwoven with it, and coloring, to a considerable
extent, the views of the different parties.’

| A curious thing about it is that the current of feeling in

one case

seems

to be

in the other.

The questions

tament and some of us wish the American
suggestions had been many of them print—
ed in the text rather than as an appendix.

THOMAS GOADBY..

COLLEGE,

Wo TD

Ub

THE TABLES
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TURNED.

. The Rev. Dr. Lorimer,

a

some two years:

ago, published a sermon, a part of which

was extracted from a discourse by Dr.
Parker, of London. It was not similarity
of thought.that was charged, but minute
identity, extending even to the punctuation. Dr. Lorimer answered that by hisreading he became

saturated,

and

that

unconsciously, such was the infirmity of
his mind, what he read was often not as-

created by this charge of plagiarism, de--

ENGLAND, May 20, 1881.

The religious anniversaries in London do
not seem, as they occur from year to year,
to diminish in interest and enthusiasm. Always, some new aspect of work, or some
new phase of life, or some new difficulty in
the great denominational or missionary

organizations appears;

RSW

guish when preaching between what wasanother’s and hisown. He was betrayed by
‘his abnormal memory. The excitement

ENGLISH LETTER.
CHILWELL

a

similated. In fact he could not distin-

WILLIAMS.

PE

but the meetings

The object of the Fund is to pro-

vide maintenange for the widows of Baptist ministers and retiring incomes for
aged and infirm Baptist ministers. There

are 626 members of the Fund not receiving
benefit from it and 75 already receiving an-

nuities. The Fund amounts to £58,000,
and £42,000 are still needed to enable the
Treasurer to meet annually the probable
liabilities without touching the capital.
Much earnest discussion took place and a
resolution was passed pledging the Union

| to a vigorous effort to raise the £42,000,
that the entire sum needed, £100,000,

fended as the infirmityof a strong memory,.

will be remembered ; some accepted the excuse as satisfactory, and all good men
tried to believe it.

Dr. Lorimer,

in evi-

dent distress of mind, wrote to Dr. Parker
a letter apologetical and explanatory. It
was Dr. Parker's pleasure to turn and.
rend him.

He scorned

the

explanation,

and treated Dr. Lorimer as if he were a
cringing impostor. It was no doubt unwise in Dr. Lorimer

and especially to

chance he so

to

stir

the

give

Dr.

Parker

swiftly

matter,

the

and eagerly em-

braced.

:

Itis now Dr. Lorimer’s turn. Time has
.brought its revenges. In.the autumn of

1879 the Rev.

Dr. Neale died.

At his

funeral, Dr. Lorimer delivered a brilliant

discourse brief and

full

year later, 1380, Dr.

Hague

of beauty.

A

preached

a

memorial sermon on Dr, Neale, entitled
¢¢ Christian Greatness.” In this he paid a
deserved compliment to Dr. Lorimer, and
quotes a characteristic passage from his
discourse. (See page 73, Hague’s Sermon). That passage, verbatgm et litera
tm, Dr. Parker has appropriated. It

Ba

willbe found in his volume,
‘These
Sayings of Mine,” author's edition, pub-

lished by Funk &

Co.,

in

this

year of

grace 1881, page 301. So the poisoned
"might be invested for the benefit of the
chalice is returned to his own lips. Dr.
Baptist ministry forever.
The Baptist
Missionary Society reported an income of Parker has thesfloor, let him *¢ rise to ex£51,459—the largest income the Society had
plain.”—DBaptist Weekly.
ever received.
The work of the Society
S-d-0-&
>
presented no marked features of thrilling
QUOTATIONS.
interest, but a steady advance in almost
Once in a while we ought to utter, from ~
every department.
The stations ofthe
Society are in India, China, Japan, West
Africa, Central Africa, the West Indies,
Italy, Norway, and Brittany. To maintain
efficiently the present staff of missionaries
an increase in the income of the Society of
£5,000 is needed.
During the year the

Mission has lost by death Rev. R. Wil
liams of Agra,

Wenger

J. Clark of Jamaica and Dr.

of Calcutta, while

14 new

sionaries have been added to
The Bible Translation Society

mis-

the staff.
continues

its useful labors and the zenana mission
makes annual progress.
Mr. Spurgeon
preached the annual sermon of the Missionary Society and

one

or

two

returned

missionaries gave the chief interest to the
public meetings.
Dr. Wayland, of Philadelphia, appeared on several occasions and
spoke with much racy freshness and hu-,
mor.
Much was said, but not much seems

our real hearts, a little psalm of thanksgiving for the unknown deliverances which
have been given to us.—S. S.. Times.
When
Christian courtesy
becomes
traitorousness, and gentle tolerance grows
to be a virtual support of opinions we are
bounden to oppose, then both have deser-

vedly lost their character and their names, -

and no longer have any right to masquer- ade in the guise of ‘* liberality.”— Ibid.
When ¢¢ Christian nurture” in Christian homes has done its best, there will still
remain room enough for those mighty.
popular contagions and divinely utilized:
epidemics, under the influence of the Holy
Spirit, which we term ‘‘revivals.” And
the name is good ; the thing itself can not
be too earnestly longed, labor and pray-

«ed for.— Advance.

:
to have been done to promote Home evan- |
It is a doubtful compliment to'a minis=
gelistic efforts. It was, however, distinctly recognized,
that a very large part of ter when his sermons have the warm approval of the godless. . It is possihle for a
the population of our large towns remains
persistently outside the range of all relig— minister by his very faithfulness to the
fous services excepting those of such a truth, and his earnestness in its utterance
character as the ¢* Salvation Army” and
to impress the most godless, and win
other exciting evangelistic agencies profrom them words of commendation and;
vide. The annual conference in connecan acknowledgment that they felt the
tion with Mr. Spurgeon’s College and the foree of what he said.— Religious Intelliannual supper were well attended. The
gencer.
confession of Mr. Spurgeon that there
They think they have discovered a new
was a lull in the demand for students
kind of people in some Southern Baptist
from
the
College was not
unanticiFor

some

time

there

has

been a considerable number of his students seeking pastorates in churches that
have no preference whatever for the Calvinistic type of doctrine. The lengthen-

churches ; they are called Omissionaries,
the allusivn being to the little or

nothing

they do to help forward missionary work.
The sort is old,and they are represented in
nearly every church of every denomination

ing of the term of study at the College and

everywhere ; the name is new,

greater care in the selection of men will
be an advantage to the whole Baptist denomination.
:

appropriate.

ly.

and

‘‘ Omissionaries”

very
Exuct-

We thank the inventor.— Ibid.

There are theories of the -atomemen

The Congregational Union is celebtat- and there is also the fact of the atoneing its jubilee. The contest for the chair~
‘fnent. The fact is that Christian faith in a
manshipof the Union was deeply to be fé~
Saviour who has suffered for the sinssof
gretted but it ended as it could only end,
the world gives a peace,a sense of pardon,
in the rejection of Dr. Parker.
When a
minister of -note and ability makes it a
sort of personal grievance that he has not
the confidence of his brethren and is no%
placed in positions of honor and dignity, it

is hardly

likely to mend

matters.

Dr.

Parker may one day become chairman of
the Union, but his rejectfon this year
their central organizations. It comes up | shows, that merit that is conscious of itin two forms, one concerning the publica- self and not indisposed to "trumpet forth
tion of a periodical by a brother, not only its grievances is not necessarily more suc-

running in a different direction. from that

The singular and instructive feature of
1

»

APPENDIX.

from disintegration, but carry it on to a
higher and more gratifying success.

.

We are all reading the Revised New Tes-

These measures, if

entered into, will do much to solidify and
strengthen the body, and not only save it

pated.

Dr. Durgin, of Hillsdale, was here yesterday and represented the question of en-

dowing a Professorship

rather than diminish the number of adhe.
rents to the policy of Free-churchism.—

sider.

FLDERSHIP.

like ourselves, death has made

‘monious conclusion will be reached.
So far as I can now gather, the tendency

‘of the higher class.

GOD.
O., May

in its proposals.and fanatical in its hatred’
of church-establishments, will increase

are as crowded as ever and the speakers
as fervent and eloquent. The Baptist Anniversaries as usual led the way. At the
annual session ofan Baptist Union the
President of the year, the Rev. Professor
Dowson, delivered an address on the great
principles which lay at the basis of the
Union... The Secretary reported a net insalvacrease in the number of members amounting to 5,700. The Annuity Fund was the
'| principal business the Union had to con-

tion.
THE CHURCH OF

the hands of committees, and it is probable that a more or less successful and bar-

among these excellent brethren is to the
establishing of a publishing establishment
—they now hire all their printing done,
even of their weekly paper—as well as the
establishing of an educatjonal institution

what

change for his life.” No change is ade in
Something in this direction.
the decisive text: ‘¢ Able to destroy both

think; to require any essential modificadisplaced by
Speaking evil of the Way ;" ** There arose tion of their creed.
:
:
I

terms luminous with their own light, °
Jerome,

and

i 2:18.
our God and

“ Fellow-workers with God,” was and
. zenship, Gal. 1: 18; Phil. 8: 20;
* car. is that Name! A like happy emendation,is tht4
tament

Tiages” for baggage,

to

would
be weakened
in
one place
would be strengthened in another. As it
is, the New Testament of the apostles
never before was so faithfully rendered
into English. Their writings are now in
our hands. They speak on every vital
theme with no uncertain sound.
Their
teaching as here given us is ppsitive and

whole, even in respectto energy of style
the new is better than the old.

James's

‘wished

amendments

to

version of the Scriptures. : It does appear

were out-voted,

Father, have in several instances, become

to the twelve ; then he appeared to about
five
hundred ;
then he appeared
In turning to these we |
understand.
'to
James;
then
to
all
the
Apostles; and
should; of course, not so much expect to
find the thought as the expression of the last, as one born out of due time, to me
:
thought made clear. Translation is one also.”
In
some
few
cases,
it
is
true,
the
thing, interpretation another. Next after
accuracy, clearness should appear ina strength of King James's version has
which, in our yotth; we were

on accuracy as the first element of beauty. In addition to that, however,this Neg _put on record in the'volume their scholarTestament is attractive in its diction, in ly judgment of what the reading should
the happy setting of terms in clauses and be. Often they would have the marginal
reading exchange places with the. one in
of clauses in the sentences.
SE
the body of the book ; in some ca es they
LIGHT ON THE DOCTRINES.
would merely exclude, in others, make
Many changes in the New Translation additions to, the marginal reading. On
strengthen, or weaken, or.remove alto- questions respecting the retention «af old
gether texts hitherto freely used to but- words and forms of speech, and of indelitress favorite articles of our creeds.
No cate terms, they had ‘their own convicone doctrine has had se many of its proof- tions. = As the revision went on, English
texts affected by the revision, for geod or conservatism came in conflict occasionally
ill, as that of the divinity of Christ.
Two
with American progressiveness, and the
passages, that have long been cited in’ ‘Appendix notes that fact. In almost every
and, as they

apparently positive in their testimony for
the divinity of our Lord: ‘Looking for
the blessed hope and appearing of our

* The devil

THE REVISED TESTAMENT.

Appendix,
The American Committee
did not always agree with the English,

pay tribute?”

not your master

call God for a withess

More worthy of thy fame, to honor thee.

Testament is the

Such sentences or clauses as these: ‘Being
fervent in your lo%e,” ‘‘The
palsied
knees,” ¢‘ fellow-workers

come,

of the New Testament we ought to reck-

this version of the New

are three that bear
tlety and all mischief ” Paul, in his rebuke 5: 7, 8, ‘There
of Elymas, is made to say, * O full of all witness in heaven.” Acts 20: 28, contrary and tends to give it a value sometimes
guile and all villainy.” Notice, too, how to the judgment of the American revisers, superior sometimes equal to that of
The effect of
pungent . the address of Christ to Peter is retained: ‘‘The church of God which he the body of the book.
purchased with his own blood.”
We considering this fact must be to prebecomes : ** Thou, to-day, even this night,
have a new proof-text in 1 Pet. 3: 15, a vent the spirit of dogmatism from setshalt deny me thrice.”
A specific term is more vivid than a welcome recompense for the losses just tling down on texts modified by the
No essential truth of Christ
general term. Hence the question, ** doth noticed: ‘But sanctify in your hearts margin.
Passages having the and his apostles would be altered, if we
not your master pay the half shekel ?” Christ as Lord.”
strikes the reader with more force than, name of Christ joined with that of the should adopt, in every instance, the
“doth

ages

while

dead;

Instead of ‘all sub-

ing an inflexible purpose to give a literal
translation to the Greek. - In a version

cessful in winning recognition than merit
that is silent,modest and unobtrusive. The
Jubilee Fund is to reach half a million
pounds stérling and to be devoted to the
Church-Aid Society, which augments pas-

tors’ incomes and the like, dnd to the extinction of chapel debts.—The death of Edward Miall, the veteran ¢ Non-conformist”
champjon, leaves a great gap in the
of political dissenters;

but pastorates

ranks
like

that of the Archbishop of Canterbury atare now iu tacking the Liberation Society as wanton

a tranquillity, a release from remorse and

all burden of the past, and
a power of hope
and progress for the future, which is not
afforded by any form of pagan religion or
by any form of deism.— Christian Union:
Ignorance and ignorant surroundings:
never create, or favor, genuine success;
and here in America, a§ well as in the
older society of Europe, the successful

work of the world has been done by. the
men who have been desperately in earnest,

and who have best recognized
the necessi-

ty of making

the

utmost

of

all

their powers.
This old
fallacy, that
ignorant
zeal, is better than
wise
courage, has been almost outgrown in the
most primitive communities of America ;
but that it is still to be watched and refat-

ed is shown by its reappearance in the
pages of one of England's most caréful
students of social economy.—3. 8. Times..
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ADULTS IN SUNDAY
BY LUCY

ELLEN

SCHOOL.

Our consciences

GUERNSEY.

In one of my summer wanderings I visited a friend livingin a very small village

in an Eastern State.

When Sunday came

my friend's little grandchildren asked my
help in prepdring their Jessons.
“So you
I.

have

a Sunday-school,” said

:

LZ

“¢ Oh yes,” was the answer; * uncle is
superintendent.”
I thought within myself that, consider' ‘ing the size of the place, ‘ uncle's” labors
were not likely to be very arduous.

to my

surprise

and

pleasure,

But,

when the

school assembled in the little church after.
the
morning
service, I found
it 4ncluded almost every member of the con-

educated, but

imparting religious instruction, but there

such a thing, and the plan seems to me to

by the truth, is a radical error.—S. S.
Journal.
;

week.

To assume, therefore, that because

our children receive religious instruction
from the Sunday-school teacher, they are
on that account quite sure to be possessed

3

.

PU

EYE AND HEART.
air train are connected by both
couplers {nd bell-cords. Of what value
is the latter without the former ? The eye
of the pupil may be held in attention, but

Tom and Mary are much more likely to
preserve their lesson paperS when they the faith of the pupil in the teacher and
see father and mother, and perhaps grand- thie truth he teaches is worth more than
father as -well; busy with commentary the most fixed attention, which, while it
and doncordance, and earnestly discussing responds to the teacher’s look and nod,
disputed and difficult points.
lacks confidence in his words.
An adult class can do very much to-hglih
0
ward sustaining the authority of pastor
THAT TOBACCO BREATH.
and superintendent by conforming careHis scholars noticed it. He tried to hide
fully to rules. Older people can and do from them the fact that he had been smokinjure the character of a school by an op- ing, but he was not so good at hiding as
posite course. When Tommy sees father they were at detecting. Some of the
reading a paper or discussing business sharpest detectives in the world are lying
‘while the pastor is questioning the chil- in wait inside the little brains before him
dren, or the superintendent is conducting every Sunday. Sight how sharp, hearing
the closing exercises, he is likely to con- how quick, scent how keen! Those declude that there is no harm in reading his tectives found out very soon that teacher
‘book, or comparing pocket-knives with
had been smoking.
Then what wonder
his next neighbor. On the contrary, if if the two significant words, ¢‘ Why not,”
he sees father and mother devout and at- followed? The scholar says, ‘ If teacher
tentive, listening with interest and an- smokes, why not I?” The teacher re:swering in their turn, the example will plies, ¢* Have not I a right to a little enmot be lost upon him.
joyment?” But the scholar hasa claim
An i
Ma
makes a reserve corps
upon the teacher for the setting of a good
of teacher
or the superintendent to draw example, and that example is not set.
upon in case of need—always supposing
The teacher is encouraging the scholar
they are ready fo obey the call of duty.
to begin a habit that will burn a big hole
‘They are familiar with the lessom, and
in the pocket-book, make him the headwith the general method of the school,
and can

take

hold of

the

work to much

greater advantage than a stranger.
Parents who are members of such a
- rclass will be more likely to take an insterest in Lheir children’s lessons. How
many mothers never think of seeing that
_ the little ones go to school with lessons
learned and understood, though their
vigilant eyes would detect in a moment
an ill-fitting stocking or a soiled ruffle!
As to the fathers, I very much fear that
those who interest themselves in such
matters are the exception and not the
rule. That exceptions do exist let us be
thankful.

:

®o much for the benefits of the school.
As to the advantages to the members of
the adult classes themselves,

I

think

no

one—no Christian, at least—can have
any doubt. All study of the Scriptures in
aright and reverent spirit must be for
the good of the student; and regular,
-systematic study is obviously better than
* that which has no plan. In talking over
rthe lessons with others, new ideas are
throught forward. One has used one book
“in preparation, another a

different one,—

and-each has perhaps found something
which another has overlooked. The class
is a band of union. It makes a nice place
for strangers to become

‘helps to bring them
pastor and others.

acquainted,

and

in contact with

the

To conclude, it takes

quarters of a dirty odor, wither his nerves,

derange his digestive system, and reduce
him from a freeman to a slave.—8. S.

Journal.
THE PASTOR.
He is general superintendent, and
ought to be in the school very often. The
superintendent can ‘enlist his pastor if he
will only make up his mind to. He can

press the wants of the scholars and the
plans of the school. The day is coming
when no church will have a preacher
without first asking if he is a Sunday-

he is we

want

to

co-operate

with him.

The pastor, I think, ought to help provide
the Sunday-school with teachers.
He
knows his membership, and he ought to
know who would make good. teachers.
When the pastor is stich a man, and the
teachers and superintendent work together, the difficulties disappear very
much.—Rev. A. F. Shauffler.
AND NOTES,

Stephen Paxson was brought into the
service of the American Sunday-school
Union by John Adams, LL. D., father of
the late Rev. William Adams, D. D. Mr.

followed

by churches, in Illinois.
An

edict has just

been

Unterhallen, a town of one

published in
of the

Swiss

cantons, forbidding young persons

under

fifteen years of age to smoke, whether
public or in private.
every parent in all
some

such

edict,

in

It would be well if
lands would issue
and

make

it

broad

.of opinion and conduct—mistakes which

Hill, of which he had been superintendent

.cun not he easily remedied, and the conse-

for the last twenty-two years.
The present sheriff of the city of Phila-

1.

delphia, Mr. Enoch Taylor,

to assume that chil-

It is a mistake

dren are acquainted with the facts which

relate to time and eternity, and the bearing
.of character in time upon eternity. These

ns which we ourselves have

been taught.» We did not arrive at these
conclusions by intuition, Svme one taught

foundation-work, and

grades

after-

of animal

and vegetable life, till it displays the

fit-

ness of its vast resources of beauty and of
use
to its inhabitants. One who studies
the use and history of words, traces from

the crude beginnings which sought merely to designate material objects, the
growth of language as each new exigency found expression, and the gradual accumulation of words till, in their own fit-

ness and force, and in their historical association and significance, they become
an

almost

inexhaustible

armory, where

the skilled mind may furnish its conceptions, however numerous or great they
may be, with the accoutrement necessary
for their peaceful victories in the skir-

mish of ideas, or the more decisive enagements of thought.
[ini what we trace in the past is, in
any of the branches of science, but the
preface, they tell us, of what the future

shall disclose. From the laboratories of
the chemist and the researches of the
physicist,—from the professions which, in
their beginning and equipment of knowledge and skill, beyond the common ken,

but which yet have for their

aim

minis-

tries of help and healing for mankind,
come constantly the benefit of
coveries and inventions, which
lead to others.
And the analogy is not less
cerning that around which all
ies

and

advances

cluster,

the individual life.
We find nothing.

new disshall also
true condiscover-

so

more

often,—

indicative

of

characler,. more essential to its formation
and endurance, ‘and at the same time
more various, than the progress which

marks, by

its presence

or absence, the

There

nothing, indeed,

is

concerning which more might be said,
nothing concerning which we are more
glad to be enlightened. ' And concerning
the progress which is so worthy our endeavor, so deep and comprehensive in its
requirements and associations, which we
can not, perhaps, designate more fittingly than has another named it, ¢‘ The Education of After-Life,”—any hints, however
brief—any knowledge, however slight or
It may not

be use-

less, indeed, that the subject take a defi-

nite form in the mind. Any essential
truth needs often to be clearly recalled
and dwelt upon.
And first among the essentials to progress is the earnest

purpose

of each

ad-

vancement.
* According to our purpose
shall be the success of our spiritual profiting,” says Thomas 4 Kempis, and certainly it is in proportion to the desire and
purpose that there come, if there come at
all, a clearer and more thoughtful knowl-

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS

enough to cover the head of the household
as well as the boys.
SOME MISTAKES,
The Mansion House, the official resi‘With the profoundest conviction which . dence of the Lord Mayor of London, was
one may have concerning the important recently the scene of a pleasant Sundaypossibilities that are wrapped up in child- school gathering, when the Lord Mayor,
hood, and the responsibility which de- the Right Hon, William M’Arthur, M. P.,
wolves upon us as their parents and teach- invited as his guests the officers and
ers, we are all liable to serious mistakes teachers of the Sunday-school at Brixton

a

hidden

wards the successive

fragmentary, need not, if real or practi-

ition

‘df not fatal.

the

cal, be unwelcome.

to work.

Of which are likely to be serious,

the successive stages of organic changes,
which, in long ages, make ready the
earth, through convulsion
and rest,
through upheaval and change, with first

theological seminary will have a Sundayschool chair. = We want to help our pastor
if he is not a Sunday-school man, and if

ized many schools, which were

quences

There is no more obvious distin®tion

school man, and it is coming - when every

Adams was himself a missionary of the
society for a number of years, and organ-

ers, they can be of use as pupils. A man
may excuse himself from taking a class
by saying that he * does not know enough
to teach,” though probably he would be
mortally offended if he imagined any one
@lse thought so; but he can hardly say
that he does not know enough to join a
class, whatever may be the facts in the
«wcase.—S. 8, World.

apt allusion to it at that time.

BY OLIVE E: DANA.

life of men.
>

away all excuse from those people who
complain that there is no room for them
If they are not wanted as teach-

in his memory for years, unused

wills were reluctant. There is a twofold | between men, of any class or condition,
work to be done in all spiritual life: first, than that determined by their progress,
the truth must be imparted ; and, secondin its kind and measure, not less than
ly, the Spirit must take the truth and its existence. There is nothing indeed,
transform truth into vital, spiritual force.
more fascinating than progress in ‘any
Our children must be invited, urged, persphere. Every science is a record of desuaded to accept in their innermost lives
velopment, and every development of
the truths of the Bible.
:
:
art and of labor is a constantly unfolding
8. It is a mistake to assume that the prophecy, as constantly finding its fulfillSunday-school will do the two-fold work ment, of new combinations and achievof intellectual enlightening and spiritual ments. The botanist studies the germiquickening.
The
best Sunday-school nation and the growth which lie between
teacher needs the assistance of pulpit and the planting of the seed and the fruitful
home.
He may spend hour after hour maturity which is the consummation of
on Sabbath through a series of, years in that growth. The geologist traces for us
are many sides of the child's ‘nature
which are to be reached by other processes, and through the other days of the

eager to avail themselves of the same.

tain anecdote in one of his speeches, replied that he had retained that anecdote

THE EDUCATION OF AFTER-LIFE.

our

gregation. From the gray fathers and
mothers in Israel to the youngest toddler
able to come to church, all were present
and prepared to join with zeal and intelligence in the exercises of the Sundayschool.
3
It was the first time I had ever seen
‘be an admirable one for several reasons.
At gives dignity to the school, and makes
“it of consequence in the eyes of the children. They think much more of their
- privileges when they see their elders

-

were

rd

Communications,

knowledge of the facts and doctrines will
necessarily work spiritual results in our
children. We knew long before we loved the things we knew. After we knew
we were apathetic. Our intellects were
enlightened, but our hearts were cold.

was superin-

edge and apprehension of life, or a greater intellectual or practical fitness for its
duties. The miser sees the glimmer of
gold for his hoarded stores where the man
of different habits sees not the suspicion
of gain.
One seeking for knowledge
will find it even in the. odd moments, the

by-ways, and the momentary delays of’ a

busy life.

:

The earnest purpose will bind into a
golden chain of acquired knowledge the
fragments of information which come in
the way of all, and utilize the

opportuni-

sary connection and sequence, with

some

method and care as to what reading shall
be at hand for the unoccupied moments.

It is because of the lack of such a habit
that there is so much desultory reading
and thinking. It is possible to read in
with

a little

reflection

be-

tween the readings, even the most solid
works; and the reader may derive the
more benefit from it that he has time to
think over what he has read. It is said
that Schlieman, the author

of

the

works

tendent of the Sunday-school ef the First
Presbyterian church, Germantown, for

on Troy and Mycenw, has declared

seventeen years, and it was his custom to

rain, unless he had * a book in his hand

invite all the officers and teachers to a
festal gathering at his house twice a

till his

It is said

that some of the greatest authors have
been indebted to some apparently irrelevant or useless study for the suggestion
of their works, and the thought which
led to or accomplished them.

Of

what an author may

he never went

on

errands, even

and learned something

by

in

heart.”

such a way it is possible to read

that
the

In

history

advancement not only in intellectual cul- ment of life guide and control the times,
ture, but in all true success in life, we and what was their origin and early
could hardly find a worthier
one than that fortunes? Were they, as a general rule,
so often impressed upon us, that there is rocked and dandled in the lapof wealth?
that to bé gained and done which no fee- No. Such men emerge from the homes
ble or transitory effort may attain, but
which is worthy our strongest endeav-

of decent

or, .

and privation
A)

oo
+o

accomplish

'BY REV. W. H. MERRIMAN.

of the working of the forces of Nature!

Our thought can not stop with what we
see; there are the hidden processes, the
causes whose effeets we see, the effects of

which the seen is the cause,.and always,
to the Christian

mind, the grateful

real-

ization of the love of God, whose power
has created, and whose provident
continues, all these forces.

care

With even greater interest, it may be,
will the learner study human life, whether he seek it in its representation in
books, as those wiser than

he

have

seen

and represented it, as historians have
chronicled it, as poets have reflected and

idealized it,—or as he finds it about him,
in such various aspects.

And he, and

he

only, is safe from wrong and disheartening views concerning it, from the con-

more to offset a minister’s work than

the

profanity of ten men during the week.

When one professes to live by God's

law one thing is certain, he mast be unselfish. Consistency - requires that like
Paul he must be willing ‘‘to spend and
be spent” for Christ's sake. In deal the
real Christian will be ready to give a cent
which is his due rather than to exact it
when to do so would wound God’s cause.
The Christian farmer must buy and sell
hay, wood and produce on Christian
principles, which say,~—not ‘‘ live and let

live"—but live and help live.
An incident illustrating the inconsistency of an act, occurred not long since. A
minister was to be ordained. The church
to which he 1ninistered was about six

miles frompthe

railway

depot.

In

re-

advancement to be a reader. We need
to discriminate not less between books

sponse to invitations from this minister,
brethren from different parts of his State
attended and took part in the exercises.
They arrived there all right and comfortable. How should they be conveyed to
the depot? The church had said nothing
to the minister about their transportation.
An old man offered the brother the use of
his horse. It was accepted.
The day.
following the ordination, at six in the
morping,the brother repaired to the depot
amid a severe storm to convey one of the
visiting ministers. Another remained.
The pastor not wishing (in common parlanee) ‘‘ to ride a free horse” too much,

than

started with this

tamination of its temptations to vanity,
sordidness or sin, who seeks earnestly to

uplift, to purify and to cheer, all. other
lives, both by his own uprightness and
faith, his struggle to abide in God's keeping, and, too, by all the ways in which

it

is possible to show sympathy and helpfulness.
There are two errors which it is needful to beware of,if we would profit all that
may be possible by the books within our
reach and opportunity,—of choice and of
use.

We

It is, of course, no sign of studious

between

do

well

persons

or

to reject

assertions.

almost

entirely

light, empty reading, and wholly to ignore any which has a flavor of semsationalism. The best we can use of history,
biography,

essays,

treatises

on

some

the seiences, the standards of fiction—especially such as have a value beyond the
story, as the ‘“ Schonberg

as some of
Whitney’®
ble that the
not merely

Cotta”

series,

Miss Mulock’s and as Mrs.
works—poetry, and if possireading of which becomes
pleasant entertainment but

more like a studious occupation, as Milton, or Shakespeare, or Tennyson, with

Nor, having chosen them, need

we

fall

into the other error of depending too
much upon them, neglecting other avenues of information, =~
Books are useful only, or principally;
as the ‘truths they teach, like seeds,
germinate #nd become the source of
thought in us. They guide and suggest,
not less than awaken, thought. Great are

the resources opeped so freely to all in
these days, as a heritage to any who

brother,

the

after, to find a conveyance.

morning

They entered

the home of the wealthiest member of the
church

and

stated

their

man bundled up, went

errand,

to

the

barn,

The
and

of being called a fool by his

will

improve and profit by it.
| Beginning and ending with our Bible,
around which the best thought and so
much of the best scholarship clusters,
ard from which springs our best litera-

‘such fundamen

offenders, and those professed followers
may supply what is as necessary to delight which may excuse us if we coneven where the child has hard thém that of Christ who, by their -inconsistentex- [ od,
the
learner
as his more obvious gains. tinue to neglect other departmentsof edthe
until
again,
ample, afford occasion for that argument
“we reiterate again and

to which the irreligious so constantly ap.
al. And the Jast, we fear, do the most

that the harm.
to assume

2.Tt is amistake

;

:

We recall the well-known story of Daniel

ucation for this one.

Webster,

take with us a thought to be

who, on being complimented

upon the efficient use he made

of a’ oer-.

sen (who was
clerk of the church) came back to the
house and said he would rather give five
dollars than *‘ go down there.” Alas for

Christian fortitude,” That farmer would
doubtless have gone down there to sell
ten dollars’ worth of butter, but to carry

some one to the train was not to be tho't
of. The two ministers nothing daunted,
but bemoaning the low conception of

Christianity of the man,

walked two miles

further to the abode of an ‘‘ontsider” who
cheerfully
took them in,” gave them a
good dinner and carried the minister to
the train.
Which man ‘manifested a Christian
spirit? ‘He that giveth a cup of cold
water only, shall in no wise lose his reward.”
EE
EES
gi i

DEUISION OF CHARACTER.
BY W.

8. MORSE.

Not only is this subject
to the chief magistrate of a

of importance
country,

but

it is also of vital importance to the laboring man who would raise himself to eminence in any given direction, to possess

o

and

nature.”

sacrifices

brace

‘Thousands

their

of young

were

we

to

heeded,

the
Maid
have been

of
the

Orleans.
result of

~With-

larly those men, who by their untiring zeal
and redoubtable will, by their keen foresight and undaunted courage and perse-

cesses.

‘Look

around

deep

re-

you upon

the

distinguished men who in every depart-

#

the Seven Years, had Frederic the Great
become discouraged after the battle of
Kunersdorf—in which his army seemed
to be completely demolished, and he himself about to'take

his

dose

of eorrosive

sublimate, rather than be taken prisoner ?
This Maria Theresa would have regained
Silesia,and Frederic would not have been
called ** The Great.”

-

THE LONG PRAYER.
A correspondent of Zion's Herald gives
the following report of Dr. N. J. Burton's
reference to the prayer before the sermon,

in one of his recent lectures before the
‘students of Yale Diviaity Seool :
‘In speaking of the main or long prayer,
let me give » few hints on prayer in general. While you keep on ealling it long,
take good care that it. never 4s long.
Soon after I entered the ministry, I ‘noticed that some clergymen prayed fifteen,
twenty, and, on sufficiently august oc-

casions, even thirty minutes; and in four
years I found myself almost equally
affluent. On commencing to reform, I
felt the force- of habit as well as the
force of my deep interest in the mighty
themes and blessings of prayer. The
moment I closed my eyes, time was
cheap. Then I tried praying by the
watch, but in spite of everything fifteen
minutes or more would be gone. 1 then
made up my mind to omit many things
which really belong to a church prayer,
for the sake of getting through; just as a
wan loads his ships with three thousand
tons which he can cross the ocean with
instead of ten thousand to go to the bottom.

:

“But I found that I took license to enlarge more on my fewer items till they
expandedto ten thousand tons. In the
bliss of amplification I took no note of

time; and what is so blissful as amplification? Then I got a phonographic reporterto take down my prayers, so I

could see what I had been about those
ten or fifteen minutes, for I could not
understand

‘what. meanderings

had

led

me so long. 1 recognized my footsteps,
and stooda convicted sinner.
Thus I
within
myself
brought
and
conquered,
proper limits, so that ten minutes

maximum swing.

is

my

Not that I can con-

a common prayer. Ido not thus condense in deference to the cowardly notion
that the newspaper article is the model
for everything.
The fact is, the nineteenth century can’s pray more than ten
minutes or so.
It can keep its head
down longer than that, but after aboutjten
minutes its mental exercises are of a char-

acter not profitable to be explored.

It

until I went over to their side, and
then I haye had “peace.”

since

S>o-O
hii

are
officers
Ministers and church
sometimes afraid to press the ethical and
faith
benevolence claims of Christian
pressure
on new converts, lest such

should cause them to recede from the tur-,

Such timidity

ther pursuit of godliness.

and

is a snareto the convert,

likely

to

ing chimera of their brain, and totally un- urse the church by Suouraging a low:
Bet-:
worthy of the name by which they are ethical congcience in its members.
convert under-

fondly cherished in memory’s

:

What would
the
war
of

seemed sacrilegious when my friends first
out decision of character the people of attacked
the on the length of my prayers ;
this our beloved land, and more particu- but they kept up a scatteripg fire on we,
this most valuable characteristic.

.

.

And

above all minor suggestions, to ensure

\

oa

moral

competencore struggling pov-

Necessity sharpens their faculties, -

Of all the things which injure the
cause of Christ, there is nothing more some safe harbor. . Where that safe harsongs delight us, not less than the. writ- potent iu its influence than inconsistency. ‘bor is, they have no idea; because they
ers of prose, have other duties to fulfill “If Christianity were not an exotic, that, have no definite object in view. They have
than the task of authorship. ‘So that one growing in the heart of an individual never decided upon any course of life, but
is reminded again and again that method warranted others in looking for different permit their actions to be shaped and
and diligence will accomplish a purpose, things from him in word and deed, one molded by the circumstances of the
however slight opportunity may seem. A ‘had not then so much need of exercising hour, Isit any wondet that disasters
newspaper item, ¢ flat, stale and unprof- ‘care over his life. Such however is not follow each other?
““More'men are ruined through indecisitable” to another, the reflective mind may the case. He whose cause we endeavor to
seize as the germ of some essential truth promote,
has said,through Solomon, “Keep ion than from a wrong decision. Few men
or important discovery, as the proof of thy heart with ail diligence.” Consisten- will deliberately lay out and pursue a
‘some philosophic statement, or the culmi- cy has been called a jewel,—whether on plan of life that will ultimately work
nation of some. historic movement.
One accountof its value.or brilliancy,the apos- their ruin. Most young men of the presseldom learns who makes no effort to do trophe does not say. = At any. rate, we ent day enter into the great battle of life
‘so; one hardly fails to do so, at this day, who have been met by inconsistent words without any well defined system of warif he endeavors to learn constantly.
and actions are perfectly willing that the fare, and consequently spend their best
Numerous are the helpers which bring simile should hold good in either direc- days in aimless pursuits. Indecision is
such a purpose on the way to its fulfill- tion.
the bane of our existence. Could we
ment,—we notice only a few of - the more
We all hold Peter's action in denying look into the world of spirits we would
important.
Christ as inconsistent.
We consider Ja- fiad but few souls in the dark regions of
Observation
is
recommended
and cob’s planning while working for Laban woe that Liad resolved to reach that goal ;
urged by those with far greater claim to as inconsistent; yet how many Jacobs nearly all who are there, are in their
a hearing than the present writer, with and Peters there are, who plan and act present condition simply because they
so much reason, moreover, that one can with no reference to their former vows to never decided whither they would go,
hardly pass by it as already trite, or omit God.
and their indecision has been their rain.”
it from any motive, since it is one of the
It is not the purpose of this article to
Can you conceive of a Columbus disessentials of education, enforced by com- enumerate the ways in which consistency covering America without decision of
mon practical reason not less than by the in Christian living may be violated. We character? What if after asking the auscholar or philosopher. But observation desire to speak of one form in which it is thorities of his native state for assistance
should not be made to mean, as it is so commonly met. That form is—the lack to aid him in making the great discovery
of an accommodating spirit. It is God's which was destingd at once to make his
often construed, a noticing of much, with
a recollection and understanding of very plan that character, likg~the Florida Keys, name famous throughout the land, and to
little of what is seen. It stands side by should be built up by litttle things. Acts confer a lasting benefit on the civilized
side, in its necessity and use, with .the and words apparently trivial, stamp one inhabitants of earth, and being refused,
tomplefentary attribute of thought or us possessing or lacking the full measure he had given up the project which he
| reflection. These,
with all they may bring of a Christian sympathy.
4 had so long cherished, and setiled back
;
to their aid, are, with needed guidance,
How many an individual who has be- in despair,—what would he have accomthe qualities’ which are most essential to gun to consider the claim of God in a plished in the way of discovery? In what
education, in its beginning and progress. favorable light and is about to confess His way would he have benefited mankind ?
{ How much 1s to be seen, with constant- name, has beén thrown back from his It was decision of character that enabled
ly new wonder and delight, how much to position by the closeness of some member Franklin and Greeley to shine like
suggest and awaken thought, in all the ‘in good and regular standing” of God's stars in
literature;
that made
the
details of the changes of th@ seasons; the visible church. Closeness of deal, hesi- great general say, ‘I propose to fight
growth of vegetation, and all that we see tancy of according help to another,can do it out on this line”; that gave successt

ture,—giving that a low place which
year.—8. S. World.
and geography, to gain a knowledge of does not reverence it, and placing * The
The Presyiarisn Banner speaksof the many notable authors, or to take up some Book” (as it is said is the literal meaning verdhice, have engraved their names upon
us—over and over again—through many teachers in *‘ Satan’s Sunday-sehool” as of the natural sciences.
eps
of the word Bible) first not only as guide the pages of history, and immortalized
years, and little children of to-day must being the hardened criminals and conAnd
those
times
and
places,
of
which
and stay and hope, but as in every way themselves in the hearts of their countryimis
it
and
- :be taught as we were taught,
firmed tipplers, who give every Sabbath
the
best food for our thought,—we have in ‘men, would have been mere figure-heads,
there
will
inevitably
be
mot
‘a
few,
at:
upon
s
stres
t
grea
e
portant that we plac
personal and practical tuition to juvenile which one can not observe such a meth- ‘books surely a resource both for use and 80 to speak, tossed about by every varytal doctrines, and that

~ery atmosphere in which they liveis sur-

erty.

men are to-day drifting hopelessly about
on the sea of life, vainly hoping that
ere long some favorable breeze will
spring up and drive their vessels into

LACK OF CONSISTENOY.

with but a part of his time for his work of
authorship, very many of the best known
productions of American writers are examples. Nearly all the poets whose

some of that miscellaneous reading which
ties which to others are hindrances.
it is difficult to classify,—these, in a wise
If one complains that knowledge so variety, read to be remembered and regained will be but disconnected scraps, flected upon, may come into our reading
without sequence or consistency, we an- .and study with very profitable results of
swer that the ainf may supply the neces- attainment and delight.

fragments,

L

ter, far better maké¥the

stand, from the start, that a faith which

does not purify the life, is dead.— Zion's
\
pn
Herald.
;
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A
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THE POLICIES.

y

Careful readers of the Star are 'likel

with fears, .

shall do, and to be tormented

after all, lest we ‘have made a mistake.’
If one only could strike out and do one
_ thing or the other at once, feeling that if
a mistake should be made there would
still be time and strength to correct it, it

would be a great relief.

:

Just that the Executive

Boards

would

do, if we were all acting up to

be able to

the standard proposed in our denomina-

tional theory of Systematic Saving for the

‘purpose. of Systematic Giving.
When

the cards

are

:

used

in

every

church, and by every member and friend,

who may reasonably be expected to use
them, when every pastor earnestly and
faithfully presents the claims of these
causes as often as may be desirable, there
will be little embarrassmentin the work of
the Boards.
Something they can do quickly, and *“ be gives twice who gives quickly.” Brethren, let us give more earnest
attention ‘to these matters, and see to

it that no possible advantage is lost by
our negligence or apparent indifference.
THE YEARLY MEETINGS.
June is the month of Yearly Meetings
with us, and these gatherings ought to be
made powerful helpers in all our work.
This they often are. This we most earnestly hope the sessions soon to be held
will be. There is pressing need. Not
one of our great enterprises is in a condition to justify us in abating’ any proper
effort in their behalf. Every one of our
Benevolent Societies, our Printing Estab-

- lishment, the schools and colleges under
our care, and. entitled

to our

and patronage, all need, and

sympathy
should

re-

ceive, a cordial recognition and a generous consideration at our hands. Let these
annual conferences be made

the occasion

of quickening our love and zeal in

these

departments of Christian

that,

work, so

in spite of the disadvantages of the summer season, all our churches shall at
once show signs of fresh life and renewed
determination to honor the Lord, on account of the influence of the Yearly Meetings. That these gatherings may be
thus fruitful in good results, we should
prepare ourselves for them, by carefully

considering

our present condition,

needs, and how best to meet

our

them;

and

by earnest prayer that the Divine Presence may overshadow them, and the

blessingof God rest richly upon

every

session.
Items.

The Church of England Zenana' Missionary Society made an earnest plea for
a ** census morning thank-offering” of at
least ope
pemny from every
Christian
woman in England to extend
the blessings of Christianity in India.
MapAGAscar. — The importation
of
rum into this island is subjected to a duty

which is paid in kind, that is to say, for
every ten barrels one goes to the customs
authorities, who neither drink it themselves nor sell it to be drunk, but pour jt

out upon the sand.
so used in other

If strong drink wére

islands

of the

sea, the

Progress of missions would be more rapia.

hy

* ItaLy.—The Free Italian Church, to
which Gavazzi, who was at one time a

priest of Rome, belongs, Is progressing
most cheeringly,

It has 15 ministers, 15

evangelists, 49 elders, 67 deacons, 11
deaconesses, 1,800 communicants, 724
Sunday-school scholars, 1,328 pupils in its

anxiety to see this new

thorough examination,

with it, as it does not answer

36

FRANCE.—The

churches,

Rev.

and

35

tations. Some of the changes I can not
admire, and in many places changes have

not been made where the law of gram-

Meetings

Friday, and

rendered always and

in

or

are held

on

Sunday, which
men

ber of times before being enrolled ; after
that (hey attend so many more times in or-

der to be entitled to a Testament or Bible.
In this way in three years 4,000 Bibles
or Testaments have been distributed.

The demand for Bibles in France is very

large. In one village a colporteur'sold a
. Bible on the average to every ten per-

Auother sold a Bible

Catholic family in a village.
CONTRIBUTIONS

TO FOREIGN

to

every

Missions.

—Seventy British societies received con‘tributions last year of nearly $5,50
for Foreign Missions.
y
ki

SWEDEN AND LAPLAND. —Princess Eugenie, the sister of the king, is interest-

Ing herself in the spiritual welfare of the
Lapps. She desires to form an association of ladies to support a mission among

the inhabitants of this distant Mind; who

with their reindeer are continfmally moving about, and who not infrequently trav-

of

ment.

der them, or shirks them if she can.

“fr Was a 16g |

‘bound yp with the lad’s

manhood,

the

‘fought in the

son
Civil

life.

entered
War, and

Grown

IN THR
| WORLD
for ‘Hand
AND
MACHINE

THE GREAT GURE
~ BHEUNATISM

It cleanses the system of the acrid poison
that causes the
suffering which
only the victims of Rheumatism can realize,

THOUSANDS
‘of the worst forms

=

has had wonderful success, and an immense
sale in every part of the Country.
In hundreds of cases it has cured where all else had
failed. Itis mild, but efficient, CERTAIN
IN ITS ACTION, but harmless in all cases,
@ It cleanses, Strengthens and gives New
Life to all the important organs of the body.
The natural action of the Kidneys is restored.
The Liver is cleansed of all disease, and the
Bowels move freely and healthfully. In this

way the worst diseases are eradicated from
the
As it has been proved
by thousands that

TONES

re-

erse a space of 120 miles to attend a
church service in a barn. In order to the Lord, and of his consecration to his ser-

OF CASES
of

PERF

to

monuto his

SONS,

A Distinguished

Heart mi Voice
ther similar collection,
{2
] E contains 192 pa
PE IRART AND v
Pa; es larger than the ordinary size) beautifully
nted on fine, toned paper, handsomely and durably
und in boards.
-

cleansing
the
system
of all mprbid secretions. It shouldbe
used in every household as a

‘.

‘SPRING

MEDICINE.

Always cures BILIOUSNESS, CONSTIPATION, PILES and all FEMALE Diseases.
Is put up in Dry Vegetable Form, in tin cans,
one package of which makes 6 quarts medicine.
in Liquid Form, very Concentrated for
the convenience of those who cannot readily prepare it, It actswith equal efficiency in eitherform.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.) BURLINGTON, VT.

x
}

I

APNE EATLYE

T PAYS to sell our Rubber Hand: Printing
Stamps, Circulars free. GG. A. HARPER &
RO., Cleveland, O.
;
4t19%eow

re-

JOHN CHURCH & CO,

Ne, 5 Yin signers, | CINCINNATI, 0.
1

cv

(x)

Rg

hd

\BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

i Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches
™achoofsdFire Alarms, Farms, etc, FULLY
bs

NTED.

Catalogue

VANDUZEN

sent

Free.

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

1y1

;

GENTS WANTED for the Best and JastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles.
Prices reduced 33 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila, Pa.

J. BITS MAPS RI.

MoT

The

Will always Bless the Name
of “Woman's Friend”!

Full

board of teachers.

it is the best

medicine

the

than

let

Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Morocco, 65 cts;

N.

H.

Rev.

A.

B,

England.

Meservey,

teachers.

a

Ph.

Regular

college

Specially.

history.

of

study

are

the

usages

ters.

and I

25 cents;

pose

on

the

Gospels,

and the

$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
oy

BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803;

only

The

and

printed

published sermon

by

by Randall.

-

request.

Price

Golden Shealf by
rs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo

life

and
ristian experiences of Bal, a eonverted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 centy.

Butler's

Theology

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology,
and the
author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denominations
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

|

Lectures
ON

THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

study,

1.00;

an

excel

lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most im.
portant points of Bible

cts.
x
Minister's Manual,
but useful

for

:

postage,

9

designed especially for ministers.
all church members.
It contains:

Scripture Selections
occasions; Order of
different meetings
The Rules of Order

for more than thirty different
Exercises for ten or a dozen:
Formulas and Suggestions.
are comprehensive, and yet

very concise and well aiianged; stating in fifteen

{ages all the important, parliamentary rales of de~
iberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 756
cents.
re,
The Church Jember’'s Book
is a valuable little wrok, and every Christian
youd be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage

:

moder

INSTITUTE.—J.

volumes, one

10 cents.

CLS.

Rules of Order.
are the same as

Lewiston, Me.

LITERARY

It 18 published by au-

Views

at the death of a child,

The

For Catalogue address,
A. M. JONES, Seo.,

YNDON

two

REV.

in

Best

SCHOOL.

Expenses are

in church-building.

reading.
Sermon

D.

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege. The course of study extends over three
ate.

of:
theis.

$1.00,

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
If is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family °

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

years, of three terms each.

Baptists.

Price $1.25 including postage.

tains”

Principal.
address the principal

D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

including postage.

Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Bufier, con -

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON,

$1.00,

Doctrine

Normal,

THEOLOGICAL

our existence,

thority of the General Conference.
tage, 1 cent.

ELIHU HAYES, Sec, Trustees.

COLLEGE

of

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close:
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace:
the ioccedin s of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including
postage.
The Treatise
containg ™ brief statement of the doctrines
held by
the denomination,
and our general

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi
_4 ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.

or

first half century

union with the Freewill

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: Classical and Scientific.
!
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week,
For further information apply
to A. A. MOULTON, A. M., Rio Grande, Gallia Co., Ohio.

MORIUS ADAMS, A. B.,
For further particulars,

nts.

of the Freewill Bapilists

‘is a small book in pepe covers, embracing
the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Ser
A volume of*300 pages, containing
twenty.
sermons, by as many different F.
ptist Minis -

I0'GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
courses

is

sup-

The Memorials of the Free Baptisis
give the rise and progress of this body
Christians in New York, till the time of

REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

The

postage,

covers the

Connected with

commercial

Telegraphy

a
hymns with tunes”

from 1780 to 1830, It describes with censiderabledetail, the early events of our denominational

Summer Term
begins Apr. 18, 1881. Summer
Term closer June
28. Send
for Catalogue to

Life.

world;

;

Melody

The History

EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham;
ton,

Sacred

cents;

teacher of Penmanship in the State.
EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.

it.

-.

in

Psalmody

The

SEMINARY-—Northwood Ridge

the Institution is the best

TESTIMONIALS.
DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS :—I am doing good business with W, F. I sold one to-day and three yesterday, had a call for two more to-night but did
not have it, so thought it time I had some ordered.
A lady sent to me yesterday from Northfield for
some,saying that she had two daughters cured with
it that
the doctors had given up to die with consumption, and your father called to her house and
left some; and nowmshe has another daughter the
doctors say must die,but she don’t belieye it,for she
Saye

6 cents tor

is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings, . 30

‘Expenses low.

principal, with eight associate

ATES

Ac

discontinued when

in churghes.
TE
; $1,50 for single copy, $1,20 for the

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full. board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical. Admits both
sexes, - Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester, Wis.
ONSFIELD SEMINARY.
Parsonsfield
Me. RS
x Me
Principal, Fin
competent assistants.
ege
Preparatory,
Normal, Classical and Scientific courses of study for

New

Dr, Hardy’s forty years’ experience is compounding medicmes resulted in the discoveries
which render the*Woman’s Friend the most successful remedy ever made for all Female Comoan

suitly

if not.

ply of churches. ' Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.

& Spring term, April 11, 1881; Summer term,
June 16, 1881.
4
For Catlopue address K. Bachelder, A.
M., Principal, or C. A, Farwell, Secretary.

courses of study for both sexes.

A Victim to Consumption or
the Insane Asylum.
=,

rey

$2.50

This book of nearly 1100

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully ‘arranged courses of Shady. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue.
addres:
.
e Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH.
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi.
p
cal, ‘Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

TORTHWOOD

plaints.

stri

flered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public. The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than half of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,buét is often used

LJ

N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of .Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete
board of assistants. “Students fitted for business
or college.
For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. S. TASKER, Secretary.

|©

Sister's

and

co, $90;
Morocco Gilt, 1.25;
Postage 9 cents each, Small,
postage 4 cents,

ers free.
Spring term begins
Feb. 8, 1881. Summer term begins May 2, 1881. For catalogue address the Principal.

Her

oS hor

if paid

is the denominational Hymn Book, exten.
sively used. Large boek, in
ep $80; Moroc- ..

both sexes.
y
50
per week. Total expenses per year, $12. Rooms for self boarding,
$2 to $4 per term.
Training department for teach-

Fifty Miles for

year,

one copy.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance. Discontinued
when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.

Pittrfield, Me., Aug. 2, 1880.

A REMEDY
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r

year, or 25 cents to single subscribers.

book and music dealers at publishers’ prices.

RAGES

H

Payment always in advance,

and

He

in it:

time expires, and no commission allowed on mon.
ey sent,
Sample copies sent free.
i
8. 8. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the Inter=
national lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. Itis intended
be equal to the best.
8: 20 cents per copy in packages for the

his conversion to
CO., 13 Wabash

Eoucational,

will be supplied by all

VOICE

Ohio.

pages,

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beantifully illustrate:
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, .- - 85 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one ad:
dress, each, »
- * - 25 cents

~* _
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cig

Spiritual Songs.

35 cents by

18 Specimen copy (board covers) maile
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College,
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first thirty days,

and
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paperof eight

volume.
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communications, should be ads
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It stands
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OOMPLETR
On entire Bible, in‘one vol
, Syn pub ished. Endorse.
ments by 200 ablest scholars. Adap
to all; embodies latest
rok 3
John; tables showing time o
research. Con YA
prophet apd king; authorship and dates of
of Bible; how the earth abpeo led from Noah; parables and miracles of Old and New Testaments; the twenty
« four
ons of Christin their order; the eighteen miracles
ofthe Apostled. 1020 pages, 475 illustrations, price, $3.75.
to $400.
Extra terms. Selling fast. Agents m
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& Co.
N. 4th 8¢., Phila
& month, Bradley Garretson

and Popular Authors

> Cents.

their

WANTED
FOR

Heretofore unequaled, and that the work contains
such a wealth of treasures old and new as can

i

CURE.”

SAFE

Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16.page
Weekly. paper opposed to secret societies.
Y
;

They have secured a combination of

A sin

Author,

late President of Oberlin

F. ROOT and J. R. MURRAY,
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS.

Price 83.60 Per dozen by press

LIVER

Thousands owe

nounced : Masonry
soon after
Christ. - Messrs. KE. A. COOK &

F The Publishers believe that in the Preparation of
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large religious

dressed to Dover,
Terms ;—§$2.00

Liver and Urinary Or-

but

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D: D.

Edited by W. F. SHERWIN.

Strong
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EXPOSED!
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GEO.

The Mornin
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gressive.
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Sold by all Druggists.

The New Sunday School Song Book

DR.

Full Size (largest in mar-

H. H. WARNER & Co, Roohester, N. Y.

its energiz-

Proprietors,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

invigorating to

THEM.

nothing

UNRIVALED.

Sewing.

turned alive. From the numb agony of
this blow the father came forth with a
chastened spirit, and sought a medicine
for his mind and heart in humble Christian labors among
the sinful -and the
poor. Forlorn White Oaks became the
scene of his most ‘devoted work. He
Eathered a congregation. From it, as
the fruit of his fidelity, faithful men, won
to his Master by his words, rose up to
help the Sncred enterprise. Sowing in
tears, the good man began to reap in joy.
He resolved to build a church—a
ment not of grief, but of his love

&
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Two Danghters Cured
Of Consumption.
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army,

never

FOWLE

Lung and Throat Affections.
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x liappitiess to it. m@~We offer “Warner's Safe Tontters” with
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Saved From an Untimely Grave

BOSTON.

life was

the

W.

Saved

608 Washington St.,

He was

His

SETH

Harrison Avenue, Doston.

Would

Gen. Managers,

a scholar and a scientist.
Besides this he
was a sincere believer in Christ and his
doctrines.
He had an only son to whom

attached.

She

Ea, =. Y

the

as

ALCOHOL,

kind, for

A Tonic Ap-

to the taste,

For the Kidneys,

.

As it is for all diseases of the KIDNEYS,
LIVER AND BOWELS.

from

FROM

AND

Purifier.

Trial Size, 50c.

gans,

ing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but arc permanent.

of |

sees man triumphantly pursuing his vocations, and thinks it is the kind of work he
does which makes him grand and regnant; whereas it is not the kind of work
at all, but the way in which and the spirit
with which he does it.”

to see the afflictions of good men made a
means of blessing to other hearts. Be-

deeply

hands

FREE

Vleasant

its superiority over all other remedies of the

A DRINK -

SPRING
MEDIC
Blood

ket) $1.00.
TRY

«¢ Now, I wonder if right here does not
lie the terrible wrong,’ ur at least some
of it, of which the woman suffragists complain. The wrongly educated
woman
thinks her duties a disgrace, and frets un- | 1

¢ that somehow good
Will be the final goal of il)’,

he was

the

ties.

_ Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or
Life Element,
TRON,
infusing Strength,
Vigor and New Life into all parts of the system.

BEING

NOT

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient eyidence of

the body. The most eminent PHYSICIANS recommend these Bitters for their euraitve proper-

PERUVIAN SYRUP

slave to toil, but its regal master, making
‘whatever I do.yield me its best fruits.
You have been king of your work so long’
that maybe you will laugh at me for having lived so long without my crown, but
I am too glad to have found it at all to be
entirely disconcerted even by your merri-

Satanos,

from this uninviting community.

intended for no

petizer.

DEBILITY OR A LOW.STATE
- OF THE SYSTEM.

a

PERFECT

A Thorough

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE
OF THE BLOOD, OR ACCOMPANIED BY

fully mine, that | need not be the shirking

It strengthens the religious man’s trust
in the declaration

Oks:

Student,

AMEDICINE.
A

NZ

PURELY VEGETABLE

\\

Female Com-

Fever, and _

than ever before—and this: truth, old as
creation, seems just now to have become

GAVE HIMSELF.

far

work

seemed flowing down through my spirit
into the white loaves; and now I believe
my table is furnished, with better bread

; Selections.

hills, not

The

It fell into

is never plural, but always in the singular number!
Really, there is but one
Devil, where there are many evil or -unclean Spirits, or Demona.
If in these matters I am wrong let the
more profound philologists amonggour
ministry set me right.

immorality.
Save an occasional mission
visit, or a religious service now and
then, there was very little to relieve its
moral desolation or Plead for its unkept
Sabbaths.
In the beautiful valley below
lived a gentleman whose tastes and profession set him at widest social distance

young

number

Humors;

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent

compelled by an inevitable necessity to
make our bread this summer.
Why not
consider it a pleasant .eccupation, and
make it so by trying to see what perfect bread I can make?’
It seemed
like an inspiration—and the whole of |,
life grew brighter. ‘The very sunshine

Daimon and Daimonion are the original
words. In all these cases Demons or
4vil Spirits should be used. Where Diabolus occurs it is properly rendered Devil

ermont line, there is a place known

Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,

-

]

‘The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic

The extract:is as follows:

tinued use of the Devils, or Devil, where

youd the Hoosac

noble

— FOR —

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
- And other Lung Affections.

eral Debility, Neuralgia, Fever

ing bread. ' 1 said to myself,‘ Here Iam,

prove, as

but Diabolus, like

his

«I am glad to tell that, out of all the
toil and disappointments of the sdwmer
just ended, I have risen up to a victory;
that * silence
of thought
since you
have been away has won for my ‘spirit a
triumph, I read something like this the
other day: ¢ There is no healthy thought
without labor, and thought makes the labor happy.’ . Perhaps this is the way I
have been able to climb up higher. It
came to me one morning when I was mak-

alway, I

attend are chiefly infidels. The pupils in
the Sunday-schools attend a certain num-

sons.

dents.

in the éase of Abraham, etc.
But my greatest objection is to the con-

or Tempter;

but

&

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections, Gen-

He

a lecture to the students, and as it
showed the qualities of Mrs. Garfield's
mind, and her opinions upon the subject
of woman's work, he gave it to the stu-

be

lected district—a haunt of ignorance’ and

The

late

eyes but his.

can not see. In one marginal note it is
rendered * all the days.” The best speakers and writers of the English language,
(and their use is our law,) in all popular:
compositions, use this word always, and
do not leave off the s.
I find the term *fempt™i¥ “still used,
when the meaning is to try

cor-|-

President Hinsdale, who made use of it: in

always

others

dead;

over ten years ago, and

used, and in others alway, leaving off the

place

He is

The

heaven,”—is to me very irreverent.

Why pantole should in one

had

little paper published by the students of
Hiram College, contains an article of more
than ordinary interest on the above subject. It quotes an extract from a letter
written by Mrs. Garfield to her. husband,

Lord’s Prayer, ‘‘ Our Father wheck art in

s.

He

MRS: GARFIELD ON WOMAN'S WORK.

or that.” Who applies to persons, and
which to things. Especially, which, referring to God the Father—as in the

I find

up the System, Makes the Weal
Strong, Builds up the Brokendown, Invigorates the
Brain, and .
;

goes on, done by other hands. The splendid mausoleum of Taj Mahal commemorates a heathen husband’s selfish grief.
The lowly White Oaks chapel commemorates the hallowed and beneficent sorrow
of a Christian father—the sainted Professor Albert Hopkins.— Youth's Companion.

In this work also, I find the relative
pronoun which used,as in the old version,
where our law of grammar requires who,

who

subject of study.

feet.

Ghost means an apparition;

cases

research.

. WHITE'S
PULMONARY
ELIXIR

.Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood, Tones

had founded the first American observatory, that simultaneously ‘with those at
Greenwich and the Cape of Good Hope
watched the starry heavens. But in that
obscure mountain parish he laid his
honors and his greatness at his Master's

if it means anything, and Spirit is a reality and not a hobgoblin.
:

in some

{

when the. Sabbath
faithful man who

responded with Sir John Herschell.

G. T. Dodds, of

years ago, ther@'were in.the city 22 stations; now there are 44 or 45 scattered:

Thursday,

of astronomical

for to speak, etc., is ungrammatical. For
is always either a conjunction or a preposition ; but in such phrases it is neither,
and nothing.
In this Revised Version we have retained the unseemly term ‘* Holx
Ghost.”
Why * pneuma” should be transiyted in
some places Spirit and in others Ghost, I

Again,

litle

taught them the words of eternal life.
He toiled there till the weakness of age
came uppn him, He had led many classes
of young men triumphantly through fields

a verb in the infinitive mood, as in the
common version, where it should never
occur in any composition.
For to read,

can not see.

the toil

The

glected gardens smiled with flowers, and
‘regenerated families,
came, listened to the

mar requires them. It seems to me that
in translating the Scriptures, or any other book, from one language into another,
we should present it in the very best
grammatical style of that language, even if
it is ungrammatical in the original.
I note a few points in this New Version
that I-dislike.
In some instances it uses the old obselete word fetch instead of bring. It also
retains the phrase*‘ I wot not”, which no
grammar allows. In several places it uses
singular verbs in connection with plural
nouns, which all our grammars forbid.
Very frequently I find for used before

out:

the McAll Mission, Paris, at a meeting
held in Philadelphia, gave a very interesting account of the progiess of the
work. , When he went to Paris, three

all over France.

my expec-

heart.

and fora length of time ‘that was sufficient reward. Its pulpit was his favorite
post of duty.” By this time the once
wretched neighborhood had begun to png
on thrift and beauty. Rough dwellings
grew neat and tiim. " Fields and orchards
rejoiced under the touch of industry. Ne-

it with

our common version and with several
other translations that I have in my possession.
;
:
In many respects I am highly pleased
with this work, but am not quite satistied

and

meeting-house was done and dedicated—

version of the

comparing

He gave his money and

of both his hands

Scriptures. During these ten years of its
progress I have feared that I should not
live to see and examine it. But in mercy
I am alive with a ‘clear mind, and now
have. this long-looked-for work; and for
the last week I bave given it a pretty

day and night schools, 21 teachers in the
day-schools,
stations.

hands.

self-sacrificing gifts, even to the selling
of her jewels.
:

NorwAy.—The law prohibits open-air
of
to have the benefits of a full discussion
religious gatherings except those under the
Misthe different methods of doing Home
es auspices of the State Church, but at Bersion work. Itis hoped that all the articl
, gen Mr. Radcliffe, an English evangelist,
and arguments will be fully considered
obtained leave recently to hold a Sunday
and that & tore earnest and persistent service on the parade ground. An imre- mense congregation assembled and the |
effort will be made to secure the best
imes,
gospel was preachedto them through an
somet
e,
tunat
sults. It seems unfor
interpreter.
—8. S. World.
so
spend
to
ed
oblig
are
s
Board
that our
PEPE
WP
i
*-o
two
much time discussing which one of
. THE REVISED NEW TESTAMENT,
«« policies” they shall pursue. It is good
rver;
prese
BY REV. H. WHITCHER.
life
a
man
ning
to give a drow
it is gdod to take him right up and put
Having for many years past been much
him “high and dry”on the solid ground. interested in examining new translations
“And it does seem to be a sad waste of of the Word of God, and in translating
time to have to stop and meditate, and portions of it for myself, I have felt great
weigh, and consider, which thing one

0

vice.
he people, grateful for the good
he Pe, them, ep the labor of heir

engages in it personally, and it is stated
that in order to support it she makes

GC. WATERMAN.

CONDUCTED BY REV.

>

she herself

oy

prosecution of this mission

-

MISSION WORK.

v JUNE: 8, 1881.

those

paper covers, 10 cents,
Church Records
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BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Fall Term begins August 23, 1881.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses of

in

the

Manual,

thick

a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers,
Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and Non-

Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church. Price

study,—Collegiate, Scientific,
Ladies’ English and
Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

$3,00, including postage.

Biographies of
think she is right; and I long to have the time
Geo. T.Day,
- - ls.
i%%
00 ¢ 84
come when I can start and tell whatI know
William Burr,
- - 70
n
05 »” .p
about it.
8. C. BUZZELL,
ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan.
CollegiDaniel Jackson, - - «50
»
05 »” 55
Waterbury Center, Vt., Sept, 17, 187
ate, Scientific; Theological, Commercial, PreJohn
Stevens,
B0
|”
0h” 54
Departments. Elective
DR, HARDY’S SONS,—Dear Sirs: Tt is with paratory, Music and Art
studies.
Admits
both
sexes.
Best
of
religious
inpleasure that I recommend the ‘“Woman’s Friend,”
Close or Open Communion.
tor truly it is the woman’s friend ; it is
al it 18. fluences. end
ar $xperiene, wud
Age
1 cheap. Fine
collage [emit
recommends
ove TT
saved
me
Lagos. Price 20 cents.
from an ultimely grave. I was prostrated with fe- and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
Christian
Baptism
‘
maléfweakiifiss of eight years’ standing, had tried $2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a weck. Schol+a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postaged
arship for Commereial course, unlimited time, $30,
several doctors and they did me no good ; a lad
cents.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
ave me a bottle of Woman’s Friend, and I trie
Sabbath School
estion Books
For Catalogue address, ©
t with but little faith. When 1 had used one botare for adults and children.
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
tle could attend to my household duties, a thing
I
LESSONS
for
Every
Sunday,
,I8, postage ,0z
Hillsdale, Mich.
had not done for three months ; took three Bais
A
STORY of Jesus,
oi
00
and am completely cured.
{
WONDERFUL
Works
of
Jesus,
15,
*
02
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—WilMrs. Hill of Greensboro’, Vt. says that she nevThongts
upon
Thought.
:
er had anything do her so much good as the Womton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
This Institution
A small book for young men. The title
an’s Friend.
She says, in fact she could not keep
is in an unusual flourishing condition with a much
house without it.
;
.
describes it, Price 5 cents.
increased attendance. Prepares Students for Col.
cls
Mys. 8. J. Wells of Calias says the Woman’s
lege, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective
were not stereotyped till within the last tew
Friend saved her sister’s life when everything else studies, Music and Drawing, receive special at.
years,
and we can furnish only the following: 7
ailed.
;
tention.
Religious
and
thorough.
Location
ots.
per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
Mr. Lyford says: Never saw any anything like
healthful. Expenses moderate. Send for CataDenomwmation, which contains a historthe Woman’s Friend, if is better than gold ; would
logue. Address, D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.
go fifty miles for it rather

without it a single day.

his

wife

be

Yours with many than ke for so good a medicine.

Cer

MRS. LUCENA A. CROSS,

Hardwick, Vt., Feb. 2, 1881.

1 write vou in behalfof your invaluable medicine, the Woman’s Friend ; I feel that I can not
say too much in its praise as I was a
great sufferer. 1am satisfied that had I not used
it as my

necessities: demanded, I would have

been

EST VIRGINTA COLLEGE.
now under management

hearty,

and I feel to

ours

truly,

,
ABBIE

Craftsbury, Vt, Jan.,#d881.

Price

$1.00

GEO,C. GOODWIN

&

HATCH.

a Bottle.

CO.,

Bosfon,

Wholesale

Agents.

DR. 8. HARDY’S SONS, Prop's.

a

Cornish Flats, N.H,

o

WATERBURY,

4

me

CENTER,

VT.

IZZIE CO LLEY;= = = = = = Principal;
With eompetant assistants.

Spring Term begins Feb. 28, 1881.

Courses of Study.—College
Preparatory,
Classical, Scientific, Commercial. Special atten.
tion will be Sivon to those Preparing to teach.
Students will he conveyed, free of charge, to and
from the depot at Waterbury at the beginning
and
close of each term On applying to Rev. E.
Blake,
Waterbury
Center, to whoin,'also, appligation for
parboard and rooms may be made. For
ticylars address the Principal,
\

a

Powell,

GALEN MOHTALN SEMZARY,

a vic-

say I am thankful *that -you have heen led to
invent so excellent and remarkable a medicine as
the Woman's Friend or Nature’s- Grand” Asigtant.
I think it Tightly nuned.
¢

D.

with Prof, O. G. Augir, A.M., principal. Prof.
Augir
is a graduate of Hillsdale College. Those
wishing to attend this Institution will address”
Rev. D. POWELL, Flemington, W. Va.
.

tim to consumption or the insane asylum ; but, as
it is, one bottle anda half made all things right

for me, and I am hale and’

ical statement, -and a brief notice of our doc
trinal basis,church polity and institutions,
On Faith & Covenant is a confession of 17 ar
ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

This institation is
of Rev,

Printing Establishment is a brief historical
statement, &o. Published by order of the Gen.
eral Conference, and for-gratuitous distzbutions’
:

10 cts, doz.
Marriage Certificates
3.
or, Messengers’ Certificates, 6 ¢
hurch Members’
Certificates,
Gatu=
et
Engravings
y
Of Dr, G. T. Day,
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46

FL.

Phillips,

y
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The above named books are sold 4 the aozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the ‘grder,
or on receiving the books.
d
Send your orders to
MAP
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size, showing

On cloth,

26

by

36. inches

im

the fleld and all the stations of the

Free Baptist Mission

adjacent country.

in

India, with much

of the:

1. D. STEWART, Dover, N, H,

ag

sale also b;
£00. Hillsdale, Mich.
~

s——

remaining public gaming tablein Europe:
condition and circumstances, as compared | The cause recommends itselfto all benev-

@The Morning Star.

Shall we

.

REV.J.M.BREWSTER,
PrOF. R. DUNN, D.D,,

PROF. J. A. HOWE, D. D,

for publication
and all letters
&c., should bé
N. H.

THE ROMANCE OF REALITY.
There is nothing so strange as the
Facts of daily life. They exceed the most
labored combinations of romance-writers,

-and furnish contrasts that are more striking than the most cunningly devised plots
in any fiction. Time, indeed, is the master-romancist. We have a fresh illustration of it in the report of the Anniversary
exercises last week at Storer College. In
1838 a young slave in Baltimore took the
mame of Fred Douglas and ran away
from his master. In 1859, having been
Aor several years a successful editor in
New York State, he was living in Michigan. In October of that year John Brown
made his famous raid on Harper’s Ferry,
and struck the first blow of the war of eman-eipation. Douglass immediately went to
England, probably to escape a requisition

made by Governor Wise of Virginia on the
«Governor of Michigan for his arrest for
alleged complicity in the John Brown raid.
Brown was speedily executed, the whole
gown of Harper's Ferry gathering in satisfaction around his gallows eight miles
-away. Then followed the war, the city of
-Harper's- Ferry was torn by shot and shell,
the slaves were made free, and for nearly

fifteen years there has been a flourishing
school for colored people on Camp Hill,
.~overlooking the engine

house

where

the

bold raider was struck down by a saber
and twice bayoneted before he was cap.tured, and only a little removed from the
“highway along which he was taken to his
«execution.

;

Now on the 30th of May, a great com-

pany of people,

whité and

bldck, ex-

slaves and former masters, old-time’

Vir-

giniansand Northern visitors, gathered
on Camp Hill at Harper's Ferry and listened to an oration by Fred Douglass on
John Brown. The occasion was the laying of the corner stone -of an additional

building for Storer College,

and among

the first to congratulate the orator at the
close of his address was the State’s Attormey who
conducted
the prosecution
-against Brown over twenty years ago.
: Surely, truth is stranger than fiction.
«Our

readers do not need to be informed

~that the new building is to be used. for a
chapel and recitation

rooms,

nor

to be

shown the fitness of naming it* Anthony
“Hall,in recognition of Mr. L. W. Anthony's

generous gift of five thousand dollars to-

olent and philanthropic persons.
0-0

iThough like Paul, when buffeted by the
“méssenger of Satan, he had *‘ besought
the Lord” to let him go over, and see the
beyond

the

Jordan,

ithe denial came, with “let it suffice thee;
-gpeak no more unto me of this matter.”
And then in the eleventh month of the

fortieth year, upon the first

day

month, Moses assembled the

children

of the
of

fsrael,and, in a {‘ farewell address, spake
ainto them ‘‘ all that the Lord had given
him in commandment.”
These commands makeup the wonderfully rich Book
of Deuteronomy, a book that will well repay the frequent study of both the Christian and unconverted reader.
Just now, let us ponder a
lessons of the 17th, 18th, and

few
19th

of the
verses

of the 7th chapter of this Book.
The student of this wilderness journey
knows that the children of Isracl were
greatly disheartened by the reports that
had come to .them of the nations that
were to be driven out of the land of Casens.
|:
“The
people are. greater and

were * walled up to heaven" There was

murmuring in the - tents, ' and rebellion

against the commandment of God 'to go
Was ever another such task laid up-

on man, as that laid upon Moses,

as the

“leader of this people from ‘Egypt to Ca.
naan! Hear him, as now and again he
tries to *‘lift up the hands that hang
down, and the palsied knees,” by the as-

surance that God would fight for them according to all that He had done.in Egypt,
“before their eyes.
:
As he anticipates the rising of the old
fears, he offers again the old relief.
Doubtless
they will say in their hearts,
: aga
i , “/these
natlons are more than 1.

How
i
+

can

14dispossess

origin from their speech. This has alarmed the elders, and they have petitioned
for a French public school, appointed a
committee to revise all the names of their
people, in order to restore to the original
form all those that have in any degree become Americanized inspelling or pronunciation, and, in fact, adopted a general
system of *¢ reform.” We -tender these
patriotic purists that sympathy which
they will look for in vain among their

them?"

‘But ** thou shalt not be afraid of them!”
And what shall be the remedy for our

Greenwood

‘soul, as the things that

belong-to

We Mean by

your

lake,.New

York,

‘Have you not evén been brought almost
to the very point of confessing your alarm

Rev. Thomas Guard,on ‘* The

and may this truth alarm you to the facts

fn

Is not the answer,

that

there

arose

the utmost!
hold of this

even

all

your

sins,

to

or

and

one

in

his mighty deliverances in the past are
the sure pledge of the same, ‘in all time to
come. The things thou fearest, are ** big
¢ all

things" that shall surely *¢ work together
for good.” In forgetling, and remember-

human

life.

Educating

them,—that

this

freighted passenger train over

an

especially the -manifest blessing
rest upon the Convention, that
fruitful in good issues’ to the
which we are engaged. Brethinterest in
Christians

Redeemer’s kingdom the world over.

of

the

*+ore

p&=THE summer term of Ridgeville
College will open Tuesday, June 14.

:

BRIEF

An exchange

NOTES.

gives the following

extreme

example of the meanness which exists in some
churches.
The church referred to is in Vermont and composed of well-to-do farmers.
‘ The members noticed that the pastor’s last
contributionto Foreign Missions was unusually large. The poor man had probably given

more than he ought because

the members

of

his church gave less than they ought. Bat instead of taking the hint aud doubling their contributions, théy jumped backward to the con‘clusion that they were paying him too much

salary, and made haste to reduce it.”
Rev. Selah Merril, whom the President has
appointed to be Consul of the United States at
Jerusalem, is well fitted for that post, having
spent much time in’ Palestine as one
American Exploration Party engaged
survey of the Holy Land.

of the
in the

The Congregationalists have expected

number of victims. 1f not so, then why
should not the careless engineer or captain be hanged? One thing is evident,
the terfor of the law should be suspended
over men occupying positions where human life is entrusted to their care, that

is,

a glo-

number

thousand Scandinavian

emigrants

to

in

the

effort to lead souls to him,

8. D, Bates,
Bb

Alumni to contribute a dollar each annually for
the support of a first class reading-room for

the students.

:
the New Orleans University
who chanced to come this
tour South just at the right
crowded house—two-thirds

at least three times

town, where after two hundred
a

large

seats under an awning stretched between two

buildings.
Here
the
exercises—recitations
and declamations, selected and original —were
carried on as usual, with a slight interruption

to cheer Fred Douglass when he arrived,
about noon. A delay of the train by which he
came made it necessary for the Jubilee Singers

to go before his arrival, which deprived
Brown's

seems

to

have

the general assembly

Presbyterian

church

of the

at Pittsburg,

United

Pa., last

nays.
Vice-President Arthur’s conduct at Albany,

as the open champion
fiasco,is far from

of the Conkling-Platt

being creditable

President, should insure

to him.

A

spent

:

marks by the’ Montreal Daily Witness :

such overwhelming evidence as shall in-

of the trustees, known to most of the readers
of the Star as the man—then member of the W,
Va. Legislature—~who, almost by stratagem
secured for Storer College its charter in 1868. It

may not be out of place to mention the fact,
sure to interest all the friends of the school,
that every member of this class is an active

Christian.

;
THE ORATION,

After dinner

came

the

)

yo
[]

<
|

j
.

.

lips, Elias

following on

Hutchins,

Geo. T.

Jeremiah Phil-

William

Burr

and

Hosea Quinby.
:
We will send either or all of these at six
cents each, and pay the

postage.

But

a

4 much better thing to do is to .pay $1.10
and take.the CENTENNIAL RECORP, postage
as paid, nearly 300 pages, and — ‘all these
engravings bound in a valuable book.
ib

on

and the

Martin Cheney,

Day, Ebenezer Knowlton,

a

fo

B

Brown

heartily

Frederick Douglass, brought forth long-continued applause from the audience,
LAYING THE CORNER STONE.

Then came the laying of the corner stone of
the new building, with the usual ceremonies,
as follows :—Laying of corner stone by L. W.

‘Anthony ; singing of hymn written by Mrs, J,
prayer by Rev. B. F, Fox; bene.
Rev. C. W. Denison of Washing-

as

little denser, and the heat more intense, closed

the fourteenth Anniversary of Storer College.
:
B.
# Harper's Ferry, W. Va., June 2, 1881,

A Family of Free Baptist Ministers.
“Edward

E., Asa, Gurley

aud

Calvin

Dodge were brothers, children of Asa
Dodge, senior. They hailed from (Sugar
Hill) Lisbon, N. H.
In, 1813 Edward E. Dodge settled in
Dryden, N. Y. After preaching in that

part of the State for two years he went to

Vermont,

attended the Yearly Meeting,

in doctrine,

ordination.
retiring

in

He
his

was

sound

manners, ear-

nest and spiritual in his ministrations,
humble and self-sacrificing in his life. He
died at his home in Windham, Bradford
Co., Pa., in May, 1887, aged 43. Rev.
Asa Dodge, of the Potter County Q. M., is
bis oldest son.
.
Rev. Asa Dodge,

brother of Edward,

for

a long time one of the most popular minis-

ters of the Owego Q. M., died lately at 80
years of age.
Inthe antumn of 1838 he
went to Howard, Mich., and
labored
through the winter in the interest of the
Home Mission at that place. (See Ceantennial Record, page 140).
While he was absent the Troy (Pa.) church, of which he

was pastor, gave his younger brother Cal-

vin

license

to

preach.

This

brother, desirous to improve

younger

his learning,

went to Strafford Academy’ for a while,
then returned and has preached the gospel
in the Owego and other Q. Ms. in N.Y.
He has been liberal in donations to our benevolent institutions, concealing his name,
saying, credit it * A friend.” He is now

confined to his bed in Kome, Pa., and not

great

event

of

the

Brown.

This

is Rev.

Nov., 1835.
A
;
Rev. Milo W. Dodge, the young pastor
of South
Appalachian
church,
Tioga
County, N. Y., is the. son of Revs -Calvin
Dodge.
This is the second year of his

pastorate and the second

year

of

his

enquiring

versation which
the manliness

followed

and

bore

courage

testimony

of

John

to

Brown.

T have wondered whether, if the company

of

Maine State Sem. students, that in 1859 discussed the John Brown affair, could then have

Surely

we

should have known, that with and by nothing
148 could this change
twenty-two years.

have

been

y

As we entered the arena we

wrought

in

faced a large

There was a small

still to goon) of the people whom John Brown
scared, with their sons and daughters; in dif.
ferent places still smaller companies of Northern abolitionists, teachers and visitors of the
school,or friends from Washington; but the
principal part was of those for whom John
Brown died, whom before that great sacrifice it
was a crime to teach or to assemble together,

even in small numbers, on the sacred soil.
and face the
There stands
Frederick Douglass in all his grandeur, which
can not be described and need not be to the
readers of the Star, that probably visits hardly
a family circle of which some member

has not

seen and heard him on the subject for which
the Lord raised him up. At his left, a little
behind, the gentleman before mentioned—
prosecuting attorney in the John Brown trial.

(On the ground, busy helpers
the day as well as the literary
children of his former slaves.)
gentlemen,
old residents of

in the work of
exercises, were
Near him, other
Harper's Ferry,

who can tell how, when they started out that

Monday morning (Oct. 16, 1839) to their
places of business, they heard that the Mexibefore

they

reached

their destination they saw a neighbor shot
down by armed strangers. There too are abolitlonists and N. T's., and no lack of those
whom the orator of the occasion called ** God’s
image carved in ebony,” who were slaves:

in the time of the hero whom we have met to
celebrate.

Ah!

we had nearly

forgotten

the

young gentleman . almost bebiiid the speaker,

who needs
to be mentioned because he is a
representative of one large class and of
another very small one. He takes exception,
we can see, to some

because his imperfect

remarks

Hinisters and Churches.

for Mr.

to see Frederick Douglass.
When presented,
he greeted him most cordially, and in the con-

of

the speaker,

knowledge

of slavery is

derived from the impression that he, as a' boy,

Maine.

baptized, and 11 persons received to the

bership of the

church,

after

which

mem«

a large

number of disciples partook of the Lord’s Supper.

It is hoped that the

good

work

will

go

on.
New

Hampshire.

Agreeable to previous call for that purpose,
a council met at the church in Water Village
Thursday evening, June 2nd, for the purpose of

installing Bro. W. H. Ward as pastor of said
church,
Organized by choice of Rev. W. H
Cutting, chairman, and Ira Emery, clerk, and
after a brief examination proceeded with
ser-

vice as follows: Invocation, Rev. Bro.
Xnott
(Methodist) ; reading Scripture and prayer,
Bro. Packard; sermon, Bro. Adams; prayer
of installation, Bro, Barnard; band of fellowship, Bro. Emery; charge, Bro. Cutting; ad-

dress to church, Bro, Neal; benediction,
Ward. The outlook is fuvorable.

Bro.

The church in Candia was made happy by the

addition of several by baptism last Sunday.

There are several children also who will be
baptized at some future time......Rev. E. H.
Prescott is a member of the Legislature from
New

Hampton.

:

Sunday, June 6th, the pastor of the Broadway
¥. B. church, Dover, baptized five and received eight to the fellowship of the church.

:
Massachusetts.
.
Rev, A, J. Eastman, pastor of the F. B.
church in Worcester, writes: “The necessity of
a strong I. B. church in the city of Worcester
no one will deny, especially when considering
that

its

population,

now

sixty

thousand

has been doubled in the last fifteen years,
and. that Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont are largely represented in all'the branches of its industry, The city is growing rapidly at the present, tenements are in demani,
and to meet this houses are going up in every
direction, Many of our own denomination are
residents there of whom we know nothing
as yet. The object of this communication is to
ask the readers of the Star who have Free

Baptist friends living in Worcester, to send
their names (with streét and number, when
convenient) to me, that such persons may be
visited and made acquainted with,

If pastors

will take the pains when any of their members

me by card of the
remove hither, to inform

fact, such persons will be visited at the ear

Let every one feel an in-

liest opportunity.

terest in this matter, and all help who ‘can.’
Bro. Eastman’s addréss 1s, Coroner of Denny
and Dix streets, Worcester.
Bix candidates were baptized by the pastor
in the Lynn F. B.' church, last Sabbath, and

received in its last, dying days. He represents

nine received the hund of f ellowship—all bu

8 large class that haven't read *‘ Uncle Tom's

one heads of families,
|

a]

/
has

7

preaching God bless the dear young pastor
and his people. He is beloved for his father's sake and for his work’s sake.
N. W. Bixsy.

A little before the time appointed there appeared on the grounds a tall, fine-looking, old-

cans had come, and how

Buzzell, Stinchfleld, Colby afid Marks,

separate sheets:

The French-Canadians employed
mill operatives in Holyoke, Mass., num-

duce them to try to suppress this the only

ex-

:

We are prepared to furnish a limited
number of steel plate engravings, on thick
paper, five inches by eight in size, as follows:

all on one sheet;

few years in this country and returned
home, of the truth of the following re-

honor resulting from the loss of fortune.
The object of the Associationis to present
are | to the governments of France and Italy

fewer in numbers, - and |

a more favorable

'OHEAP ENGRAVINGS,

not expire till 1916. Itis said that this ly become far more Yiberal in their views,
den of iniquity is the scene of an average and often their faith in the Romish church
of about three suicides a week, the vic- is greatly shaken. There are daily ex-

congratulated

John,

Rev. Gurley Dodge died at the age of 2;
at Dea. Barton's, Little Meadow, Pa., in

When we have found seats
preaching right to me,
My |
audience, what do we see?
That rough waking up saved

Wednesday, and it was tinully- decided in favor
of music in the churches by 131 yeas ‘to 22

effectto enlighten their ignorance and re-

the prosecu.

tor of

The graduating class, numbering thirteen,
received their diplomas from Judge Hoke, one.

(that

en up by

move their superstition ; they condequent-

scene upon this platform, when

expected to live very long.
Calvin Dodge.

needs

The question of instrumental music was tak-

has the

R. IL visitors and we
a part. The closing

pearance.

mumber

Dr." Kirk was
time had come.
me.”

the United States. The reason, is obvious.

have

they

had promised to sing when he made his ape

it was not larger shows that the change

end, and’

dig with his elbow, I waked mad. But I
began soon to listen to the sermon. I thought

———THE Roman Catholic clergy of the
Dominion use their best endeavors to prevent the removal of French-Canadians to

amples among those who

us of

Soul”, which

audience.

atthe

Dr. Kirk’s church.
I never heard a sermon.
But one day a boy sitting beside me gave me a

of the population of this
the influx of foreigners, the
may safely be expected to
half a mnmllion. Shall this

Every citizen, whether map or woman,
ought to feel his or her individual respon-

tims choosing death rather than the dis-

left who

ing-stick, with an iron spud

The increase
country from
current year,
reach over

Americans

was

leag had a leaning towards rural economy,
which one would ‘hardly have expected; he
would carry a stick, about as thick as a walk-

been an indifferent worshiper in his youth.
He says:—* I used to sleep in the gallery at

Their sojourn among

and fifty had

number

could get neither tickets nor standing room on
the cars.
:
Preparations had been made by which about
twelve hundred could be accommodated with

the song, ‘“ John

occasion, of which our
were very proud to be

as and received

many white people as ever attended any exer
cise in our chapel before.
Sunday, 8, P. M., we had an excellent discourse from Rev.G. B. Patch, a Presbyterian,
whom Providence had sent from Washington
to supply the place we had hoped to have filled
by Bro. Curtis.
g
Monday morning, at an early hour, the
streets were full of carriages and footmen from
every direction—from Virginia, Maryland, and
different. paits of our own State—with faces
turned toward Camp Hill. The trains, packed
to their utmost capacity,at some places left behind many disappointed ones,—as at Charlesgone on board

printed

The exhibition at night, much the same

ive references to the struggles of self-made
men, A eulogium upon honest labor coupled

There were

lowed place in the manuscript and the

copies, they can hardly do justice to this great

usual, except, perhaps, that the crowd was a

Anniversary exercises al Storer began at 3, P.
M., Saturday, May 28, with an address to the
Alumni of the Normal Department by Wm.

white.

interjections of

ton.

dng

Storer Oollege Anniversary.

In the evening
Jubilee Singers,
way on their first
time, delighted &

Brown professorship.

the distinguished Yisglais gentleman, with the
apt and eloquent retorts
of the orator, are al

A. Lowell;
diction by

Treas. State Asso.

and marvels of defeat and victory?

r

migrants arrived at Castle Garden, New
York- These figures are unprecedented.

maintenance by the Christian community
of a high standard of morals and religion.

clothed and maintained from the same
source. |The present proprietor of the
gaming tables holds a lease whicly will

i

the intervening history with all its horrors

.

Mr. Moody, the Evangelist,

tion of our governments, the wholesome
education of our public. schools, and the

his twenty gendarmes in cocked hats, are

.

Rev. S. Curtis, Coacord, N. H.,

as may he most convenient?

est authority.

wherever he went, if -he saw a weed, he would
always spud it up.

source of real strength to our nation? If
such a desirable result is experienced it
will depend chiefly upon the wise legisla

profits of the tables, and his little army
of forty soldiers in light-blue uniform,and

,

Maine, or

the best certificate of ordination from the highAccording to an old soldier’s story, given in
the London T'imes recently,
the great Napo-

heterogenous multitude prove an added

of the

A.

had a vision of this scene of May 80, 1881, they
is ‘might not have discerned from that and this

hibition of himself.

i

C.

individuals, church-

the John

Even if the interruptions and

The Boothbay church is enjoying prosperity
On Sabbath, May 29, nine happy
donverts were

50,000f. per annum and

:

as

the proceeds as well as of the ecture itself, to

go toward

torney of the State of Virginia. When Mr. B.
was found he explained to him that he wanted

suitable regard for the dignity of his office, not
to mention the unfitnéss of his hostility to the

WW

Rev.

promise of the manuscriptto publish and sell—

Eastern.

as the rental of the ground on which the sibility in regard to these matters.
notorious gambling establishment stands, |

i

Gleason, the

due

Will you

of

Brackett and Mr. Douglass.
He proved to be
Andrew J. Huater, formerly M. C. and at the’
time of the John Brown raid prosecuting at-

in thedesire and

United States. During the month of
April last, no less than sixty thousand im-

are already at work.
Monte Carlo is a most delightful spot on
the Mediterranean, and the refuge of
great numbers of people every year, who
resort thither to escape the incleméncies
of less favored regions.
The prince of
this petty principality is said to receive,

+

installments

pastor.

monthly

An all absorbing love for Christ, manifested.

——THE tide of immigration is apparently at its highest ebb. A recent dispatch
from London, stated that contracts had
been made for the transportation of eighty

lo, with British and foreign committees,

.
Oh

the

idea

increasing its own denominational strength
and saving souls at the same time,
The Cincinnati Commercial recently stated

schools, and where, of the 87,618 children
the city, 41,330 do not attend school.

disastergvhich they tempt.

has been formed in London called the
Internationgl Association b the suppression of the Gaming Tablestat Monte Car-

wi

coming in sufficiently to pay

some

day, Fred Douglass’ oration on John

up through the district and intermediate
schools
could tell what the Golden Rule was!
That i8 a city where * for liberty’s sake” they
have excluded the Bible from the public

bility ; for the common _ carelessness displayed under such circumstances is but
presumption upon the merey of Providence, whose power alone can divert the

association

a. tenth

the Springfield mission, now
and hopeful.
Money is not

If 1 have succeeded in giving

the scene, I can not of the oration. Every one
may have a chance to read it, for we have the

rious time at the home missionary National
Anniversary in Chicago this week, and we do
not doubt but they will have it. That people

that in a room full of pupils in one of the city
High Schools, not one of those who had come

they may be made to feel their responsi-

ore

France,

occult

gererally, and for the advancement

an open

support of
progressive

is-putting
new life into—its-home-work;
and so] | time Virginia gentleman

SUPPRESSION OF GAMBLING.
In view of the ruin and misery annually caused by the gaming tables at Monte
Carlo near Nice,

their

a deeper and more intelligent
Sunday School work among

will undertake to carry twice as many
passengersas he is authorized to; and
both will recklessly run their fellow-creatures into the jaws of death! It would
almost seem from the indifference of the
guilty party and from the verdict usually

that the friends of the blind are now trying to raise a fund. The movement commands the sympathies of the best people,
but thus far contributions of money come
in slowly. We can commend it to the attention of the benevolently-disposed, with
the hope and belief that a mevement so
worthy of success will not be allowed to
fail.
>+

andjby

ren, pray for us, for the unity of the spirit
in the bond of peace, for the promotion of

switch without waiting for the proper .orders, and the master of an unsafe vessel

teaching them to read and furnishing
them reading matter,—is the quickest as
it is the surest way of opening a rich field
to them. The Perkifis Institute has only
a comparatively few volumes in raised
letters, and it is to inerease

There they

invoking
of God to
it may be
cause in

fool will hardly dare to shoot his euemy,
but a supposed professional engineer will
drive a locomotive drawing a hebyily-

:

with a disapproval of office-seeking delighted
his hearers. He closed with an appeal to the

Their power in the Prov-

which will be sold very cheap.

——THE calamitous opening of the excursion season fixes the thought on the
sometimes reckless or incompetent engineers who disgrace their profession. A

Co

‘We have also become responsible for the

its influence.

Convention at Toronto, Canada—be universally observed as a day of united prayer
for Sunday Schools throughout the world,

rnin,

ter of her annual salary.

H. Bell, one of the early graduates. The subject was Self-Help, and it was full of instruct-

gratuitously all along the route,and copies
of the New Testament and of the Bible,

way to Boston in the spring. “We hope,”

She]

public.
Canada is, we believe, the only
countryin which this Roman Catholic
order is allowed to remain and exercise

that Sunday, June 19, 1881-the Sabbath
immediately preceding the International

The cac-

India.

March last and is making her arrangements to sail
the
coming
autumn.
Funds ire needed immediately to complete
her oufit, and soon, to pay the expenses of
her passage, and to furnish the first quar-

must
:

In accordance with a resolution adopted
at their meeting in August, 1880, the Executive Committee earnestly recommend

riage is to be built so that it will serve as
a pulpit and will have some pleasing gospel texts on the outside, so that it will be
preaching of itself as it rolls along. Mr.
Currie expects to reach Montreal by the
end of October and. proposes to spend the
winter there holding meetings - every
evening and visiting among the poor in
the daytime, and to return in the same

to

them, but thou shalt well remember” the
Lord thy God. His power, his promises,

the

remain

PRAYER For Sunpay ScHoors.
The
Chairman of the Executive Committee has
sent out the following circular:

distributed

Phillips, as missionary in

graduated from the Wooster University
Medical Department, at Cleveland, in

their de-

and insiduous methods wield a mighty influence both socially and politically.

he says, ‘‘ each year to keep on in this
way, 8o driving a kind of gospel plough
ness,” down the ages, comes the tender which shall leave its mark for God
answer, “Thou shalt not be afraid of wherever we go.”

among

Irench-Canadians;

wish

re-

Stations, and by Stage from Monroe on

dispossessed of their killing weight?
From ¢ this side Jordan in the wilder-

are

scendants

to

upon

Catholic hierarchy,

gospel tracts, which will* be

their power to crush ; oh,how can they be

with mercy,” and

decide

He represents a’ small class in his

| friendly interestin Storer and his fair ang
Through the State Association, we have candid way of meeting and conversing with
=a
i
assumed the support of Sister Nellie M. those who differ from him.

Foreign and Home work to me, at Marion,
Ohio, or to Rev. E. N. Fernald, Lewiston,

are the ruling element among the Roman

of Lawrence,

| martyr?

Canadians settle, with this difference, that

Canadian friends must

Cabin,” and such books, nor talked about it
with its victims, nor seen the rough side of
slavery. How can they understand the slaves

To Freswill Baptists of Ohio. -

es, and in Q. and Y. Meeting Conferences,
arrange to send contributions for both

ince of Quebec is very great.

Mass. He proposes to start from Boston
and journey thence to Montreal in a
‘‘ gospel carriage,” loaded with simple

Benomiretional Hetos.

What is going on in Holyoke is going on
in every part of the Union where French-

York & Greenwood Lake Railroad; Erie

treal, Canada, and latterly

burdens

that are very *‘ sons of the Anakims,”

earth.

——THE Jesuits have been expelled from
Nicaragua by the government of that re-

——A NOVEL enterprise in evangelistic
work is projected by Mr. John Currie, an
evangelist, formerly of the city of “on--

cheer. Do you uot, in your warfare
against sin. and Satan,often, in your heart,
cry but, ‘the nations are more than
I! «How can I dispossess them?” And
there are sickness, and misfortunes,earthly losses, poverty, the necessary cares of
this life, the thousand

of the

if they go to the United States they
become Americans.

the Erie Railroad (nine miles).

bidding of your infinite Helper, and you
shall pass over on dry land! Your only’
hope is in forgetting every possible hindrance, and remembering the Lord your
God. May God’s Spirit lead you at this
moment to realize this truth of his word!
Dear fellow-Christian,
whose Egypt lies
comes

face

maining at home if they

in their bearing on Theology ;” and President Bascom, of Wisconsin University,
on ‘“ The Gains and Losses of Faith from
Science.” Greenwood Lake is partly in
New Jersy and partly in New York,and is
distant by rail, from New York city, fortytwo miles. It may be reached by New

life, shall part, as you step into it at the

lesson

the

University,on ¢* Recent Physical Theories,

spiritual enemies,shall drop at the blow of
the mighty hand of this Saviour! The Red
Sea that lies along the Egypt of your past

far in the distance, this

not

absorption is taking place more rapidly
where the people are less massed together
—in the West for instance. Our French-

1a#i84 Prof. B. N. Martin, of New York

‘Let us urge you now to lay
Almighty power at once.

The very Pharaoh -of

Prof.

J. H. Mellvaine, on * Science and Reve-

in

your hearts the thought of ¢ nations,
more than I”? The thought of sins, and
habits to be overcome, and given up?
The thought of some cherished plan to
forego; or of the taunts of friends; or
many other obstacles? And how am I to
disposses them? And you ¢‘remembered” only self, and gave up! You should
have forgotten self, and ‘* well-remembered” the power of Christ to save,

tive people upon

Alexander Winchell, of Michigan University, on ** The Philosophical Consequences
of Evolution ;” Rev. Lyman . Abbott, on
‘‘ Foundations of Christian Belief; Rev.

ing to this point, and then receding,leaves
one in a much worse state than before,—

can

would have proved child's play. lf they
wish to preserve their national identity—
notre langue, nos meeurs et nos lois—they
must not settle among the most assimila-

Analogies

+ Conditions of Spiritual light;”

we

a task to which that of Sisyphus himself

tion ;” Prof. C. A. Young, of Princetown,
on ‘* Astronomical Faéts for Philesophical
Thinkers ;” Rev. Amory H. Bradford, on

people, your truest friends? And why
then are you yet in the same sad condition
as before? ¢¢ The same condition”? Oh,
no! Far worse than that! - Every com-

but

avoid the fear that they have undertaken

Existing between Nature and Revela-

by rising, and asking the prayers of God's

of your position!

| present surroundings,

Christianity
;” Prof. B. P.

Bowne, of Boston University, on ‘The

salvation have been brought before you?

fear?” * RememberI” Remember what?

nemmiies? That we
than otir ene
5 strangers, and that they .are ‘at. home,”
in their land?

on

of all man’s strength.
July 12, by Rev. Dr. Peems who will deUnconverted friend, have you not often
liver a lecture on ** The Cry of Conflict.”
thought of your lost condition asa sinner ?
He will be followed on succeeding ‘days
Have you not often trembled under the
by. Presiient Porter, of Yale, on ¢ What
mighty working of God's Spirit in your

taller than we”! And their ‘ great cities” ‘some of which

mp!

American that it is difficult to detect their

CURRENT TOPICS.

wards its construction. It is vital work
#thatis being done there, and the teachers ing thus, thou shalt conquer !
o-0-B-0-&
-and preachers, schools and churches, and
improved social life of the colored people lof BINTING FUND FOR THE BLIND.
in all that section attest its value. Who © The proceedings of the public meeting
has a thousand dollars, or more, or less, held in Tremont Temple last April in
to add to Mr. Anthony’s five thousand?
pursuance of a purpose to raise a fund to
0-0-4
+0
+4
supply reading matter to the inmates of
“ PORGETTING SELF, AND REMEMBER- "the Perkins Institute for the blind, have
ING GOD.
been issued in pamphlet form, and they
The
forty years’ journeying
in the Wil. will- make a strong appeal tethose—whe
read the statements embodied there. Of
derness was about to end, and the Jordan
to be crossed by the children of Israel. all the classes of unfortunate people the
. Moses had sinned and, as a punishment, blind are most to be commiserated, shut
had been forbidden to enter thePromised out as they are from that avenue of sight
+ Land.
through. which so many blessings come to

azood land that was

ber about seven thousand,
and the chil
dren among them, as is wellknown, learn
to speak English with remarkable facility
—in fact after a few years residence in the
United States their accent becomes so

our

lands,

REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D,,

"aa All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

in

——AMONG the educating and evangelizthy God brought thee out of the land of ing forces of the season will be the *“ SumEgypt.” Thou shalt well remember what mer School of Christian Philosophy,”
He did unto Pharaoh and unto all Egypt! which will be opened at Warwick Wood-

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :

"

anything,

shalt well remeniber the mighty hand,
the outstretched arm whereby ‘the Lord

Editor.

Prov. J. FULLONTON, D. D.,
PROF. J.J, BUTLER, D. D,,

remember

with theirs? Shall we remember ourselves, at all? No! None of these! ¢¢ Thou

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, 1881.
a. F. MOSHER,

STAR, JUNE 8, 1881.
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.

at W. Buxton.

Appointed delegates to Y.

Lowden, Bean,

Bailey,

Twort,

Blake,

Wheeler,

M.

Pease,

Laymen,

that the Cen- McIntire, I. Small, A. Plummer, J. Decker,
Rev.A. M. Richardson states
and that 'M. T. Files, J. McDonald, Dea. Higgins.
ready,
is
Picture
tennial Conference
him

N.

G.

Rev.

pastor,

the

of

labors

the

.der

Have

Wistar’s

Balsam

:

DlevilleNY ~ 1.00
rtson. Twen- always at hand. IE cures Coughs, Colds, Bron _ Tiscarora
Clarke, and Rev. John A. Robebapt
17
ized and22 chitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenzd, Con. NB JacksonCh Pike NY
converts were
ty-four of the
added to the church.

sumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,

:

50 cents and $1 a bottle.

Western.
num-

[Signed]

by

He is succeeded

Michigan.

The Hillidale Herald has the following
jtems :—* Rev. C. E. Blake seems to be stirring up things and doing good .in Goblesville.
“There have been some additionsto the church.
esses Rev. J. B. Drew, Paw Paw, Mich,, is
doing earnest work, as is usual with him.
His auditors speak well of his work among
them ia pulpit, in Sabbath-school, in social

the

. Rev. J. H. Decker baptized two late converts.

ness,

were called together May Sth, to witness the
‘baptism of four happy believers, by their pas‘tor, Rev. BR. A. Coats. Bro. Coats also admin-

right.

ac-

Henry
& Johnson's
Arnica and “oil
Liniinent is an external remedy for Man and
8!

.cessions and are soon to attend to baptism.
Wisconsin.

Throat affections and bronchial diseases are re-

Rev. John Westlake bas taken charge of the

settled

du Lac Q. M. has just

QUERU'S COD LIVER OIL JELLY
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

of the Fond

recently

P Juquith,

‘

pas-

earnest

has secured an

Nekimi church

tor, Rev.

lieved immediately by the use of Downs’ Elixir.

his

place alsolis

.church at Raymond, which
present #ddress.

R. Cooley has closed his labors with.the Win-

nebago church, and will renew the effort of
getting subscriptions to the Y. M. Centennial
to

M.

and general debility.

most mild, bland,

nutritiSus

«++++.The health of Rev. J. ‘M. Kayser is very

al work......We are glad to be able to report
still

is

that Rev. A. Phillips

spared,

in-

A "shadow

Sabbaths.

of sorrow was

une

NEW YORK & PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. at Odessa,
June 10.
3
SUSQUEHANNA Y. M. at South Apalachin, June
HOLLAND PURCHASE Y. M. at Pike, June 17.
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA Y. M. with Nashville
church, June 23.
Ouio & PENNSYLVANIA Y.M. at Auburn, O.,
June 24.
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M. with West Parishville

Nebraska.

Masters writing from CulRev. Joseph
berstone says :—* I hold services here every
alternate Sabbath and at other places the bal.

ing.
The MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE of the Ohio

Y. M. will convene at the same

might,

in

consequence,

to

of sermon

2:24,

on Rom.6: 28,

Q. M.

its

New

es might do much better than they are doing in
' supporting the gospel, if they only thought so,
+Q. M. collection for Home and Foreign Missions, $12.81.

Next session with the Wrightstown church ;
Rev. KH. N. Wrightto preach the opening serClerk.

session

All the Yate
An

unusually

good time was enjoyed. A lively and profitable B, 8, Institute was held theday preceding

the Q. M.

ifested, and

There was a feeling strongly manexpressed

ministers ought

that the delegates and

of

importance

Huntington

Q.

Humpton

needay,

Literary

June

22, at

,

P.

Q..

June

25,

26;

Conference

Friday preceding at 2 o'clock. Tet the church.
8 be careful to have the blank reports which

1, p.

M.

of the

Institution

Hampton, on Wed-

for

the

purpose of

20

THE ANNUAL SESSION of the ONTARIO ASSOCIAT10N of Freewill Baptists will convene with 2,ther.
and

Kriends

M..

on

June 23, at

Thursday,

delegates

from

a

distance

or G.
S. R, EB. to Heytrey
will take the C. Woodsteekvand
thence
“from”

Ww. ‘R. R. to
at
by G.T. R. R. to Strathallan’ or Greenwood,
which latter places conveyances will be in waiting
A cordial
to convey’ them to their destination.
4
7
=
invitation is extended toall,
ARTHUR C. WEBBER, Secretary.

Rev.

Post-Office Addresses.
E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens

from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
52t
he sent), Lewiston, Me.

C.A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma,

N, Y., to
of the
b2t

whom all mission money within the bounds
Central Association shouldbe sent.

All money contributed for the Maine State Mission should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

.'

25122)

:

§

Me.

M.

atc wht h Su bo held hil] She, church at

ard Biblical

choosing officers and to transact any
business
proper to come before said Ruporat on,
J. W,
New Hampton, May 27, 1881,
GRINKER, Sec,

to

was with us and preached the Word to
good
a oohtance many thanks. Hope the brethren
of sister; Q, Ms. will remember us at our next
ham

Clerk.

Hampton,

willbe held at Chapel Hall, New

ENOSBURG Q. M,—Held its March session
with the church at Franklin,
Attendance
Sergeant

church, June 17

PECKHAM,

‘The annual meeting of the CORPORATION
New

our churches, then delegates ought to. make
specinl arrangements to see ‘it through,
H. M. Forp, Clerk,

small;. Bro.

Notices.

.
J. W. SORIBNER, Sec.
Jew HamptonN. H., May 27, 1880.

to stay through the entire ses-

Jasion. If the Q. M. is of special

prayer-

_ Rev. 8. I. gates, Treasurer Ohio Free Com”
Association, Marion, Ohio.
munion Baptist
(52638) .
!

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

money gontrib
Y. M., shoul

tion Societies.

fon r

Rev. 8, D. Church,

!

Waterbury Center, Vt,

(26%)

have

SIR :—I

used

your

10t7eow
80

DR. D. DYER,

:

ARSOLUTE SUPREMACY ase
the very STANDARD, OF IX.
QCELLENCE
among
instru.
PW ments of the class, have pleas.
y/ ure in announcing the completion and introduction this sea9A
\ son of SEVERAL IMPROVE:
OF GREAT PRACMENTS
Baby Organs. TICAL IMPORTANCE, svhich
Prices, $22 and $30. give their organs still HIGHER DEGREE OF EXCELLENCE, and at the same
time render a possible REDUCTION. IN PRICES
BELLOWS, simplified in conAN IMPROVED
is
truction, of which the action upon the reeds
more direct, with beneficial effect upon the QUALITY OF TONE, while the BLOWING IS RENDERED

EASIER.
.
AN IMPROVED KEY-ACTION reducing the
force necessary to manipulate the keys NEARLY
ONE HALF, rendering the whole action:

efficient and sure in working.
SEVERAL

Established over 40 years.
Enormous and increasing
sales
Throughout Europe and
erica.

TURE; by which lower prices of many

removes Dandruff, allays all itching,
a
stops falling Hair and promotes
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful
gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Cents in large
Price Seventy-five
glass stoppered Bottles. Sold byall Druggists.

Blood,

and

Digestion,

sufficient compass for the full parts of popular
the
sacred and secular music generally, having
characteristic tone and excellence of the Mason
& Hamlin organ, NET CASH PRICE, $22, THE SAME,
FOUR OCTAVES; net cash price, $30.

FOUR
OCTAVE
ORGANS, FIVE STOPS (DIAPASON, VIOLA, MELODIA,
FLUTE, FULL ORGAN, with
KNEE SWELL); catalogue
price,

JOSEPH

Home

the completest household cookrot

‘ The: True Way,”

Chicago Times.
,
“ Highly practical and gerupulously specific
therefore easily followed.” Boston Gazette. .
«The missing link in the cook-book line ’—Chicago
ne.
book 80
Comes nigh to being the ideal cooke
Courier.

for.’— Charleston

(8S.

C.)

News. and

Not

“ Thie wisest as well as * The Easiest Way.”

pleased to detect in it
a few will be all the more
the flavor of the old inimitable Southern cookery.”
IHG
N, Y.
~The Nation,
« A dollar is well expended for this book.”—
Coleman's Rural World.
.

For sale at book stores, or sent
Clireulars free.

Address

fi be Fatty nic.

CASH

that

LARGER

of greater capacity are fur-

STYLES

nished in extensive variety, in very elegant cases,
black walnut, ash or ebonized, paneled, carved,

richly decorated and. highly polished by hand; up
to

$900

ROOM

DRAWING

SUPERB

each.

STYLES, $102 to $570. and up. FOR LARGE
$570, $480, $360 and less. FOR
CHURCHES,

etc., $30 to

STYLES, $22 to $1:0

up. POPULAR

THE LISZT ORGAN,
of large scale and capacity;

the

best

organ

which can be construct.
led from reeds.
Suited
for any use and adapted
to amy position. Price,
$360. THE SAME, two
twenty-two

® manuals,

—tt

$570. EBstops; price,
I
Liszt Organ, $360.
ebony, are
ONIZED CASES, exactly imitating
$117 and up.

very fashionable;

now

THE MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO. now
HUNregularly manufacture MORE THAN ONE
as well as
DRED STYLES, including the lowest class
in the
the highest priced instrumentsof this
, excelworld; all ‘of which, considering quality
organs
lence and real value, are the cheapest
made. The priies given in this advegtisement are
WArerooms,

the lowest net cash prices from our Own
except where otherwise stated.

furFOR EASY PAYMENTS.—Orgaus are also
nt adpished for easy payments, at only suflicie
and
time
extra
for
sate
vance in prices to compen
th of
expense. After a first payment of one-ten
&5
be
may
ts
the price of the organ, other paymen ing to value
or more per month or quarter, accord
of Lhe organ.

organs

Hamlin

&

the

INDUS-

WORLD'S

(32 pp. 4to), with PRICE LISTS, FREE.

Mass.
Machine Co., 409 Washington St., Boston,
12t13 ous 21t

Sale in 1865.
fe 0100

FO PROFIT

Sanat ym,
BELLS HOW Tf) Grav
frit gna bins
tote

Farm

to
a

Libra

Success in

farming.

EDWIN
lars.
4tl7eow

&

FERRIS

CO,

rops.

Cincinnati, O.
.

NEW STYLE CHROMO CARDS. Name
on, 10c., or 40 all GILT & BEVEL EDGE
U.S. Card Factory, Clintonville, ' Ct.
Cards, 10c.
102

postpaid for
;

Tut, Bowed & Bue, 27 Pack Pas 3. 7.
J

BEATTY’S

ORGANS, 18useful stops, 5 sets
reeds only $65. Pianos $135 up.
Aar-Illus. Calalop. Free. Address BEATTY,
i
Washington, N, «J
is a special department
atthe New Hampton Com
mercial College.
The
only place in New Engproper
and
practically
is
land where Telegraphy
ly taught. Fouhy Don ar ladies pf Bim of |be.
coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
Send for particulars to
Expenses reasonable,
«
Telegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H.

\

special

iven at the

Instructions
New Hamp-

n Commercial College

“N. H. Send forcirculars
PENMANSHI
& CO: 37 Park
NGILL
PETTE
S. M.

are auRow, New York, are our Agents, and
thorized to gontract for advertizing at our lowest
ates.

po

Ji
-

24000

he Southern States, has of late years become
of all

opular in the North, for the cultivation

~ that the company have
+

3
i

2

their works

enlarged

supply the Northern demand,

and we

entirely

almost

sold

This Fertilizer, which was at first

tock.

WONDERFUL DISCOVERY, endorsed by the
most eminent physicians. Deafness relieve and
curedin 3 to 6 days. Send stamp ior particu-

46 E. 14th St., N Y.; 149 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Soluble Pacific Guane.

pair ot
Will knita
invented.
HEEL and TOE complete, in
fancyof
variety
great
a
knit
also
will
there is always a ready market. Send
terms to the Twombly Haitting

Regis-

te,

looked

N, Y.

ATTENTION, DEAT PEOPLE,

CAMPBELL, Supérintendent of South-

long

Fort Edward,

0
Make Money
hosont 0 pages.
mag tia sont Svery
nr
URDY & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
HH

By HELEN
|
ern Cooking Schools, Extra cloth, $1.00.
this
arid
Book,
Cook
another
for
room
is
« There
Joutg

« Ought to be called, rather,

stockings, with
20 minutes. It
work for which
for circular and

f
T

In Housekeeping and Cooking.

ter,

D. D,

ERRMING

The Easiest Way
By all odds

E. KING,

S WANTED
* tiAGENT
Machine ever
mn

ege,y

book,"—N. Y. Examiner and Chronicle.
« Worth its weight in gold."—Jfowa State

Observe

~ SECOND TONONE.

with steam,
New and superb brick building. te heated
and distinct.
t
depart
Ladies’
preparatory;
College
,
course
te
Collegia
years
Three
rs and teachers.
Business ; Oratory: Music: 13 professo
information,
$200 to $365 per year. Address, for iull

from the Telograp

is the one there is room for.”— Boston
nal.

NET

$102.

gans with two or three times its number of stops.

Mason & Hamlin Organ Co., 154 Tremont St., Boston;

r, September 12, 1881.

24th

the

Department, New Hampton Commercial Co.
Send for circulars.
New Hampton, N. H.

$85;

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES

Telograghy Tangnt!
Skilled operators Jraduate

excellence.

ORGANS

at no one of which has any other Ameri“{s not only RIGIDLY MAINTAINER3 bute.

Me.

West Buxton,

price,

ONE OF THE GREAT

60 cents,
skin clear and fair, Large bottles only
Prepared by
For sale by Druggists generally.
European
the
of
or
propriet
Rov. Walter Clarke,
16eow
Cough Remedy,

highest

for organs of such

OCTAVE

the number of stops in an or:
gan is no criterion of its caPrice, $102.
pacity. A Mason & Hamlin Organ may be expected to have very much greater power, variety, and
capacity every way, than one of the “cheap” or-

That standard of merit which has won for the Mason

urifies

It

makes

FIVE

large and elegant case, richly ornamented and embellished; ELEVEN STOPS (VIOLA, VIOLA-DOLCE, DIAPA
SON,
DULCIANA,
OBOE,
CLARIONET,
MELODIA,
CLARABELLA, © VOIX CELESTE, TREMULANT, full organ, with knee swell); cat’,
alogne price, $170; net cash

are

styles

PRICE,
$51.
FIVE OCTAVE ORGANS, SEVEN
STOPS (DIAPASON, VIOLA

4123

and Liver Complaints.

Promotes

Rn

SMALLER CHURCHES, SCHOOLS,

combin-

THE BABY CABINET ORGAN (see cut at
beginning), THREE AND A QUARTER OCTAVES,

Fort Edward Collegiate Institutes

Bitters
Mandrake
Clarke’s Compound
Bowels,
Cures Sick-Headache, Constipation of the
the

j

renidered possible. The MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO. now offér the following
EXTRAORDINARILY LOW PRICES,
which certainly have not before been EVEN APPROACHED

O BALSAMUM (rs. Alters)
ZYL
A lovely tonic and Hair Dressing. It

complete and accurate Edition of the ofRevised
its Re=
New Testament, with a full history
all other works.
1¢ is far outselling
vision.
at
orders
40,000 already sold. Can fill large
Agents are making $20 to $50 per
once.
50c.
Outfit
Millions want this work.
week.
No time to lose. Address HUBBARD BROS.

and all Bilious

offered,

are

CASES

NEW

PRICE, $60.

ing grace and elegance of design, with simplicity $200 and
: and ap.
and stability of construction.
AN IMPORTANT PRACTICAL ADVANTAGE
of these and other improvements eftectéd this season is in GREATER ECONOMY OF MANUFAC-

ED IMMEDIATELY,
WANT
Active Ladies and Gentlemen to sell the most

10 Federal St., Boston.

simple but

ACTION;

STOP

Publishers.

& Co.,

more elas-

tic and perfect, and saving fatigue to the player,
as well as almost certainly avoiding some of the
commonest faults in organ playing.

AN IMPROVED

IS PERFECTION!
For. RESTORING GRAY, WHITE
or FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY, , It
renews its- life, strength and growth.
A matchDandruff quickly removed,
Dressing... Its perfume rich
less Hair
and rare. Sold by all Diiiggists.

Miss Nellle A.

may be mentioned :—

Aniong these improvements

A Allen's

VOIX CELESTE, FULL ORGAN, TREMULANT, with
KNEE SWELL) ; CATALOGUE PRICE, $100; NET CASH

and smaller sizes.

on several of the medium
-

Hair Restorer

Me.,

Terr

SERAPHONE,

MELODIA,

$60.

Prices, $51 and

N'
(a

WORLD'S

of Norridgewock,

Now is the time, {~ Exclusive

© 15614

GANS have long maintained their

WORLD.

Ms.

wanted, men and women.

tor and Heil Terms given. w= Send for Circulars. Address,
D.
WORTHINGTON & Us, Pbs.. Hartford, Conn.

whose CABINET OR PARLOR OR-

Admiratio
+

interest, it i3

without a peer.
It is the ** booming’ book for Agents, and outsells all others 10 to 1. - 80th thousandjn press. 1000 Agents

THE MASON & HAMLINORGAN CO.

been

.

Its Scenes are drawn
i

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS AND LOWER PRICES.

& SON,

:.

THE

short

4121

Springfield, Mass.

Waldo Co., Maine.

Burnham,

23

after

best chance ever offered to. you.
from the bright and shady sides of

John B. Gough
ov
can portray them. For Pathos, Humor. and intense

TEACH-

Salary

AGENTS!
entitled

SUNLIGHT ano SHADO

Bible extant.” Gov. A. H. Colquit, Ga.
Give age
experience, and send this,
W. J. HOLLAND

cured by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
health. They work like a charm. One peculiaritv in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box. 5 for $1.00. Address all orders to the proprietors,

ING BIBLE.

1878:

have

I

life.

Men to sell my OBJECT

AGENTS!
AGENTS!
B. GOUGH'S bran’ new

JOHN

’

trial.‘ Without a rivalin the world of Bibles.”
Rev..J. H. Vincent, D. D. ‘‘ The best copy of the

of

IK’S Patent
oe Patent Belloctors
oir

_Ohenpest and the BestLight known
for Churches, Stores, Show

viel Styles, Perfumed, Motto, Moss-Rose,
Japanese Cards, name on, 10c. Card
Violet,
26t42eow
’
8, Noruhford, Ct.
ANTE

for piles and your pills. Iwas so low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
and physicians despired of my

PAPER.

7

fidren. 1 ‘Box contaihing 3 cakes by mail 60c.

Ointment,

Golden

LIGHT. - |

THIS

Rip

ped, Roug

18 NOT KNOWN!
1's QUAL
75 CENTS AND $1.50 PER.
Dealers in Toilet Articles
by Druggists

PEARL'S WHITE CLIGERINE S04

commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills in October,
1877, and found relief at once, snd am enjoying
good health, eat any kind of food, work all day
with ease. I have sold 36 dozen in one year, and
they have given good satisfaction.
DANIEL AYER.
:
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR

‘

MENTION

constitutes

€0.,
WHITE GLYCERINE
PEARL'S ETO,
AND SOLE PRODUCERS

them in
hands were socold that I had to warm
I
just before me.
midsammer.—Death seemed

mam

[

Sold

medi-

30,

July

Me.,

Street,

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

lexion. Itbleaches the

ggys,

Society

of the

96 Tremont

fosadl planeuo

your

other

all

from

ack

jorations.

« [ have been afflicted with dyspepsia ‘for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that distrested me. My back was so weak
Feet and
that I had to lean on the sink to wash.

we

i

than

:
member

Vassalboro’,

North

Friends,

to whom. all

within the bounds of the Mich.
nt or F, M., H. M. aud Educa.

SER

LADY AGENTS WANTED. olsenen:

moral power of

Linneus

from one box of them

DYSPEPSIA!

And all Nervous and Brain Diseases and
No other like it!

Tan

atches.

) PROPRI

Me.,

MATISM!.

the
Moither withinor upon h,
skin, leaving it smoot

pills, for they do more than you claim for them.”
Rev. 8. P. Fernald, gr
.) Melvin Village, N.
H., writes, *“Your pills
give the best of satisfaction. Please send me 40
boxes.
.
.
¥. W. Kinsman (proprietor. of Adamsom’s
Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, * Dr.Dyer’s pills are better than they are
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly increasing.”
Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. F. B. Church,
Dyer’s pills for headache
says, * Ihave used Dr.
pceived more benefit
and dyspepsia, and ha
cines I ever used.
From an honored

Freckels,

0

ergetic Lady Agents to sell to WOMEN ONLY, an arparticulars and
For
ticle of real hygienic merit.
Jiveral terms, address WAGNER & CO., Chicago,

The annual meeting of the TRUSTEES of NEW
HAMPTON LITERARY AND BIBLICAL INSTITUTION
will be held at their office in New Hampton,on
Tuesday, June 21, at 4, P. M.

and Zorra church

present,

* The

F. H.

Rev.

Minn, was with us, soliciting

were

of

Lewiston on the 14th inst, by railroad, will purchase excursion tickete to Q. M., at the various
stations, paying full fare one way, retaining the
ticket to return free.
A. Lassy, Com.

preach on small salaries. This seems to be mise
siopary ground,but we have almost no funds for
helping
our weak churches. Some of our church-

M.

growth

Outline of

Outline

D. Lothrop

8)

TERY.
"BAT
WILL CURE.

RHEU
~~.
NEURALGIA! _ .

INEDALL
“Pearl's - REF
ERADICATES

Liver

recommending

in

pleasure

great

«1 take

& MAIN,

81 Randolph Street, Chicago.

Cha

TESTIMONIALS.
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell,

Forwarded.

Parsonsfield,

Boston,

Avr persons who shall attend the B. Q. M. at So.

- helps-for his ehureh, in building a house of
worship. We were sorry that we could not
assist him more than $12 or $13. But most of
our churches, though they have good houses
of worship, und part of them parsonages, have
quite a struggle to support their pastors, who

inthe Q.

1 Pet.

powerful

Meeting

HouLToN Q. M., with

Winneconne church.

with the New Lyme church.

and

Damon;

-—19.

The attendance was good, and the account
from the churches encouraging; the meetings

ASHTABULA Q. M.--Held its May

Rogers;

20.00

hi

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
tf

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ty Them.
They are the
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

SO AS BY FIRE. By Margaret Sydney. Author of Five Little Peppers. 12mo. Illus. $1.25
This orig story is brim.full of life and written
It will be
ina style both elastic and vigorous.
and admirably
found thoroughly .interesting
adapted to Sunday-schools.

H. M. Ford; * Is there a demand
for a
the spirit of Sabbath-school work?” A.
*
How shall we secure the daily and
study of the Scriptures in the homes of

Quarterly

109th ses-

‘RR. CooLrY,

of

sermon on

on

1.00
1.98

2.00
3.96
1.00

2.50
3.96

BIGLOW

that pe which

and

Dyspeptic
Pills.

Headache,

1.95

JUST PUBLISHED.

Mohammedanism,” K. H. Higbee. Brethren R.
Clark and D. J. H. Ward are furnished with
themes which we did not learn.
We are grateful ror the notice inserted by
Bro.
L. D. Boynton in the issue of May 25th. We trust
Wednesday
the brethren will be at Auburn on
evening to participate in and enjoy the session
from the first.
J, PHILLIPS,
.
Chairman of Com. on Programme.

8er-

and preaching spiritual and profitable.

12:32, Cary

our people?” G. H.

Clerk.

J. W. SCRIBNER,

mon,

Outlipe of

ditions of a well attended

Noyes, W, H, Cutting and J. W. Seriboer.
fAvy Shure desiring the August session of the
(). M. is requested to aply early.

:

Outline

L. Baird; ** "The relation of spiritual

meeting ?”
revival in
Striemer;
prayerful

H.

W.

Rev.

a

sermon on Heb. 3:14, A. Losee; ‘‘ May we reasonably hope to attain entire sauctifieation inthe
presen life ?” Geo. C. Baker; ** What are the con-

preached by Revs, W. 8, Packard,
mons were
D. Waterman, W. L,
C. T. D. Crockett,

J. M. Haskell of

Ensign;

J. Phillips;

sermon on John

prayer-meetings, and have failed to report for
the Register for years, were dropped from the
Waterman was
Rev. D.
Quarterly Meeting.

the

E.

3.00

BY the same, at the
Cronkite, both of Northville.
May 26, Mr. Adelresidence of Mr. Jay Marlatt,
M.
Lucy
bert Hopkins, of Milford, and Miss
Baker, of Lyon. .

usual

publish

to ministerial success,” L. D. Boynton;

than was expected, The attendance of minisSixteen churches:
ters was unusually large.
reported by letter. Three churches, viz., 2d
r,
2d Holderness and Thornton
Bridgewate
Gore, that sustain neither Jdiog nor

with

dralt and

Heb. 2: 3, J. C. Nye; Outlize of sermon

In consequence
was chosen moderator,
Noyes
very busy time with farmers, the generof the
al attendance was not large, and yet larger

ion recently

its

4.00

Send for Specimen Copies.

Wd. Either Book sent postpaid, on’ receipt of price.

"DR. D. DYER’S

|

:
Wales, both of B.
In Putnam, N. Y., by Rev. John Willis, May 25,
Roberts,
J.
Jobn
Mr.
bride,
the
of
residence
the
at
of West Haven, Vt., and Miss Cora Etta Nichols,
youngest daughter of David J. Nichols, Esq.,
of Lake George.
E. O. Dickinson,
Mich, by Rev.
In Wixom,
May 15, Mr. George I. Bradley and Miss Mabel L .

sermon on 1Cor. 38: 11, W. Parker; “ How may
we promote the strength and efficiency of our de-

SANDWICH Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Center Sandwich church. Rev. W. L.

(Wis.) Q. M.—Held

of

15.00

Trafton, Mr. Jesse H. Bickford and

programme. The result of their consultation is the
following: “How shall we induce in the church
a more abundant.Jiberality D. L. Rice;
Oufline

®uurterly Bleetings.

WAUPUN

short

committee was appointed to

nomination?”

Wolfboro'

place, begining

So.

interest and profit, secured informal action in the
conference of the Ashtabula Q. M. by whicha

3

delegate from
Cutting,

fall

6.00
15.00

‘SHATSER QUANTITIES AT SANE RATES:

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.

May 28, by J. Q.
Adams, Mr. Alpheus S. Hilton, of So. P., and
Me.
Gray,
of
Fogg,
Miss Etta J.
In Brownfield, Me,
May 22, by Rev. W. H.
In

n “SONG BBOKS-FOR wad

Also just published, THE BEACON LIGHT.
(30 cts.)
By TENNEY and HOFFMAN.
And
nearly ready, a new book by, ABBEY and MUNGER, making a trio of Sunday-school books that
can not be excelled.
iy

5.00
1.00

$17 50

Words Only, at 10¢.

175 Books,

retail price, 35 cents.

2.22

4.44

4.44
12.50
.

and Music, at 30c. $7 50

Words

25 Books,

knowsto hun-

or specimen copy, which is mailed for the

1.37

16, by Rev. A. J.
In Worcester, Mass., May
Way, of W,, and Miss
Mr. Amos F.
Eastman,
Mass.
Princeton,
of
Holden,
E.
Maria
W. Pierce of East
On June 1, by Rev. Geo.
of Lebanon,
Richards,
F'.
Rochester, Mr. Charles

Institute this year, by the failure of some one, is
migsing. The subscriber, fearing that the meeting

be pleased to have from 20 to 30 copies of the
Myrtle and Little Star. Our Sabbath-school

present from Belknap Q. M. and

& Penn.

on
Wednesday
evening, June
22.
The programme prepared last
year for the session of the

will be thankfully received and highly appreciated. Weshall be satisfied with any of the
old school libraries, large or small, and would

has been kept up all winter and we expect
continue the year round.”

evening,

where teams will take them to the place of meet-

they

hand, I take the liberty to assure them

Tuesday

the Aubura church (Geauga & Portage Q. M.), at
10.80, A. M., Friday June 24, Delegates and friends
coming
by rail w { leave the train (N. Y., Penn.
& 0.
formerly A. & G. W. R. R.) at Mantua,

We have a flourishing union
ance of the time.
Sabbath-school, and just now we are in need
of books and papers, and if any of our F. Baptist friends or others can lend us a helping

59.19

Me., and Miss Etta M, Morton,
e.

opening sermon by Rev. J. W. Parsons. Wednesday, P. M.,, Woman’s Missionary Meeting. Wedsday evening, Installation services, Sermon by
. M. Lowden.
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk
OB10 & PENNSYLVANIA Y. M. will convene with

’

2.60

5021

In Strafford, N. H., June 1, by Rev. E. Tattle,
Myr. Barak M. Bragdon, of Groveland, Mass., and
Mrs. Hannah Brock, of Dover.

UNION (N. Y.) Y. M. at Sherburne, June 17,
M.

2.50 ©

60

Married

5

church, June 24.

Y.

4.00
1.00

1 B Coleman West Stephentown N Y
Me
Z J Wheeler Gorham
Rev L G Clark Washington Vt
N Y
Fairport
Stevens
A
F
Rev
Rev H W Morse Adam's Peak Kas
Minn
River
Elk
M H Tarbox
Mrs Patience Hatch Jacksqn Me
Joshna Wood DeLassus Mo
P Spottsville Mount Vernon Ind
Rev M Boss Cairo Ill
Rev L Hutchins East New Portland Me
N'Y
A T Stratton Burke Center
1 C Chase Asbley Ill
Rev Lewis Dexter Blackstotie Mass
EXPRESS,
R Deering Portland Me
Rev M B Felt Meriden Ii
Rev O H True Stewart Wis

:

WESTERN

4.00
400

:

1, W Hanson Sanbornton N H
Pa
Dana Dunbar East Troy

1y6.,

10,

MAINE

2.50

BY MAIL.
Creek N Y
jugce Wash Ter

CENTRAL NEW YORK Y. M. at Ames, June 24.

the membership of the church after its covenant meeting on the last Saturday in May.
#le writes: * It was a very precious season,
the more 80 because only the church was present. We all liked the plan of baptizing on the
‘covenant-meéting day instead of the Sabbath,

250

‘Mary C Mount Cherry
Orir Baxter Fall City

‘WISCONSIN Y. M. at Warren, Ill, June 24.
MINNESOTA Y. M. at Minneapolis, June 24.
- MAINE WESTERN Y. M. at Steep Falls, June 14.

cast over the Waupun Q. M. (held at Winneconne) by the death of young sister Cusick,
during the session;.....The Dale church is
without regular preaching at present......
The Rolling Prairie church reports some ad.litions by baptism.
Rev. G. H. Hubbard of Honey Creek, bap‘tized three candidates and received them to

for & number of reasons.”

The
which

Yearly Meeting Notices.
JowA XY. M. at Toledo, June 9.
GENESEE Y, M at Scottsburg, June 17.
A
5 OExTRal, OnIo Y.M. with Grarid Prairie church,

juries not proving fatal as it was at first feared
they would. He was able to preach the past

two

in

Hotices and Jppointments.

poor, so that he is debarred from active pastorhis

form

Platt St., New York.

He is meeting with reasonable success.

place.

and

oil, and
the most delicate stomach will not reject
For sale by all druggists, and E. H. TRUEX,

building at that

church

aid in. finishing the

consumption, scrofula

Books

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

Haskell, of Mazeppa,

M.

fund,.....Rev. J.

tubercular

and

bronehial

York for coughs, colds,

there......Rev.

Minn., Is soliciting funds in Waupun Q.

Price, 25 cts. per botilg.

ANY SUNDAY.SCHOOL MAY NOW OBTAIN

public. Our best writers and composers
The-book has a beautihave contributed.
Jul title, is well printed, and is every way
desirable. Send for specimen pages (free),

Q
A Aldrich— E Alder—I R Anderson—J
Adams—C R Bockins—F Babcock—S H Barrett—
C
Bayless—J
E
Bennett—J
W
C C Briggs—A
Rartlette G Butler—J Bradley—S D Bates—W,
Church—R
G
D Chace—W C Clark—S LLY
Dyer—L Dexter—
Deering—A De Moulpied—2
J A Edmonds—A J Eastman—W 8 Eastman—OP7
C W Fogg
Fuller—Mrs
~F
Felt
B
M
Freeborn—
A
Farrington—S8. B Gotf—L_Gott~J G: Hall—-M
E Hale—
—H
B_Hanson
Hillon—C W Herning—S
B F Higgins—H Hawkins—J F Hart—M Hamilton
E Lee
—G Howard—H W Jenkins—A Lewis—W Morse
—D H Lord—J MMason—W McLearn—H A
Moss—C
—N Merrill—A Miles—E McKindsley—R
N Marston—Mrs T Newman-—T M Odle—E J Reed
—W J Robbins—C Reynolds—W_ D Shirley—A
Striemer—M Smith—J H Sawyer—N_H Savage—G
H Siver—D Smith—M S Stevenson—I Slater—M M
Sanborn—S J Jurner—0O H True—D A Tucker—D
Taft—I Tucker—J E Toland—J Vaughan—A VilasL
JB Wait—S J Weed—Mrs L 8 Woodman—G
White—B F Zell.

Mandrake Bitters and his appetite will be all

there.....
received

The Mitchell church has recently

Try it and be

Never ask-a Dyspepuc person what he wants to
eat, but let him
a few doses of Baxter's

to

repaired

A | TER
4.50

Letters Received.

‘Money

convinced,
Dr. N. G. White's Pulmonary Elixir has no superior as a Cough remedy, Price 35 and 50 cents
per bottle.
4123

istered the ordinance the following Sabbath
house,

Price 25 cts. per boitle.

SRR

COOD AS GOLD,

|

cessful providers of sweet melodies and
‘bright hymns for the great “Sunday-school

:

7.15
55.40
43.40
L. B. POTTER, Treasurer.

Liver Complaint, Dizziness in the Head, In-

Bitters.

‘with the Orchard church. It was a beautiful
Many
.day and the attendance very large.
the river to wait for the ceremony

Macon Ch
Genesee Q M—Coll
Montcalm Q M
Hillsdale Q M per Rev C
B Mills

:

Trial bottles, 10 cts,

digestion, Cons ipation, and all ‘similar diseases,
‘vield readily to
effect of Baxter's Mandrake

2nd congregation
Tht~Burr~Oakr‘church

‘that could not get into the

Manchester Ch

on

© Summer is now upon us, and in order to stand
the hot weather of the summer months, the system should be kept in Perfect condition, with all
the
organs performing heir office work. .Bilious-

Lockbridge church, on May, 20,

;

w=

In Board Covers, at $10 per 100 Copies.

dreds of thousands
as one of the most suc-

F. M. H M. Ed. Soc.

Lansing Q M—Coll
Miss Band of Langing Ch
A Adgate on pledge
Murs I, Mitchell oni pledge
Grand Rapids Q M—
Mrs H Martindale for
teacher
Zenana
“Paco?
. Wom Miss Soc
River Raisin Q M—

Rahway, N. J.

is wise, because he takes the best remedy
earth,

R. M. McIntosh, is well

Receipts for May.

« He who talks sows, he who listens reaps,’
and he who takes .Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, the great remedy for Coughs, Colds, etc.,

Q.

During the last session of the Van Buren

Doctors Said

H. O, ROURK,

25.00

C. A. HILTON, Treas.
:

.

!

with the above title. The compiler, Mr.

' Michigan Yearly Meeting.

1 would never leave my bed.” That was three
I can
‘months ago, and now I weigh 190 pounds.
not write half of what I want to say, but Warner's
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure did it all.

:

meetings and in pastoral work.”
Towa.

No. Parma, N.Y.

LIFE

(0, ax momewOr
WORDS ONLY OF

SUNDAY-S8CHOOL SONG BOOK

:
50
6.80
:

2.80 | 2.70

s

‘J. H. CONNELL, M. D,

«The

course

weeks and is also finishing his college
in Otterfein University at Westerville.

.t

Varysburg

RFE
IAL AERRE RI

"Rev. J. J. Mills, who presches once in two

QM

Ch

eries of the 19th century. I can riot say too much
in its behalf. Pittsburg, Pa., April 6, 1880.”

into the

received them

Keenville

[3

a

pasCenterburg church, as he was closing his

M., with

NY

Philadelphia
Depauville

1.00

Pike

Wom Miss Soc Jefferson

as an old practitioner, that Warner’s Safe Kidney
and Liver Cure is one of the most valuable discov-

Ohio.
Rev. S. D. Bates recently baptized

toral work at that place.

87

“ Now I Do Most Unhesitatingly Aver,

——]

ver of persons and

Mrs Celestia Dennis

JUST PUBLISHED.

Now look out for.a rousing good, new

5.00

W R Wadsworth Consta-

Cherry

AND

8.50

4.16

A sister Constableville’ N
ny
:

Ed, Boc.

o

6.80

Y per fund
Pike Mission Band Pike

of Wild

HM.

1.00

Fairport Ch to publish
Whiten ules »
town
Rev W R Stone Volney N

| Business Hotes.

revival in the
There has been 8 gracious
Uo., un=

F.M.

Putnam Ch

.

J. M.BAILEY, Clerk.

addressed to
orders for the same may be
%
at Cowlesville.
New. Brunswick.
:

:

‘Miss Mary
Johnson Mid.
Alesex Ch Int Murks’
prolessorshi
A friend Elmira
NY
2.00
Rev I B Coleman and wife
W Stephentown Int = 12.00

CUMBERLAND Q. M.~—Held its last session

as follows :—Ministers,

, King’s
.church at Keirstead Mountain

- Receipts for May, 1881.

;

i
Olneyville, last Sunday.
‘| New York.

LIGHT

| Centiii Association.

R. J, RUSSELL, Clerk.

4

1881.

ONISN4S NVL

filled out, also remember

the ten-cent tax.

JUNE 18,

3

have been sent them

~

received the
Five were baptized and’ six
church in
B.
F.
the
band of fellowship into

AR;

+=
r

'

Rhode Island.
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so deservedly.
Farm Crops,

especially

now ina

to

position

Pamphlets containing ‘testimonials
¢ to fill orders promptly.
on
and other information furnished by our local agents, or
Eft.
application to

GLIDDEN & CURTIS,

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS OF PACIFIC GUANO COMPANY,
BOSTON, MASS. Vermont and New|

H.A.

Sutton, Vt., Special Agent for
Hampshire.
[SEND POSTAL FOR CIRCULAR.]
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Bortry,

the old farm, the water

MY HIDING PLACE.
BY

around

ELIA SANFORD.

~ Though thorns my pathway may

beset,

privilege on. butter, an apple pie, and some cookies. eases, when such minor peculiarities as
REPUBLIC OF GoD. An Institute of
The children gathered eagerly around her ‘the textnre at the end of the thumb, and THE
Theology. By Elisha Mulford, LL. D. Bos-

the

corner,

and

that

they

My daily cross be bard to bear

.

And burdened my poor h¥art with care,
Yet will I ever trust in Thee,

’

‘And to Thine armsof mercy flee :

~~ Thouart my Hiding-Place !

Though steep and rough the path I tread,
And brightest earthly hopes lie dead,
And clouds are dark; there’s light above
And ne’er will I distrust Thy love,

its ranges of hills, should also have family resemblances in the midst of the indefi-

strong for temperance.”
:
*¢ The millof God grinds slow”, sajd the.

and you shall have a cup of tea,” she said,

| man,“
old
but “the hand of infinite jus-

“bit now let me see the baby.”

ed,” and-not only so, but each hair, if examined with a powerful magnifying glass,
of the forest.

little blue,pinched

Everything, from' the

‘training of their mother,

bosom.

and

their own

Though all life’s sweetest joys are crushed,
And sounds of harp and tabret hushed,
I'll follow Thee unto the end,
Safe guided by Thy leving hand

And evermore will T abide
Close sheltered in Thy bléeding side:
0, blissful Hiding Place!

Safe from all danger and alarm!
from every sense of harm!

conversation, * do

you believe that

God

visits the inquities of the fathers upon the

For T am washed in Jesus’ blood,
My life is hid with Christ in God: _
0, glorious
: Hiding Place!

children?”
«I

* My God, my King, my Saviour Thou,
To Thee my heart and soul I bow.
And joyful, erown Thee Lord of all,

My rock eof refuge, my defense :
No power shall ever pluck me thence,

Secure my Hiding Place.

© Kamily Circle.
BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY.

1.

THE WAY OF TRANSGRESSORS IS HARD.
It was one of those mornings in March,
when the winter and spring seemed to
struggle together for mastery. The ground
was covered with snow, and a chilling
_ west wind rattled the shutters, and moan

should

be obliged

to

believe

farm-

house ; but the sun shone warm and bright.
The crisp snow seemed to be changingto
pearl, and the water of the Mohawk river

silver.

Mr. Spencer entered the house, and his
wife said, ‘° Who is that?” glancing ata

. boy who was walking out of the yard.

Hanafords—the . oldest
replied. ““ Do you know
into that tumbling down
the Albany road? This

events that are transpiring around us,
you will learn to acknowledge, and reverence this terrible, inexorable law.
Sin

would not be the terrible thing it is, if its’
consequences were confined to the sinner
alone. The evils of transgression are
transmitted and diffused insa thousand

“told him I would think about it.
wanted to talk it over with you.”

but still

what

did you

seep”
“Oh,

dear, mamma!

It was dreadful—

two little girls—I guess they are twins,
stood im the open door. I think they. stood
there because the sun shone on them.
Their poor little feet and legs were naked, and their thin calico frocks looked

as

ifthey were just ready to drop off. We
looked in—a few brands were smoking
in the fire-place, and on the farther side of

the room we could see a woman sitting
up in bed, with alittle baby in her arms.”
“The

way of

transgressors

said Mr8' Spencer.
- for you,

my

** Here

children.

is hard,”

is a lesson

I can

remember

when Mark Hanaford was ailikely young
man, and when he married pretty

Sarah

Shaw he had as good prospects as any
..body need ask. His father left him a farm

out of debt, and a nice place it was.
Now, in less than twenty years see where
he has brought himself and family by
drink, and tobacca.r The way of trans-

gressors is hard.”
““ And I can

&

ri

remember,”

said

grand-

father Spencer, looking up from the book
he had been reading, *‘ I can remember
when that same farm was taken from the
widow Snow and her children for debts

their husband and father had contracted
for liquor and tobacco at old Hanaford’s
. Store.

Snow was as smart, good-natured

a fellow as there was in town, till he took

to drink. But he went fast. Hanaford let
him have all he wanted, and one night af-

ter he had drank deep, he started to go

home, and staggered off a little bridge.
The next morning he was found on his
face in the run, where the water was
hardly deep enough to cover him. When

his affairs ‘were looked into, it was found
]

had claims enough to take
and so the poor broken-

right here.

hard that those

:

suffer.

us.

5

thats.
left them
with his sill-gotien

ul n

ap

not live alone can not
together.
Connubial

“but

thing

you

evidence
;

now.

bearance,

sonal

Sarah, that is just

wishes to bestow.

‘Come unto

me,’

says, ‘ ye that labor and are heavy
and I will give you rest.’”

laden,

“Rest, rest! Oh that I could find rest!”
she sobbed.
5
’
Just then Frank drove up to the door,
and Mrs. Spencer said, “ Now we will se
what we can do.”
’
A bright fire soon sent a cheerful glow
through the reom, that made the children

but she had an ut-

was preparing to return‘ home, she said,

¢¢ Whereis‘ Martin?” < He is going from
door to door, begging ‘for work, I: sup-

‘individuality.

The

are doubtless

matter,

and

whether

said, ¢ Mary Spencer; it

the cold, thin

is

along

time

Mrs. Spencer took

hand, and

said

kindly, ¢ I

did not know till this “morning that you
were so near us.. Idid not know you
were ill. What does it mean that you
have no fire this cold morning?”
¢¢ It means that I am that most miserable of women, adrgnkard’s wife, and these
poor little creatures are a drunkards
children.
When we moved here, Mark

when such conditions

sold our stove to Tim Flanigan for whisky, and he has kept drunk ever since.
It was a poor old stove, but much better

than none, and we have suffered so with
the cold.

My poor little baby was

only

It serves just the same purpose which
is servedby our photographing our burg-

six weeks old when I was obliged to come lars and pick-pockets. ‘The accused can

noticing incidentslly

some

:

wall, and so leave in the color of his guilt

So

‘ Have you no fuel ?” she said.
“We have burned the last stick; we
have’ had

cept some

none

since we

came

here

ex-

dead limbs that my poor

boy

a photograph on the accusing

wall, = His

signature is left, just a8 unmistakable as
[if he had signed the bond of his

iniquity ;

and thus great crimes have been brought

beggedof Mr. Brown and , which he has"

to light, and deeds of blood made

brought from

their own story.
But this individuality in the skin of the
tip of the thumb, strongly marked as \t is,

the

woods in his arms.”

to

Ig
nothingofity's

~

thumbs of strangers.
Even thus minute: that has ruin- | Frank started off. * Now, Josy,” he | ly does that strange thing, family likeness,
said, touching
horse lightly
What wonder is it that faces
g the old family
]
gatly | descend,
j

hands and side, the despairand unbelief vanish
and doubting Thomas cries, * My Master and
my God.” We make another quotation
]
in.
regard to this exclamation :
:

I had found my master: I had also found

my God; for I saw that the goodness and truth

of my master had not been suffered to go down
in ruin. I once
again saw the God of justice

and love protecting and guiding all things.
Thus, in a moment, I had found my master;
and, in finding him, through bim I had found

his God and mine. All I could say was,—
* My master and my Ged.”
:
The purpose-of-the book is stated in the close
of the preface:

The book
been prepared, not without a
grave sense ofLiss responsibility,
and with & sin.

1t may have this effect upon those who do
not believe in Christ and God. There is

another consideration : will it, with

of Jesus draw the reader away

Thus it comes

in the’ life

from

the

con.

templation of the divine natare of Christ and

about thatin the Trinity is the assertion of the

thus

unity of God; “ but it is not an abstract unity,
un unity in which there is no foundation for relations.”
1

lessen the faith. of anyin the groat Mas-

ter?

Houghton, Mifflin & Oo.’ (Boston) publish
The, Emerson Birthday Book, which is
similarto the Longfellow birthday book lately

All this in one chapter, and the other chap
ters are like it, but so fully hus the work been
thought out andso completely has the chaff
been winnowed from the wheat, that its two
hundred nd

its plausi.

ble explanations of the marvelous

a§ a term, the revelation of God in himself, and

in his relation to humanity.

open minds
Master.

issued.

It contains alternate pages of

tions from Mr. Emerson’s
blank pages containing
where one may record

fifty pages admit of the use of

clear, Jarge type, thus adding to the reader's
ease as well as his mental satisfaction.
It is
moreover, a model book,~cool cloth covers,
paper title pasted on the back, and uncut
edges, so that one may experience the pleasure
of running the paper-cutter through the leaves
as one reads.

the dayof the month,
such name, sentiment

or fact as one wishes.
will be especially
Concord sage.

selec-

writings, faced by
It is illustrated and

prized

by

admirers
;

of the

The “ Bible Banner Association ? (Philadelphia) publishes a book entitled Bible Terminology, relativé'to the Future Life. The author
is Rev. J. H. Pettingell, who advocates the
doctrine of the immortality of a class—the regenerate in Christ—the attainment of a revival
from death and a change to immortality of
those who are divinely fitted to ** live forever.”

THE GOSPEL OF THE RESURRECTION.
By
James Morris Whiton, Ph. D, Same publishers; ete. 12mo. pp. 273. ($1.25).

The object of this book is to show that the
prevalent theory concerning thé resurrection,

the sense of the principal crucial words in the

Seriptures—such as Soul, Spirit, Life, Death,
Hell, Eternal, Punishiaent, The Second Death,
Everlasting Destruction, The Great Salvation,

thought,

The Life

ness, but no amount of foresightor discre-

vent and the judgment such as are literally set

and old bachelors, inasmuch as

thus making

forth in the writing

description
Matt. 25:

the resurrection, the ad.
of the Apostles

[like the

of the judgment, for example, in
31—46]} that Dr. Whiton

believes to

be ““ the grand mistake which the church has
made in its doctrine of the kingdom of Christ.”
In his opinion the ' judgment is not delayed till
the resurrection,
but is a present and perpetual
reality in both worlds; and the resurrection is

“a development, not a miracle,” There is
much in the book to be studied and thought
about, and a great deal.of it is plamly in ac-

cordance with the present theological drift.
THE

years.

The

gentleman,

who

for

many

his trust was in Jesus Christ, and he was
sure of everlasting rest and happiness

soon as his little toil heré was ended.
smiled as he added,
tone :

in the same

as

He

husky

¢¢ Only a few days more, sir.”

As the merchant went

on his

way,

a

LEGEND

Culture,”

etc,

the

‘Boston:

Lee

&

Shepard.

In most respects the expectafions awakened

nation in which Dr. Clarke occupies an honor-

ed position. Many of the circumstances attendant upon the life of Jesus are explained according to the Unitarian view, and readers

lieving in other creedgAwill
accept the positio!

be-

It would be just neither to the author nor
to ourselves, inthe short time allotted toa
book ' notice, to attempt: to refute positions
taken contrary to our doctrinal belief. Criticism on the work of years, should require
study and time if it ‘would be of value, We

prefer to make exiracts and thus let the book
speak for itself.
:
We quote first from the preface:
1 begin by taking the position
of those around
ave regarded him as a remarkable man,—inspired by God indeed, a
great prophet.
but
et, like -all preceding’
prophets,
urely and simply human.
‘What“ever else Jesus was, he was certainly a man.

Jesus, who must

Keeping this firmly in view, I have endeavored
to see how far we are carried

up [A the legitiot seeking
to acgeply vor hastening to deny, what is unintelligib e, I have left much, as I have found
it, vei ed in the obscurity of tradition. . . .

mate influence of the narrative,

I am unable to read the story without the conyiction that Jesus possessed some extraordinary
wer over nature and life. In what it
consisted, we ure not called to decide.

doubting

of want, but he

more

is supposed
of

disciple,

to be mainly

Thomas
written

those who may come after.”

the

Didymus,
“for

the

the
help of

He is represented

Tortured by unbelief he returned again to

more, only a few days more.”—Christian
Intelligencer.

4 he shores of Gennesaret, longing for home and
the spiritual comfort his mother might give

--&
>
+o

Thus said the maiden Lachesis, the
daughter of Necessity: Ye short-lived

him,

There

begin the cvele of i
Jele

£

z

‘

of

oral

es

its mortal existpnce

th

ia

first to choose 1 life which shall be his irrevocably.

Virtue owns

he meets Jesasof

Nazareth and

becomes one offhis disciples and missionaries,
though not fully aceeptinghis teachings nor him
He is with Jesus in many of the

| great events of his life.

‘We quote a fow of his

explanations. « The first is in regardto the
temptation :
Thinking of it since, my children, I under-

stand it as I could not then.

The bread-temp-

desive to live; the temple temp-

jation oo

desire to be’Te

no master; he | mountain

temptation was

discussing

the

their

English and

of revelation.

in

He

the

ied;

the

desire lo ac-

Gift,

Terms, ete.,
regarding the
sense,

treats

which
future

both

the original

in

languages

the various

mate

ters that come into the field of thought dispassionately, candidly, and logically,

The June Art Amateur is specially strong
in practical instructions for decorative work,
including lessons in landscape painting in oil,
in china painting and gilding, together with
designs for embroidery, and a plate and six
tiles for - Btepiacs dy Stinile Pion, : There
Gregory, Volkmar, an
sketches by
8
als members of the Salmagundi Club, a Page
of drawings from picturesin the Paris Salon, »

page of invitation cards by Geo, R. Halm, and
a number of sketches by Leon and’ Percy
is also
Moran.
Moran, sons of Edward
the usual choice array of illustrations of
ceramics, needlework, furniture and decoration,
including some suggestive stained glass, designs, and some peculiarly pleasing specimens
the style of

of

Empire in France.

the First

The recent music festival in New York is criti**Is

question

the

our

only

Art

by Clarence Covk.~Montague Marks, Publish-

er,23 Union Square, New York.
©

--b

NOTES.

, The Supreme Court of New York has granted the-order to change the name of the corporation of Scribner & Co. to The Century
Co.—~the orderto take effect on the, 21st of
June. The July issues of Scribner's Monthly

and St. Nicholas will have the new corporate
imprint.
Mr. Leypoldt

offers

in the May.

Library

Journal, prizes for a list of the next 100

best -

books for a small library, believing that such a
list may be of use, not only to those who are
starting libraries, by showing them what to
buy first, but also to established libraries, in

suggesting gaps which they ought to fill.

Thomas Keagh of! North Carolina, late secre-

tary of the Republican national committee, has
related to the correspondent of a Western
paper his knowledge of the circumstances
connected

with

{Ercand.”

He

was

the

Tuurgee’s and knew
says: ‘‘ He lived four

origin

a

of “ A.

townsman

him well,
miles from

Fool's

of

Judge

Mr, Keagh
Greensboro

on a farm he bought, and

practiced law in our

town.

the ‘Fool’s Errand,’

The manuseript of

his celebrated book, was given to me to sell for
him and his family. His wife thought it
was a
good book, and I sent. to Tom Platt, now
Senator from New York State, to see if he could
not sell it to the New York Z7ribune. It was

returned

to Tom Platt with the statement that

they could not

like that in the

publish a long continued story
Tribune.

He afterward

sold

it, I understand, for $10,000, receiving that

money on account of the success and prominence of some of the books he had published.
. . + . Iwasamused atit, because it read
to me likea history, I know everybody

sketchedin it, but I never thought

the

‘would have any such success as it has,

he had

book

Tour-

, however, was one of the most remarkable

men I ever knew. He was always in hot
water—never happy unless aggressive, and,
rhaps, it was his boldness that saved his life.
He 1s of

Bench extraction,

I think,

which

accounts for some of his temperament. He
was born in Ohio, or came from there, and
brought money with him to North Oarolina,and
he was always in advance of everybody with

ideas, - In 186

he beganto work

the

racon-

struction, talking loud, when none of us dared:

to do it, in favor of immediate negro suflrsge.
It was poison to the people there, but he kept
it up, and it turned out to be the result.

Then:

he went into the copstitutional convention of

North Caroling, and has impresaéd himself forever on the laws and institujions of that State.
FIsViously the common law had been the
guide of al the lawyers apd the law practiced

there.

Tourgee insisted that the

guide of the

State of New York should become the guide
for our practice in North Carolina. Other lawers, ol in the State, bonnced the proposition, ut he stood up for it and carried it through.
fought desperFor some time the old fellows
the
neration

ately JEiuet ta ity found that ‘the code

served
a better purpose than the common law,

shall have
more The
of her
_
|| Who
2nd hehonors
| | and
who her
the rebels
slights
her, less.
re.; || complish.
After telling the story of the transfiguration
To
remains,
and Hive
gp Le Ievet
gee re
ne ee ort
.
d
Shobsiulley lies wid the chooser. ' Heav-|
ens
Oe
2a
in
Co
The wise man as well as the fool makes

| makes.

blunder twice,”

+ +"

ithus
concludes:
he thus
concludes:

il

tk prin

a

Fashion?’ is editorially discussed, and the
Vanderbilt drawings, lately presented to the
Metropolitan Museum, are mercilessly exposed

LITERARY

comprises the results of may years’ study of
the life of Jesus, and that during the year and
a half since ‘the work was completed, he has
gone over it several times with care.

story

life,

’

In the preface the author says that the book

The

Everlasting,4the Unspeakable

not, in all cases,

ken.

to an investigation of

Discarded
Scriptural
convey its revelations

cised;

tinged with the religious belief of the denomi-

child

away

DIipymus,

by the title of this book and the nape of the
author are fully met.
Every
suggests
careful and discriminating study of Jewish
character and oriental customs.
The story is

wished to instruct a poor neglected
taken

THOMAS

12mo. pp. 448. ($1.75).

autobiography

had

OF

Jewish Skeptic. By James Freeman Clarke,
author of * Ten Great Religions,” *¢Self-

change passed over him. His, harassing
cares vanished. As a Christian he had

ds me, Father, “ said | with the whip, ** this is an occasion when | look alike, voices sound alike? How can it blanders. The wise man, however, never
a Lheatd yesterday | you must hurry a little.”
Seem strange that members of the same
|

Jesus, that he is indeed risen from the dead, he

being both physical and ethical, and closes
with
some . definite
statements about
the Trinity and the coming:
of the Spirit.
The
Trinity, Dr. Mulford says, denotes,

tell | souls, a new generation of men shall here | as the Christ.

PLLTeS

the womey,

still doubts. His faith is erushed. But when
Jesus appears to him and bids him touch his

recent

here. I took cold, and have been sick be identified with great certainty. Noth- | than he gave. The lesson of content- "#8' having studied in the schools of the Sorihes
and by outward rites sought to save his soul.
ever since.”
!
: ing short of mutilating or burning the
ment and assured faith buoyed him up Then he went to Alexandria and studied
Mrs. Spencer looked around her with thumb can obliterate its features. Some- when far away. He could see with a
higher Judaism.
Afterwards he lived for a
horror. She felt as if she had opened a times a ‘ghastly proof of guilt is furnished. brighter eye the peace and joy awaiting time in the monasteries of the Essenes, but he
door into a world of misery and sin, of A murderer, red-handed with his crime, him in the eternal home; and often he nowhere found the rest for which he sought.
which she had never formed any just con- may touch his finger's end upon a white | repeated to himself, “ Ouly a few days He had lost his God, his faith, his hope.

ception.

When

and disciples tell him that they bave again seen

He attends principally

ranged. No two thumbs in all the world years had sought his own consolation in a
are exactly alike. The miniature moun- divine Providence,could not pass on withtain ranges are as fixed and decided as out expressing a hope that the poor old
the Alps or the Sierras, the geography of man had something beyond this world’
to
the thumb as unmistakable, Now the cheer him. His whole countenance light
Chinese have made use of this fact for es- ed up as he answered that he had—that

and kept in the police records.

gone and he is in despair.

the second coming of Christ and the final judg-

A HOARSE PREACHER.

pression is taken of his thumb. Smeared
with a little lJamp-black, partially wiped
and then pressed down on a piece of white
paper, an engraving of the thumb is made,

After the crucifixion Thomas #pends g
wretched Suaday: His faith is completely

Revelation of
¢ The RevelaConviction of
Heaven to the

oo

Whenever

in

are letters pur.

ment is colored by Jewish tradition, that the
Apostles naturally inherited tliese traditions,
and explained Christ’s teaching actordingly.
It is the adherence to this old Jewish mode of

maids

a criminal is examined by the law, an im-

give h

i

exist for and between the couples as are
far from common and frequently not attainable. The prospect of connubial misery
in many cases seems to be quite as probable as the prospect of connubial happi-

they are quite likely to have made
wives and good husbands if they had
*¢ found a congenial spirit,” and not finding any, they have had the goed sense to
wait.— Christian at Work.

uality in the way in which these are ar-

tablishing a rogue’s gallery.

df history,

happy

A merchant was hurrying one stormy
pose,” replied Mrs. Hanaford bitterly.
_morning
through a strange city, ponderShe was justly indignant that so much of ‘Martin isa good boy.. He is strong, ing on late heavy losses,
when his attenthe hard earnings of frugal industry and willingto work, but nobody wants tion
was arrested by a hoarse voice:
j
m
round;
because
he
is
a
drunkard’s
should be swallowed up by the pauper- |
* Matches, fine matches, two boxes for a
ism occasioned by this vice, but the suffer- son. He is getting nearly discouraged
fip!”
Ho turned and saw en the street
ing of little children touched ber heart. and T'sometimes fear he will do somecorner, before a little stand, an aged nething
awful,
he
feels
so.”
A basket was packed, and a pail filled
Mrs. Spencer blushed as she remem- gro bracing himself against the wind.
with milk. Frank, well pleased with his.
His hair was as white as the snow falling
errand, brought the horse to the door, bered the conversation with her husband, at his feet,
but he had so good and. pleasand she said Kindly : “Tell him to keep up
-and they started for the Hanafords®.
ant a face that the stranger's. sympathy
courage,
If
he
does
right
he
will
find:
* When they arrived all was still. There
was touched, and he stopped to buy
was no smoke from the chimney—not a friends.”
matches. While passing over the change,
(To be continued.)
sign of life. Mrs Spencer knocked, and
he kindly inquired of the old man whether
a faint voice said, ‘* Come in.” She openthe cold did not prove too hard for him.
ed the door, and a sight was presented to
LOOK AT YOUR THUMBS.
He replied, with the courtesy peculiar. to
her that she never forgot. Three chilIf anybody will look carefully atthe end the better
class
of
his race,
that
dren, wrapped in an old quilt, were hud- of his thumb he will find that the surface he
was quite used to it, having gained
dled together on the floor. They raised is ridged with little thread-like ranges of his
living for many years by selling matchtheir heads, and gazed at her with hills, wound round and round in tiny
es. Certain days of the week he sold on
wild, hungry eyes as she entered. On a spirals. Ifhe will take a magnifying Arch street, others at
his present stand.
bed the mother lay with a little babe in glass and examine them closely, he will He named the street
and number of the
her arms. She put out her hand and: find that there is a good deal of individ- house in which he had lived seventeen
since 1 saw you last.”

Pilate’s wife.

then treats of Jesus of Nazareth and the Christ

they

tion will insure any pair against occasional disappointments and discontent. In
view of all'the facts, we think we are justified in speaking ‘a good word for old

¢« I think you ought to go and see
them”, said Mr. Spencer to his wife. dance with delight. Mrs. Hanaford was
¢¢ Frank can harness the horse and drive helped into a chair. = The bed was made,
for you. Take something to help them the baby washed, and suitable food preand seé what they need most; we. must "pared for the mother and child,
not let them starve.”
: + :When every thing had been made as
Mrs. Spencer was not a hard-hearted, comfortable as possible, and Mrs. Spencer
ter abhorrence of intemperance; and she
found it difficult to mingle sufficent pity
with the loathing she felt for its victims.

of

is only desirable

He

sonality of God,” * The Precedent Relations of

meant, ig

for- | 'Reories of the nature and object of Christ's | cere desire that it may help t some
mission; treats of the Incarnation as | into a deeper faith in the common
best

of

or otherwise
must
depend
largely
on the congeniality of the parties themselves. Young men are continually advised and urged, privately and publicly,
to take a wife, the supposition being,
whether erroneous or not,that most young
‘women are willing to be taken under almost any circumstances; the assumed
postulate being that marriage is always
desirable. But this is obviously false. It

what you need and that is a blessing God

porting

Near the close of the book

the freedom of man is in relations with God;

live
is

would have been model old maidens and
bachelors. Nor is it improbable that
many who would have been the noblest
patterns of wedded domesticity are to-day
enjoying themselves in single blessedness.
We talk of marriage as being a good
thing in the abstract. But the fact is,
there is no such thing as ‘marriage inthe
abstract.“ It ' is pirely a per-

I could

logical literature. It is dedicated to the author's

was

the master himself, to

strength for what was soon to come.

shows that that manifestation is always in relations; then argues that’ the realization of

who, with a variation of their destiny,

want—

that

self-discipline,
p
108,

wives and husbands

It seems to me it would be so good

to feel something under me
trust.”

of

as a rule
adaptation

vor Ten

Suppose

external to God nor external to man; then
shows that there is in Christ, first, the consciousness in the world of perfect unity with
God, and, second, the consciousness in the
world of perfect unity with man; then takes
up the manifestation of God in a person, and

aigEl

BACHELORS.
Good wifehood or true husbandship is

the Bible.
Mark sold the Bible mother
gave me, for whisky, and we have none

said tenderly, * Dear

Isnt

no more

done that they must cry with hunger, and not inherited with birth; nor does it apcold?”
23d
pertain to the multitude. Those who can
* Their misery comes not by the willof

every

since, Ww

Crown 8vo.

Pp. 260. ($2.00).
This book is a notable contribution to theo-

Religion and Philosophy to the
God,” “The Revelation of God,”
tion of God in the Christ,” ¢ The
the World,” “ The Revelation of

A GOOD WORD FOR BLD MAIDS AND

to punish

For myself, I could potisay it is un-

Mrs. Spencer went to the door, and
bade Frank bring in the basket and the
yw was turned out of doors milk, ‘‘ Now”, she said, * drive home as yet
- admits of strong, family likendgs.
pe
ha
ohild
ig: ah
iy
:
;
:
‘
With her dui e ehildrey, Bete is another | quick
as you can—fill the sleigh with. Brothers and sisters
who will take im+ lesson for you. Hanaford ied rich. He | wood, and return, See you lose no time.
pressionsof their thumbs will find resem--|
fa
drank
himself, but
snare | Here are sickness, hunger and nakedness blances among each other that they will
: di
his neighborsintohis thechildren
| right at our door, ,and we had known | hot find when comparing them with the
he g

Weekly.

fe

Mrs. Spencer’s heart was melted into
sympathy with the poor womon, and she

inno-

*

or penurious woman,

is

no better than she ought to be. The children, I suppose they are chips off the old
block. Tdon't want them round. ° They
might be the ruin of our children.”
rt
Just then a boy and girl, with rosy
cheeks and flying hair, rushed in. * Oh’

She paused out of breath,

it seems

feet.”

“I don’t know how you dare to think
of it,” she said. « The father is a-wretch-

mamma”, cried Susie, ¢“ we have had the
most delightful - run on the crust.
We
went to the sap bush, and then we saw a
smoke in the old house on the other road,
50 we just went over there to sce what

have examples

there something we can do for them ?
I don't like to think of their bare little

I

say the mother

We

cent little children should

to him?” she dei
;

and the mother said, ¢“ And

only remembers me and mine

he gives you

¢¢ Yes gir", said Frank. ¢ I beginb to see,

he calls himself —waats me

we could see.”

even to this day I am uncertain what to think
of it. Nor is itn
sary
to decide thereupon:

World,” “The Justification of the Werld,”
of the World,” and “The Life
nent. Now if anybody doubts this, let - of“Thethe Redemption
Spirit.” But these titles convey an inhim take a little black or analine color, adequate idea of the book. For instance, chapand try it. He will acquire an acquaint- ter five, which treats of ‘ The Revelation of
ance with his thumb and a respect for it [God in the Christ,” considers first the revelation
that will* be quite interesting.—Baptist in a person; then the revelation which is not

He

health, home, love, children growing up
in plenty and comfort; but for me, how
can I—and yet I wish I could. As I have
lain here, these words have been running
through my mind,
‘Underneath are the
everlasting Arms.” May be they are in

ways.

ed drunkard, and they

¢¢ If there is a God, I think

to the

repeats himself in the geography of a
thumb than in the geography of a conti-

cried Mrs. Spencer bursting into tears.
“Try to hope in His merey,and trust Him
for the future. This child may live to be
your comfort, and support.”
:
Mrs. Hanaford shook her head sadly.
“I do not know what I have to hope for,”
she said.

alike.

smallest

invention is exhaustless, and he

goodness,”

¢« Yours is not the first young head that
has been perplexed over this subject” said
his father, * but if you will look at the

Poor: Snow spent his property. in dissipation and his iniquity was visiled on his
family iy poverty and shame. Old Hanaford did much ‘worse, he led his children
into temptation, and corrupted them by
his evil influence, and now you see, how
his sins are cursing his descendants.”

say

His

one’s suffering for another's sins.”

ed among the naked boughs of the apple-

to hire him.”
“What did you
- manded.

child is starving. I have heard people
say that God is merciful amd good. If
He is, perhaps He means it shall die.”
¢ Oh, do not question

No two are exactly

greatest, is impressed with a specific
character and individuality. The Creator's

¢ The

it, | God,” said Mrs. Spencer solemnly,

tree that almost touched the pretty

boy—Martin,

she said,

her

even if the Bible did not say so,” the old | by the sins of men. He has set us in famman yeplied..
LT.
ilies, and given us these tender relations
<< I.don’t see the justice of that,” said for our mutual happiness, but sin comes
the boy. ** Frank”, said his mother, “I am in to thwart His merciful purposes, and
astonished to hear you spefik that way. to spoil this beautiful world. Let us first
We have no right to question the justice try to put ourselves right with Him and
then we may trust Him to bring good for
of God.”
us out of all the evil that befalls us.”
+I suppose it is easy to trust God when
not right—1I said I don’t see the justice of

Low at"Thy feet I humbly fall

“One of the
boy I believe,” he
they have moved
old house out on

you see?”

on

who had been eagerly listening to this just; but what have these poor little ones

E’en death itself hath lost its sting
And doubts and fears have taken wing,

like a sheet of molten

Do

resting

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

g|
Hg
great
And

to have been written by leading Jews
children, but it.isa volume for patient study hy .
showing the hatred and spirit of persecution
thoughtful minds, It states prineiples, but the
statements are wonderfully clear and concise, which they cherished ugainst' Jesus, also the
almost every paragraph presenting matter for last conversations of Jesusas remembered and |
an hour’s meditation.
‘It deals in separate dictated by John to a scribe, There are also
letters from Joseph a Sadducee and from
chapters with the * Being of God,” “The Per.

shows peculiarities as strong as the trees

The poor woman raised her head, and
throwing back the soiled sheet, showed a

face

ton:

nite diversities ?
;
“The hairs of our head are all number-

tice moves the never-ceasing wheel.
Those orphan boys, threugh the Christian

the benefactors of the village which saw
their early misery, and §hame.
*¢ The evil influence of Hamaford has
been a blight and curse on that community. Infidelity, dishonesty. and drunken| ness, have been working their ruin. If these
young men are strong enough to uproot
this moral upas, and to cleanse this polluted atmosphere, they will do a great
work.”
-¢ Grandfather”, cried Frank Spencer,

The Rock was cleft to take me in:
0, blessed Hiding Places;

glittered

and she filled
the bed. The
her face in the
convulsively.

busi-

honest and persistent endeavors, are now
to be not oaly the property holders, but

For when my soul was lost in sin,

.Chap.

are

their hands. She turned to
poor mother had hidden
pillow and was sobbing
‘ We will soon have afire,

up

uess there. Itis yery fortunate for the
place for they are Christian men, and

My cheek with sorrows’ tears be wet,

Seeure

power. Others thought that it was the
of God, which surrounded Jesus, and ma
ether about him, in which
the two
prophets could be seen and heardby him.

the creek and all that rundown property
about to build mills, and start

ad

Witerary Bebiets,

Mrs. Spencer unpacked the basket, family should have similarities of temper,
bringing out a loaf of bread, a cake of of mental aptitudes, and hereditary dis-

that. the Snow Brothers, who are suecessful lumber-merchamts, have purchased

ify
years there
Colina
of
yfhing tie

atl Constructive
Ane aor
erard old Tie, spi oS
red there ix.or eight years. It
three persons dream'at once the same thing?
while riding over the State holding Cir[ | was
nit Court that he saw so much which he has -

gs

gd Yeh rp

hots bog it woud
| St into his books of the scenrey, botany, life
0

| not bestrange for some men to have the 8
L)

‘and chargoter.”

®
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THE, MORNING STA
H. Thane

Miller, of Cincinnati, 0. ; John L. Wheat,
of Louisville, Ky. ; T. W. Harvey and Cy-

Thomas Qochran, Jr., of St. Paul, Minn. ; prompt and sure,— Troy Budget.

«The Advantages of the

sor of New Testament studies in the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,

of leading young men to Christ,” opened
«How can Associations
best develop
their active members in personal work to
win young men to Christ?” on which

-About 150 of three-minute addresses were made

these were present at this gathering. Of
these only eight were present at - the initial meeting of the Conference ten years:|
ago, and forty have begun service during
the meetings of this Conference would be
which

open air services, the Consecration

The sec-

and pencils in
hand. There are no officers except a secretary to keep a record
of the proceedings. Some member of the
‘Conference presides at each session.
Twenty practical topics were considered
retary’s work. Some member of special
experience opened each topic in a carefulhe

placed on the witness stand and

was

There were no speeches, and experience,
aot theory, gave profit to the conversations. At the closing meeting on Tueseach,

gave

the

and

served

Farewell
crowding

Sunbeen
found
pro:

“Kentucky.

Louisville,

by

meetings on Sunday
the largest churches,
power,

years, but he fell in battle, and has

to take possession of his crown.
wife and one son, on whom
choicest blessings rest.

Ai

,

R.

1.;

J.

B.

Merriam,

Cleveland,

O.;

there is no Chinaman.

Frank L. Johnson, St. Louis, Mo. ; M. L.
Blanton, Nashville, Tenn. ; T.

J.

Gilles-

Graham,

Balti-

Wild turkeys weighing

pie, Pittsburg, Pa.

Secretary—dJ.

V. L.

The President of the United States employs a lady as his family physician.

more, Md.

An dan

and

others

reported

afierward.

Such distant points as Halifax, San Francisco and New Orleans have sent represeniatives.

An

interesting

feature

was

the large attendance of delegates from
special branches of the work which have
recently been greatly developed by the
efforts of the International Committee.
The nesociations among college students,
were far better represented than ever be-

fore, while a numberof commercial travpresent to urge

the

impor-

tance of this new phase of the work.
The report of the International Committee,
tion
the
day

which is the executive of the
in carrying on the general
associations, was presented
afternoon, #nd the different

Convenwork of
Wednesbranches

of its work were afterwards considered in
greater detail and awakened the - greatest

interest.

This committee has no legisla-

+ tive nuthority, but is given responsibility

for what may be called the missionary
work of the associations,

in developing

organized Christian effort for young

men

in portions of the country where the as-

gociations

are

few

and

scattered,

among special classes of young
They also carry on an extensive
spondence with all the associations,
ulating and advising, and have

special attention to meeting
demand for properly

qualified

work received the warm
awakened

n

the

hearty

and

men.
correstimgiven

the great

the position.of General Secretary.

men

for

Their

approval and

thanksgivings

ing were appointed to serve on the com-

miltee - for the ensuing two years:
Cephas Brainerd, William E, Dodge, Jr. ,
Morris K. Jesup, Robert R. McBurney,

Klbert B. Monroe, Moses Taylor Pyne,
James Stokes, Jr., Cornelius Vanderbilt,

Benjamin (. Wetmore, of New

John

§, Maclean,

York;

of” Halifax, N. 8.;

yet

they are not happy.
Only two members of "the family of
Alice and Phoebe Cary are now lhving—
their two brothers—who are prosperous
farmers in Ohio.
_ A Kansas ju
§ repotted to have decided that a ticket to ‘* Admit one”, is
good for husband and wife. That judge
undoubtedly has 4 wife.
Never address your conversation to a

Alligator-skin boots and shoes have become 80 popular that. 25,000 hides were
consumed in their manufacture last year
in this country.
;
‘
Johnny,

¢ have

saved many people's lives.” ' ‘How sop”
said the puzzled schoolmaster. ‘By not
swallowing them,” replied Johnny.
A

Persian

rabbi

named

Misrachi

is

collecting money from the Hebrews of
New York State for the restoration of the

tomb of Mordecai and Esther.

‘ Yes, sah,” said the old colored
“dp

to

firs’

“the

Richard

year, when 1 give

church,

Jobnson,

dey

man,

fifty

dollars

Esquah; de

secon’

call

me

CxITNO

liv-

visions she

Miss
SARAH Rese died in Gallia Co.,
Ohio, May 7, aged. nearly 83 years, She was
born in this county, was converted in 1875 and
joined the Campurign F. B. church, of which
she remained a faithful and worthy member.
Her life was replete with deeds of sisterly
kindness and Christian devotion.
Naturally
possessed-of aquiet and affectionate disposition,
she was ever loving and loved by all. Her
poor health would not permit her constant
attendance on the public worship of God yet
her constant devotién shone out sotrue within
her own home, that all who knew her were
impressed by her pure, gentle and holy influence.
She was ever ready to do duty and was
especially devoted to missionary work in the

church;

“she dearly loved

sionary

Helper;

the Star and Mis-

she had calmly selected

Mistah

giv

Sturgis, Jr., of Boston, Mass. ; HenryM. no moah than twenty-five dollars, an’
More
me Bruddah "Jobnson; de next
» of Somerville, Mass,; William call
yeah I could'nt giv nuffin’, dey call me
Lib oY, dri; of Princeton, N. J.; Wil- Ole
Niggah Johnson,”
.

the

text for her funeral and in precious hope of
beaven awaited the messenger of death. May
God comfort an aged other, three
and one sister in their bereavement.

up a column

of Sgures=-There 18 nothing so deaf as an
adder,
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Don’t Get The Chills.
If you are subject to Ague
you must be sure
to keep your liver.bowels and kidneys in good,
free condition.
When so, you will be safe
from all attacks. The remedy to use is Kidney-Wort.
It.dsthe bést preventative of all
malarial disease that you can take. See ad-

vertisement in another column.
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THE CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC R. R..
and

CHICAGO

COUNCIL

KANSAS

BL!
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track.
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and LEAVENWORTH,

ATCHISON

CITY,

is the GREAT

STEEL LINK

tga

;

if
iP

CilAlN

in the JIGHTY

552

and every appliance for the safety and comfort of its patrons is provided.

£73

and to-all Express Trains is attached one 7 hogs FAMOUS PALACE DINING CARS for
, PULLWAN ' PALAC E SLEEPING COACH S RUN THROUGH,
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A TRUE

TONIC

A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.
|

|

.

TRON BITTERS are highly recommended for all diseases reuiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermitiont Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
I
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn, etc. The only
Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give

—)THE(—~

Chicago & North-Western

Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
headache.
useful and amusing reading —sent free.
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., Baltimore, Md.

Is the OLDEST!

BEST

EQUIPPED!

CONSTRUCTED!

BEST

and hence the

LEADING

RAILWAY

—OF THE
AND NORTHWEST

WEST

!

It is the short and best route between Chicago and
all points in
Northern Illinois, Towa, Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, California, Oregon, Arizona, Utah,
rado, 1daho, Montana, Nevada, and for

ARNICASDOXI.

LINIMENT|
For Man

and Beast.
Bruises,

Sprains,

Ulcers,

Burns,
Cuts,
Galls,

Sores,

TO GIVE

Council

HALF A CENTURY OLD,

HENRY & JOHNSON'S

Wind @ SATISFACTION

Js

a sure

remedy

forf

Cough, and all Lung dis-@

3»

eases, when used in season.

«w

FREE

TO YOU!

FREE

TO ALL!

Containing not only the Revised Text, but much
Historical matter of ‘great interest not contained

in any other edition.

Large

volumes of about

500 pages.
Address giving name, town, sous
and State, with two 8.cent stamps. The Revises
New Testament Pub, House, 70 Milk St,
Boston,

Mass.

wpe dt3l

Bay,

Columbus,
West.

Oshkosh,

and

all

Also, for

Sheboygan,

* At Chicago, close connections are made with
the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, and Chicago

Downs was given up by his

& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and-the Kankakee

physicians, to-die with Consumption.» Under these cir-

and

Handle Routes.
:
Close connections made at Junction Points.
Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pan

Pullman Hotel Dining. Cars
BETWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.

Price 25 and 50¢ per bottle

RAGED JEW TESTANEIT.

Green

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Huron,
Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota,
Dakota, Wiscongin and the Northwest.
.
At Council Bluffs thé Trains of the Chicago
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.

years ago, Elder

and all Skin Diseases.

Re idniid

Sioux City,

in the Territories and the

lilwaukee,

mi

it in well with the hand.
Sold by all druggists,

pots

Omaha,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines,

=
ww

Colo-

LEADVILLE,

SALT. LAKE,
=>

Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Fifty

Bluffs,

DENVER,

Deadwood,

Tg

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
CORRODERS

AND

GRINDERS

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
via this road, Examine your Tickets, and refuse
-| to buy if they do not read over the. Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
y
If you wish the Best Travelling Accommoda«
tions you will buy
your tickets
this route,
¥9.AND WILL TAKE NONE OTHER.
4
All Ticket Agents stll Tickets by this Line,
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V, P, & Gen’ Bans,

OF

GENT.
PER Interest:
PURE WHITE LEAD, " TENAnnual
AND

""

MANUFACTURERS

OF

LEAD,
SHEET
NARROW
AND
MASS,
SALEM,
Treas,
BROWN,
FRANK A.
1y15
A

Paid quarterly, 4th.dividend payable May 1. For
full particulars send for 20-page illustrated J pamph.let to
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Before marriage she was dear and he
was her freasure; but afterward she

said

the church, but ever after conversion

saw.
Her parting advice to her family was
very beautiful and touching. ¢ Precious in the
sight of the Lord is the death of his sajals” ’

will.”
¢
A member of the Colorado Legislature,
in addressing that august body, began,
t My fellow statesmen.” His bill passed
unanimously.

«.Pins,”

8
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'R. BRADBURY.

she expressed and the heavenly

«The Sons of Rest,” and its members are
‘men who have ‘‘ never worked and never

person engaged in footing

E

15

=H ba
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leaves a
heaven’s

ed a quiet, and devout Christian life, Her dying hour was very remarkable for the ecstacy

In Brooklyn, N.Y., is a clab known as

8. H. Blake, of Toronto, Ont.; Russel, yeah times was. bad an’ I could'nt

a

intb

elections, duly—or,

became dearer, and he treasurer, and

¥

£

mourn her loss. In her family she was a mod-

cultivated,

rather dually—sworn in.

of

the Convention. Some $20,000 were
subscribed to carry it on, and the follow-

I

last year

candidates at the late

railroad men, and German young men
ellers were

girl

{sls

4]

s EP

sb
Bo
§3BS
Moga
Th
gg ii0i
cabins:
STMT

up

el of neatness, kindness and love. She muinharveSted, threshed, and sold 350 bush- tained the some tender affection for her hus.| band in ageas in youth, and while on a visit to
els of wheat.
her sister jn Haverhill, after a painful illness of
The city of Cincinnati will probably be four days, she parted from him with a kiss of
affection to meet again beyond the river. A short
illuminated with electric light at an early service was held at Haverhill by a former pasday.
:
tor, Rev. J. Malvern, assisted by Rev. Mr.
Prince of the M. E. ‘church.
The funeral was
One billion picture cards are printed attended at Biddeford bv the Rev, F. E. Daviannually for distribution by business men -8on. Burial at Kezar Falls.
LW. 8.
for advertising purposes.
PATIENCE, consort of Alvin Frost, died in
Postage stamps are great travelers, and Berwick, Me., May 19, aged §) years. She
yet the majority of them are found stick- embraced religion about 35 years ago under
ing in some corner.
the labors of Elder David Lord.
Holding that
view of the ordinances
entertained by the
Beverly, N. .J., has two mayors, both Friends, she was never baptized and received

Thirty-one States, Provinces-and Territories-were represented on the Nominating Committee appointed at the first session,

thirty pounds

are sometimes shot in Texas.

Ro)

EF

85

wp

o

il
1

Eriza D., wife of G. M. Randall of Biddeford, Me., died of pneumonia,
in Haverhill,
Mass,, March 15, aged 74 years and dmonths.
She experienced a hopein Christ in1329 and
was baptized by Elder John Buzzell. She united
with the old Freewill Baptist church at North
Parsonsfield and ever maintained a life of virtue
and usefulness worthy of the Christian profession. For many years they lived at Kezar
Falls, where
the
pioneer Freewill Baptist
always found a cordial greeting and the weary
traveller a home.
For several years the aged
couple have lived with their children in Biddeford where their 56th anniversary was observed, Dec 9, 1880. Mrs. Randall was the mother
of nine children,—six of whom
survive to

Eight of the U. S. Senators are newspaper proprietors.
Vermont is the only State in which

Vice-Presidents—Robert Kilgour, Toronto, Ont. ; C. A. Hopkins, Providence,
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some five

passed
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of. Oneonta

church, now Park 8t., and during all
gles through which the church
was found at his post.” He ob
Me., and there fought disease for

da

i

:
i|l

-

tion he retained till obliged to resign on account of poor health. On moving to this_city
be decidéd to give his influence to the 3d F. bs.

MISOELLANEOUS.

a

church

BF

_

g

and

Dea. GEORGE H. ROGERS fell asleep in
Christ in Wells, Me., April 22. He was born in
Concord,N. H. in 1821.
Being blest with a
godly mother, he was early trained in the principles of true religion. He was converted in
Boston under the labors of Rev. D. P. Cilley,
baptized by him, and united to the F.
church of that city
in 1824; married Miss
Martha A. Steward
in 1857 and immediately
erected the family altar, with which no business or pleasure was ever allowed to interfere.
His wife says of him, ‘‘ He was a very conscientious Christian and desired above
everything else to do right. Soon after his marriage,
he was chosen Professor in Schofield’'s Commercial Coll., Providence, R. 'I., which’ posi-

followss *
President—John L. Wheat,

B.

him

E. C. HODGE.

than

lience.

the ¥.

by

RS
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PE
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ren and guide them
to a home among
the
blessed.
His funeral was attended hy a. large
concourse of people; sermon by the writer.

of the gathering.

in Milwaukee, Wis., two years

The officers of the Convention were as

with

baptized
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May the Lord bless the afflicted wife and child-

and were a fit close for a Convention from
which its 600 delegates will certainly go
to their homes
With broader views of this
great work for young men and with
warmer zeal to devote themselves to. it
in their local fields.
The Secretaries’ Conference will meet
again in New Haven, Conn., next sumjgnvention
{ mer, and the International

farewell

meeting was held in the same place
day night. The representation has
large, and among the delegates are
many leading men in business and
fessional life from all over the land.

mention the elegant collations

were remakable in their spiritual

lessons

the

more

The
night,

they had derived from the gathering.
On Wednesday morning the sessions
of the Convention began in the First M.
E. Church of this city,

Neither have we space to do

interest and pleasure

-day night seventy-five of the secretaries,
minute

united

was

pL

vata

|

M Romeo difesaras sR FL BIE

Plains, and soon after, was chosen Deacon,
which office he faithfully filled up to his death.
His life as a man and a Christian was even
and consistent. He was slow to forget or forsake his old friends, a lover of the Morning
Star and of Rev. David Marks’s life history.

the ladiesof Cleveland, the: reception at
the residence of Dan. P. Eells, Esq., and
other social features that added to the

stood a

"fire of questions on the points presented.

one

meet-

Darrow,

agpeg

ms

|S

sopply his necessities. Bro. Cook embraced
religion in 1845 under the labors of Rev. Syl-

ington, and Judge Lowe, of Dayton, O.,
were a feature worthy of special mention.

covering the different phases of the sec-

a

had ten children, four of whom preceded ‘them
to the spirit-land. Bro. Cook married for his
second wife Mariah Alger, Feb. 28, 1869; she
remained with him until his death, and during
his last sickness put forth her best efforts to
vester
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services conducted by the writer.
E. HARDING.

a

LGR
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March 27, 1823. She died Jan. 20.1858. They

ing Sunday morning, the Gospel meeting
for young men Sunday afternoon, and in
many other special services, we can not
speakin any details; but the profitable
Bible readings conducted by Secretaries
Orr, of Pittsburgh, and Bowes, of Wash-

retaries surround tables with note-books

which
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DracoN ROBERT 8. Cook, died in Oneonta,
April 23. He was born in the town of Onéontu, May 16, 1801; married to Amy Hammon,

large number of young men actively engaged in the work.
“Of the other subjects discussed, and the
agrnest devotional spirit which characterized the whole gathering and was manifested throughout the sessions, in the

An outsider looking in on

after.

by

Funeral

:
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a faithful husband and a tender and loving
father. The church loses one of its oldest
‘members and the community a kind neighbor.

and

by Rev. J. M. Warrall, of Chicago,

from taking a very

active part in meetings.
His sickness was
short but distressing, but he bore it as a
Christian, calmly trusting in Christ as his
Saviour. - He leaves a companion, three sons
_and three daughters, to mourn
the loss of

it can be made more effective as a means

- C. A. work in efficiency and promise.of
permanency. There are now, it was re. ported, 201 men who are giving their

Lo

ber till death. His house was a welcome to all
Christians and he was ready with his means to
help support the cause of Christ. A natural

«The Daily Prayer Méeting and how

best evidences of the growth of the Y. M.

is something unique in its way.

Turner and united with the West Ellsworth F'.
B. church,of which he remained a worthy mem-

diffidence prevented him

get

TERE
£.
2
(ili; 1] Height 75 inches, T°
> Sie i! oy
4
8
i
“%
Depth
24
inches
Length 46 inches, =
4 EAN
Epi
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March 2 , of typhoid pneumonia,
aged 64
years and 10 months. He was converted twenty-eight years ago, was baptized by Rev. Abel

for
Work
Religious
«Social and
Taggart,
A..
S.
by
presented
Youths,”
State Secrétary of Pennsylvania.

in numbers and in
office, is one of the

HARDING.

JosepH S. NICHOLS, of Ellsworth, Me., died

:

(Ont.,) Association.

J.

Funeral sevices by the writer.
E.

«The Importance of a Bible Class for
Young Men Exclusively,” opened by Alfred Sandham, Secretary of the Toronto

The great advance manifest

struck with its practical character,

their support.

‘at Louisville, Ky.

were in session here in conference about

in

suggestions,

by Rev. John A. Broadus, D. D., profes-

fortunate

executive officers of the Associations, Local, State, and International Secretaries,

ly prepared paper,

the ripest

practical

the most helpful

jugton Association. Under his oversight
the local arrangements for the Convention
" were’ admirably . made. For four days
previous to the Convention, the employed

the past year.

NATHAN BUNKER died in Eastbrook, May 3,
aged 70 years, after several months of severe
suffering. He was converted 14 years igo, was
baptized by Rev. Benj, Penney, and was ene
of the number that was organized into a ¥. B.
church in Eastbrook; he remained one of its
most faithful members till called to his rest in
glory.” Though his sufferings were severe, he
was never heard to complain and his faith in
Christ was firm to the last. He leaves a wife,
3 sons, 1daughter
ahd a large circle of friends
to mourn their loss. May the grace of God be

of the

scholarly learning was made tributary to

office, with great efficiency, in the Wash-

whole time to this work.

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Mprning
ar is

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINEof eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible.

Bible by Books, with illustrations,” pre-

Mr. O. C. Morse, whe has filled the same

in this body, both
qualification for the

PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over

Mo.;

Study

sented in an address in which

also, in securing as its General Secretary

their work.

Louis,

Among the other topics considered the
following awakened unusual interest:

* ments have been thronged during these
been

S. C.;

W. T. Hardie, of New
Orleans, La.;
A. B. Guthrie, of San Francisco; Cal.

and the encouraging progress rein all departments of the work,
it a notable gathering.
Association of this city has just
into occupancy of a new and handbuilding, whose attractive apart-

1t has

of St.

@bituaries.

Va.;

| SALLY

Frank L. Johnston,

ce
Cleveland, the large attendan

days of meeting.

Md.;

Augus-

tine T. Smythe, of Charleston,

citizens of
hospitable reception by the
of dele:

gates,
ported
made
The
come
some

of Baltimore,

Joseph Hardie, of Selma, Ala.;

the

weather,

delightful

The

Brown,

William P. Munford, of Richmond,
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““Phe Forest City has had the

America.

tion and piles readily yield to its cathartic, and
healing
wer. «Put up in dry vegetable form
(very
concentrated); either acts
or
lig

Ill;

3sou ey} oq 03 peunsep

rus H, McCormick, Jr., of Chicago,

(

ASSOCIATION.

YOUNG MEN'S

PLEASE POST. IN A CONSPICUOUS PLACE,

aN

H. K. Porter, of Pittsburg, Pa.;

gy.
|

TS)

Pa.;

000-001

James McCormick, of ‘Harrisburg,

| .
The Reason Why,
. The tonie effect of Kidney-Wort is produced
by its cleansing and purifying
action on the
biood. Where there B a Tay deposit in
the \Jiine, or milky, ropy urine from
disordered
eys, it cures without fail. Constipa-

09 ONY .SH5N0

Pa.;

9

(

liam G. Warden, of Philadelphia,
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both Houses for Conkling’s place, of which the |
35; Jacobs, the Democratic
ex-Senator received

Sua,

.

-

‘The London Times says:
that the Irish Executive

candidate.

ined

53 votes, and the balance of |

the dO

The Irish Troubles

.

a

different persons.

among twenty-three
Mr. Platt; received only 29 |

strongly

repre-

votes, Chauncey M Depew 21, and the other 55

were distributed among twenty different candidates.

be discouraged by this result, but the general

opinion was that he and Platt were already
virtually defeated, and the names of Governor

British Crown.”

gi

Cornell and Chauncey M Depéw were at once,
recognized as most prominent among those

bring

the

masses

of

It is stated that an agent has been shot near:
‘Woodford, in Galway County, for refusing te

accept a payment of rent on the basis of Grif
fith’s valuation. At Clonmel, County Tipperary, where a riot occurred Tuesday, growing
out of the sale of tenants’

interests

mentioned-as likely to be elected.
Mr. Cornell
gave notice that he declined to be a candidate.

He has, however, been steadily voted for in the
subsequent’ ballots and

has

gained

strength.

On Thursday, two ballots were taken and in
the second Conkling received only 33 votes and

in farms,

thrusts and sword cuts inflicted by the soldiery. One policeman had died of his injuries, and some of the wounded soldiers are not
expected to live. A report has reached Limerick that three policemen have been killed

during an eviction riot in County Clare.

:

The flying column of engineers, artillery, in-

fantry and cavalry left Dublin

Thursday

for

New Pallas, to assist in the execution of decrees. - The police with fixed bayonets led the
service

corps.

The

but the infantry crossed on the parapet of the

officers crossed by

ford. The people assembled in great numbers, groaning and shouting. When the house
of the rirst tenant to be evicted was reached,
their attitude became very threatening, where-

upon two priests interposed and entreated the
people to abstain from violence. The priests’

interference had a marked effect. The sheriff,
guarded by police, ejected the first tenant
amidst indescribable groans and curses. The
other evictions were effected without opposition,

ling strength on some available candidate.——
Doyle, the noted ceunterfeiter, indicted in
Chicago for having in his possession $200,000
in counterfeit government bonds,
was convicted on Saturday.——The Mahone movement

in Virginia is represented by both

and military expeditions of all other

nations

except the United States are not to pass
through the Canal in time of peace without
permission. ‘Colombia undertakes to enter in10 no negotiations concerning the Canal, or to
alter the rules and regulations governing it

wichous previous accord with the United
tes. |
8
The Star and Herald adds: * The protocol
by the Colombian

Sen-

ate. Mr.
chman; U
States Minister
to Cojombia, and author of the
pretocol, is fu-

rious. The Government, the
Sefiate, the press
and the people have unanimously denounced
the protocol.”
z

On the 28th ult. Secretary Blaine and Sir
Edward Thornton concluded the prolonged

negotiations in’ regard to the outrages upon
American fishermen at Fortune Bay, N. F., in
January, 1878, and at a~later date at Aspee
Bay, C. B. The American claims for losses by

$103,000.

The agreement between Secretary Blaine and
Sir
d Thornton is that the British government shall pay £15,000 sterling in gold
coin, and this government shall give a receipt
in
full. The
money
will
be
promptly
distributed among the rightful owners.
Nearly the whole amount goes to - Gloucester,
Mass,
Virginia Readjuster Convention.
Anti-Bourbon

State

tion met Thursday at Richmond.

About

one

the office of Governor.

Glass, commanding

the

1. 8. 8. “Jamestown”, reports to the

Navy De-

partment

date

Sitka, Alaska, under

of

May 9: “ Finding that a system existed among
the Alaska tribes of making slaves of prisoners of war, or of hostages held for the payment
of claims for injuries, I have determined to
suppress it if possible, and have made a begin-

is

in annual

The sentence of Stearns Kendall Abbott
been commuted to imprisenment for life.

The murderers of M. Seguin, the Tunis correspondent of the Paris ZTelegraphe, have been
shot.
:
Ipek has been entered by Dervish Pasha and

the

leaders

of the Albanian

insurgents cap-

tured.
The Secretary of the National Treasury is at
present at his home in Minnesota, on a short
vacation.
There have been a good many earthquakes
in different parts; of the Province of Quebec,
the present year,
The Turkish authorities in Thessaly have
been ordered to prepare for the immediate evac-

uation of that territory.
Another member of the Irish Land League
executive committee hasbeen arrested in Dub-

lin uaoder the coercion act.
J.

J. Piatt the poet, formerly of Washington,

is an applicant for the position of Consul-Geny
eral at Frankfort-on-the Main.
Day

at Harper’s Ferry, and was warmly con-

gratulated by old slaveholders on his eloquent
effort.

:

‘The safe in the store of McCarthy & Hogson,
at Nortonville, Kansas, was robbed of between
$12,000 and $14,000 by masked men on monday
night.

It is reported in London that Mr. West, the
present minister at Madrid, will probably suecceed Sir Edward Thornton as minister at Washington.
:
Mr. Charles Darwin, the naturalist and author of evolution, has for eight months past
given the use of a hall free of rent for evangel-

istic services.

Ela, of New Hampshire; for many

years Fifth Auditor, has been appointed Sixth
Auditor of the Treasury,
McGrew, removed.

to take the place of

The bill levying $1 per head on each immigrant arriving in New York, to defray the expenses of the emigration
commission, has
passed the legislature of that State.
By

a boiler

explosion

in the dye-works

of

Gaffney & Co., Kensington, Pa., Wednesday,
three persons were instantly killed and eight
or ten others badly injured.

and Mr. Lilley, Sixth Auditor

and Deputy Sixth Auditor respectively, of the
U. 8. Treasury department, have been removed
.on account of being involved in the Star-route
irregularities.

that * Mr. Conkling is a monomaniac

will

be

Travelers.

steamers, for the information of officers in the

inspection service as well as for the informa.
tion of the traveling public, who are invited to

present to thé “proper officers authenticated
proofs of violations of the steamboat laws.
"Inspectors will be required to exact a strict
compliance, in all cases, with the instructions
conveyed in a former letter of the Department,

“and
in case of the refusal or failure of any maste

of a

steamer to furnish the number of phs-

is

the fact of such refusal must

mamediatelyreported to the. United States

FRE

A Moved The Revised Statutes make the
t! penalties thus incurred
a lien upon the ves el
in each case. The local
to ]

| deat
Sri
3
ae
11

contract business for the past forty-six years,
and which has at different times held “large
contracts io every State and Territory.
is reported

ap

sh

‘with

the Supervising
a list containing

Inthe

he steamers in their varitheir routes, together with

r of passengers each steamer

ow York Scilatorship.

:

as

subject of his own importance.
. . . The
eq Mio do his bidding Mr, Conkling conside
a state of subjection tohim, and those
who refuse to obey his dictates he considers his

most bitter enemies.”

”

Ex-8enator Bruce, the new Register of the
Treasury, is now working night and day to

sign the continued bonds.
duty which the Register

Practically the only
of the Treasury has

to do is to sign the bonds and notes, and the
ie Register said that he could never have been
charged with dereliction of duty unless he had
misspelled his name.

The Minister of Fublic Works of France has
laid before the Chamber a bill for the estgblishment of electric light in all the principal lighthouses on the coast of France

stations.

Four

first-class

and of fog-horn

lights,

La Heve

(double), Grisnez and Planier are already

pro:

vided with electric lights, The bill refers to
the application of the same system to forty-two

During the recent

earthquakes at Chios

in place of Messrs.

i

in no choice.

dred and fifty-eight votes were cast in

which was a Turkish mollah undergoing, a sentence of imprisonment for life for having helped
missionary to translate the Bible into the

Turkish language.
Strange to relate he was
not killed, but escaping fled to England by

|

Several farmers in Russell Co, , Ontario, be-

make

begin

at

the

over;

corners

NOT

CRACK OR PEEL FROM GLASS OR GALVANIZED
IRON. Take by measure, 10 parts of litharge, 10
paris of plaster Paris, 10 parts of fine, dry white

sand, gnd 1 part finely powdered

resin.

wanted for use, mix into a stiff putty
linseed oil.

When

with

or

will

she

love

y uy fw

PASTE
FOR PAPER. To ten parts by weight of
gum Arabic, add three parts of sugar in order to
prevent the gum from cracking; then add water
until the desired consistency is obtained.
If a
very strong paste is required add a quantity of
flour equal in weightto the gum, without boiling
the mixture.
The paste improves in strength
when it begins to ferment.— Chron. Industr.

water ought to be permitted, and

0-0-0
+049

cient.

KEEPING HOUSE.

A

gallons

of stagnant

water

is

the Scientific

American,

peras and covering the stones

and

rafters

“for St Louis and Illinois: Indiana sells at 05h @
$6 75; and Ohio and Mich
at$s ob @ $025 ¥
bbl, with very little now offering
‘under $8, and
some of the favorite brands of
Michigan
offered to arrive except at still highes
Minnesota spring wheats have been in
and are frm. Toe sales have

bul, the latter price

of

among

the

the Boston

then,

if

interest

the

cellar with a thick coat of it. In every crevice
where a rat might tread we putthe crystals of the
copperas, and scatter the same in the corners of
the floor. The result was a perfect stampede of
rats and mice. Since that time not a footfall of

noth-

of humanity,

these petty

household

matters;

on the

ABSORPTION,

1t requires great skill and judgment to cook
well. A young housekeeper must do nothing
without exact rule, weight or measurement, othinnumerable

mistakes

111 di=cases of
und Nervous
lortable to the
cure for those

and

are

in his arms

all

word
utter.

with certaintyof & permanent cure.

WHEAT,

THE

to recommend

BEST SPRING

MEDICINE.

Dear Sir,—This is to certify

that

your * Blood Preparation” in my

I

have

family

used

for. sev-

eral

year, and think that, for Scrofula or Cankerous
umors or Rheumatie Affections, it can not
be excelled; and as a blood
purifier and sprin
medicine it is the best thing I ave ever used, an

I have used almost every thing. I can cheerfull
recommend it to any one in want of such a medicine.
Yours
ect! fu i)
.
MRS. A. A. INSMORE, 19 Russell Street.

profitably employed elgewise.

“Every woman ghoul bea

e to cut and make

“12

Ae

@&

“1%

BU
127

@ 127

8 1%

White, Ungraded.......voonvnranae.
1 05 $

187

Red Winter,
Red Winter,

1284
18

Red WINEEr, NO 1... vevvrevssornensl80 @ 130
NO... cieeiiennneesnnl26 @
No 3...vvvevvvenineen
1 31K 0

Steamer, No 2 Redes vussnesnerensl
81 0@ 188
MiXed WIDEOT. ov vv aesssssrssnenner
13] @ 189

No 2 Milwaukee Spriog.....e.......18 & 134 No 3 Milwaukee Spring...
16 p { = 1g
No2
Spring.
18
12
No 3 8

odd

@

115

NO2 ChiCAZO. «cv ernvrsuisrernsaneess
dl WK @ 134
BARLE
AND Y
RYE.

Rye, ¥ bu........120 8 195.

Barley, Canada West choice
No 1
:

extra light............
. Nol CanadaWest. .
No2Canada West..

Do,
Do,

Do,

6rowed State...

SHORTS AND FEED,

Fine

Jn0ag1re
A000
@ 106
10

....oruiruenee 08 @ 88

Shorts,¥ ton.1500 @ 1800

Feed...

vessane

on JJU00

@ 16 50

Middhngs. ceevaririsiveiiiniiamnensesndT00 @ 1900

same
the, best
brand
or most of the receipts 13 @
ie js a full range, and 150 is an outside for very
oice.
:
:
CBEESE. Receipts of choice Cheese are increas:
ing, and prices are weak, with sales at 9% @ 10c¥
EGGS, Receipts are well sold up and prices are
firm. Eastern command 15¢ and New
York 14};
@ 15¢ ¥ dozon. Canada and Island command 1430;
and good Western are taken at 14¢c ¥ dozen.
BEANS. Market continues quiet, as buyers are
not disposed to respond to the
views of holders, and it is difficult to make sales of Pea at over
$270
¥ bu, Choice Mediums have been selling
fairly at $2 60, while some holders are asking $2 66
¥ bu.

Yellow

Eyes are slow of sale at $2 20 8

$8

25 ¥ bu for improved,
.
PEAS. Canada, choice, ¥ bu., $1 058110; Can.
ads, common 75 @ %0c; Green Peas, Northern,

123'@ 150; Green Peas Western,
$1008 170.

POTATOES, Marker very dull, and prices of
Rose have declined 10 cents a busbel the past few
days. The highest for Aroostook Rose is %0c, and
Maine. Central ave selling at 80c # bn. Prolifics
have eased off to 80 @ %5¢; Jacksons dull at 65 @
0c ¥ bu.
SOUTHERN PRODUCE.~
Strawberries,"Maryland, ¥ qt.......... HI12 @ 1%
Green Peas, ¥ bbl cesevmerrinesins resid we
5 Sm
Bermuda Qhions, ¥ Stile: sions seo- BL
130
GREEN
APPLES. Choice Russets, # bbl, §2 @ 2
80s Chivive
wins, 2 @ 2 50; Common
wins,
8
150.
;
DRIED APPLES. Good sliced have been in fair
demand at 4c ¥ B. Evaporated sustain a firm
tone at8

gc

HAY AND

¥ nH

STRAW. With large

the mar-

ket is not
so firm as last week, and $238 ¥ ton can
only be obtained for something
extra,
East
and . Northern-—Choise
22 00;

HIDES
AND PEL
Hides, COUDIIY......
ov uve issenssrnsnsassaae]
Hides, Western, wet salted.....ouiveiiiisd
Dairy skins, ¢ piece... ....cqcevessnsnsrsss
Deer Skins,
FRATINE Th
SOR REE

60
0 8

CALL BRIDE, ¥ Buse navsarensesissnan arse verreon @ 12

Pelts, each. ............ trtasnsnsannsansessd0@ 102
1oBID sKifBa scans o usisssusnsnnessonsseanssdl & HO
PORK. Market quiet and steady for Boston clear
and backs, which
Joss 18 rather weak,

BEEF.

from $21
@ 22 ¥ hl.
New
but is still quoted at $1750 @

Steady market,

with

sales of Western

mess, and extra mess at $10 @ $11

50,

and

extra r=

plate at $13 & $14 ¥ bbl,
SHORED HAMS.
Sales moderate, at 10 } @l1%¢
LARD.
113c

Demand

ab.

fair, with sales mostly at 11 4 &

Market closes weak.

.

had upon himself, stated most em-

phatically that he bad received marked benefit
from it, and he cordially recommended it to the
use of others.
Rev, A. Bramley, pastor of the Arsenal street
M. E. church, Watertown, N. Y., testified in a
‘recent interview, that the first few hottles of War.
ner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure bad entirely removed the distinctive featares of a severe kidney
difficulty, and that while be had not been able to
lie upon his back, without great pain, for more
than flve years, he was now not only able to do go,
but slept sounély; ate heartily and calls himself a

well man.
Rev.

’

A.

P.

Hill,

of Shoeheel,

N.

C., having

been troubled with a severe kidney and liver disease for a number of years, said: “I have been
praying for relief for four years, and I believe I
ot it in answer to prayer.
May God bless the
firm who manufacture
Waroer’s Sate Kidoey and
Many

of my

friends

have

also

used

suffering

from

kidney

or

Absolutely Pure.

never received any relief until I commenced taking

Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Core.
I am too
thankful to express in words the benefit this medicine has don
y family and myself.
I have
been to the h

prings, sulphur springs

and

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep

aration makes

light, flaky, hot breads, or
Can be eaten by Dyspepties
without fear of he ills resulting from heavy indi-gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
.. ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co., New York.

eral other places noted for the curative properties
of the waters, but this
at remedy did
for me
what everything else failed to do—it cured me. I
hope the Good Father may crown the efforts of
those who arg manufacturing it, for the noble

Sit

work they are doing.”

. There are no more reliable endorsements to be
found in this land than those above given and
coming
from divines of such prominence they

Bre non dott dh ldo theSH propritor
ETL Lottand

such

luxurious pastry.

sev-

A YEAR and expenses to

cure

that

ho

the

cal Observitto
.

at Rochester, as well

.

THE

world

Jas hie Seemed 1 he |

was asked how it
ays well. “I am not par-

id ular in my. meals; eat what I like; and when.
ever I feel under the yw eather, I resort to my

Warrants Seltzer Aperient,

which I keep. always inthe. house.”
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The Star

gratitude, This is |"
dsof cases, in | and communi

those,above in

, and it ig what | here on Satu

will
be done in tens ofthousands
of othrer cases in |

4

as

wh

town, ant

order a change m the direction of their paper.:

order these most important orgdns at all |

times, it is certainly
just what has been

the very near future,
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REMITTANCES

this nature, but also regulates, controls and keeps

“additionto

“ily

year

the entire country. . No one fact has been more ap- | ey-orders or
reine at our risk and expense.
rent in the past few years than that kidney, and
red letter
Ir Tl
Will please
fiver troubles are alarmingly ‘Increaging.
When,
'n writing to this office, Jeisona Wil.
please

2022

Ky

RAa

Pring. Nel id Stvorsal attention ‘throughout

and economical as well.
He does not resort to
violent means for relief. H © uses
Natu
remedy, in the shape of this aperient,
~ +

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

50

per

of payment on thearrears.
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The Star eb discontinued when the time
rSons reires
fol Which it Is paid unless
it is discontinued when it has
prod er y and
é
ne
; arrears, -after due
both mare an shi Tie been given. n mon-

or, a remedy has been found which not only
‘cures the worst as well as all minor troubles of
man,

yi9

—

or 2) cents receiv
three months on trial.

as Ly his

8
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MORNING

days, and

public benefactions,
has become
Hrowh het 5 respected by the whole Sand.
hie
alone {8 an ample
rantee
@ puri: of the reman he makes, but the
oty and wort! testimonials from all parts of Ameri-
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should know ofthis remedy,
and he therefore he.
gan its manufacture. Mr. Warner
is
3 promi.
Er
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ASOROL.

all their fin-

more

WDHB, NO Jv: dev eve ivincions

by Its use alter
having beet iven up to die by ser- advance; whe
ans.
f
¢

ery, baby and all, went out to church, it was a
sightto behold. Theirs was quite. model keeping |

supposed

and Liver Cure

mar’ LAs

came

but

«120

those

w
oy speak.
bered "tht Mr,
i Warner,
manufacturerof
this remedy,

lively, cheery woman, neat as a new pin and very
chatty.
‘I thought them
wonderfully
well

on a button;”

including

THE GREAT BLoop PURIFIER

. The husband was 4 grave man and the wife ‘a

sew

in all its stages,

who are now severely

found myself wafting them a benediction with the
tears in my eyes. Ibis so brutish to pass without
a word of recognition of the Great Giver.

somer in the hands ofa yorian than'in & man. I
think he, us a gentleman, who shouldbe independent
of all others; ought tebe able to broil a

White, Extra...

5

@

8

Warner's

liver troubles in some of their many #&nd danger.
ous forms.”
’
Rev. P. F, Marklee, in writing
from Moni.
omery, Ala., said: ‘ [ have paid
at least one
thousand avllars for doctors and medicine and

VEGETINE

plain, wholesome board, and more than once I

house
ae far ag it went. * * * * * In adjusting the

Wb

White, NO 2eeceeriiniisunrearannennn
| 8 @ 183%
White, NOB. .esnnevieaiinvanssnsanhi 00 118

and

it with marked benefit, and I hope my testimony
in its behalf may save the lives gnd relieve many

H. R. STEVENS :

and

household,I would have the pair mutually help“ful; but there are certain affairs that look hand.

000

White, State... ..uivusnnin

the

NATURE'S REMEDY.

CHALESTOWN.

now on the broad fatherly ones; and now the
chairs were placed at the table, and, while the
husband gave a last rub of the hard, rough hands,
he stretched out his neck and kissed the pretty,
girlish wife, who
would
Ue hovering near
him,
They said grace,
they
dined at the

and the little household, dressedin

x
53y

Sl @

maladies which it will cure.”
{
Rev. A.C. Kendrick, D. D.,, LL. D. who is
Professor of Hebrew and Greek languages in the
University of Rochester, N. Y., and who is one of
the American revisers of the New Tesfament, in
speaking of the effect which Warner’s Safe Kidney

Liver Cure.

:

child

ones

For sale by drug-

For sale by B. F. RACKLEY, Dover, N. H.,
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO,, GENERAL Aouvrs
/"
BOSTON.

and. gave it two or three resound-

little

Disease,

gists generally, or sent by mail (free of postage) on
receipt of the price, Regular Pad, $2.00 ; Child's Pad (for
incontinence of urinein childien), $1.50; Special (extri:
size), $3.00. Our book, “How
a Life was Saved,” giving
the history of this new discovery and a large record of
most remarkable cures sent free. Write for it. Address,
DAY KIDNEY PAD €0., TOLEDO, OHIO.
CAUTION. Owing to the many worthless Kidney Pads
now seeking a sale on our reputation, we
deem it_dne the a
to warn them.
Ask for
DAY'S KIDNEY PAD, and take no other. A
a]

ing smacks; another one bad
crept to the
door-sill and this was lifted also and its little
cheek laid tenderly upon the shoulder which
was hunched up to bring it close to that of
the father’s. By this time the wife had brought a
bowl of water and a white, coarse towel ; then she
took the children down, applying also sundry.
pats, now on the shoulders of the

and Bright’s

while its cures of Gravel, Dropsy, Catarrh of the
Bladder, Brickdust Deposit, Painful Urinating,
Iligh-Oolored Urine, Nervous Weakness and Pain
in the Back seem more like miracles
than casesof natural healing, The price brings it within the reachof all,
and it will annually save many times its cost
in doctors
bills, medicines and plasters, which at best give but tem.
porary relief. It can be used without fear or harm, and

more or less involved in the way our tables are
managed. A bright, happy wife feels delight in
serving up delicate dishes for the man. of her
choice, and a gratified look or appreciative
should not be withholden by him. It seems

the Kldneys, Bladder, Urinary Organs
System,
wi
else can, “It iscompatient, positive in its Sifts and the first
painful and much dreaded
affections,

Diabetes

create much disappointment and discomfort.
It
is very important that a family should feed well.
Health and cheerfulness and good morals

BT
55 :
53 &

become as widely known as is the existence of the

how and when. She will not belittle him and
herself by too much talk about annoying details.

erwise she willkmake

OATS. Extra White..
Nol While......corrsuss
No 2 White...>........
Extra’ Mixed..........0

first symptoms of kidney troubles which are so
easily overlooked. but are so fraught with danger,
no remedy heretofore discovered can be held for
one moment in comparison with this, and I hope
that Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Cure may

contrary,

0215863 15
«02 @ by

NOB MIXOd.. «ouaravisvriaions
sannaras dl

Now, while very few people are aflicted as
severely as was Dr. Craig,or the cases Dr. Rankin
refers to, #till it is a lamentable fact that the great
majority ef people, in all parts of the land, are
suffering to a greater or less extent from ill health,
and that this lack of health arises from either disordered kidneys or liver. Some additional facts,
from the highest sources, of speeial interest upon
a subject of such importance to the community,
have, therefore, been collécted by this paper, and
are herewith given:

Bright's disease

she will so skillfully work the machinery of the
house that all will be done, and be hardly known

uper

SLeamer,.iiaeass..
NO Grade. vs vvacsnirerssiarsennnnavant

NO 3 White. «vsnsneess

Dover. .

now and

super.

bids

"CORN. Yellow and extra do..........64
High Mixed,.......coc0viv inns vinnie
oF Fa]
No 2 Mixed,........
WRK a 6

dignity. She must understand the requirements
ofa family, the price aud quantities of expendieither rats or mice has been heard
about the
house.
ture, and she must be willing to keep ‘a rigid acEvery spring a coat of the same yellow
wash is given to the cellar as a purifier as well as
count thereof.
Rev. D. W. Bartine, M.D, D. D,, is known
in
a rat exterminator, and no typhoid, dysentery or
Every housekeeper should have an accountall parts of the land as a prominent and eflicient
fever attacks the family.
book, in which should be carefully noted down
leader in the Methodist denomination.
In. speak.
every article purchased, with date and price.
ing upon this same subject, as shown in his own
The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
In doing this a woman will be surprised to learn
experience, he gaild: * Some few months since I
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Livhow much it costs to live, and she will learn also
found myself suffering from a kidney . difficulty,
er Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
to husband her resources, and to avoid unreceswhich I khew to be the first stiges of Bright's disetc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
sary expense. She will remember that while all the
ease. By the use of a rebable test 1 found that
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
3
time and energies of the heads of a family are remy system was giving off albudien, and in some
More people are wasting away through diseases
quired to meet daily animal necessities, they are
instances in a coagulated state.
I also suffered
of
the
Kidneys
without knowing what ails them
no better than slaves; and hence it seems the fitseverely frem dropsy, particularly about the anthan
from apy other complaint. DAY'S KIDNEY
ting province of a womaa to see that there is no
kles, together with slight pains about the kidneys,
waste ; that what is brought into the house is PAD is the appropriate remedy.
derangement of degestion and great dryness of
carefully looked afier, made to go as far as possi| the skin. I had, at all times, much thirst, and of
CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
ble, made to look as well as possible, made to
course this was followed by a gradual failing of
afford the fullest possible comfort to the family. | Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary
strength. This was about the state of things when
For this purpose she must be orderly in her habpassages, diseased discharges, cured by Bachu
I commenced using the preparation known as
its, and be capable of planning with judgment.
paiba. Druggists. Depot; Lethrops & Pinkham.
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cme. I took
She should know the quantities required, and how
about six teaspoonfuls every day for a week, and
to preserve from waste what is over and above
BED-BUGS, ROACHES.
found all my symptoms decidedly improving.
I
the daily needs of the household. She may be
continued taking the 1emedy until I entirely reRats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, inpardoned a good deal of girlish vanity in dressing
covered.
sects, &c., cleared out by * Rough on Rats.” 13c.
herself, and arranging her surroundings becom- boxes at Druggists,
In a communication made by®Rev. Dr. C. A.
!
ingly, in orderto set off all to the best advantage;
Harvey, the well known financial and educational
for this is to keep a fresh, cheery house, the deBRAIN & NERVE.
secretary of Howard University, Washington, D.
4 light and comfort of its inmates; but let her never
C., the doctor says:
Wells’ Health Renewer, greatest remedy on
for one moment consider what this or that neigh- earth for impotence, leanness, sexual debility, &c.
“ I have, for the past few years, been acquainted
bor will think about his or her little republic of #1, at druggists. Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,
with the remedy known as Warner’s Safe Kidney
home. If they praise her, very well ; if they critiand Liver Cure, aod with its remakable curative
cise and soeer at her, very well also,—~she must
efficacy in obstinate and so-called incurable cases
be above minding it.
of Bright's disease, which occurred in this city. In
I think both husband and wife ought to undersome of these cases, which seemed to be in the
stand thoroughly the theory, at least, (of good
last stages and had been given up by practitioners
wholesome cooking, and in cases of emergency,
of both schools, the speedy cures which were
the former should be willing to lend a hand to an
wrought by this remedy seemed to be little less
overworked wife. 1t will be no disparagement to
than
miraculous. * I am convinced
that for
his manhood to take hold

Weslern

fine at $4 @ $4 25 ¥ LD).

the Chicago Advance reiterating his former statements and strongly emphasizing them.
In these
articles Dr. Rankin frankly stated he was as
strongly convinced of the eficacy of ‘the means
used as he was that the Genesee river emptied into
Lake Ontario. He further said: * I have known,

Safe Kidney and Liver Cure.”

says:

ing more than to show his entire sympathy with her
and tenderness for her; but a good wife, and a
good housekeeper, will not tax the good man in

for choice

Wisconsin extras at $4 50 @ $5 75

ern'extras at $450 @ $175; and

country,

Congregationalist

are not

highest character and standing, and I want, in the

suffi-

in

known

at $6 75 @ §7 75, the latter an outside

too, of its use in similar cases by physicians of the

5
writer in

are selling

The clear and well arranged’ lecture delivered by
Dr. Chas. Craig before the Metropolitan Scientific
Association appeared in the columns of this paper
a short time since. In this Jecture so many truths
were brought to light bearing directly upon, and
affecting the interests of, the entire community.
These tacts, as stated by the doctor in his lecture,
have been discussed in the columns of the religious press to a considerable extent in the past,and
that, too, by very prominent personages. A few
yeurs ago the Rev.VJ. E. Rankin, D. D,, of Wash.
denominations

dried Spples, &c. Cellar No 3 oo

price for the choicest brands that come fo th
market. Winter wheats are seilingat $6 50
i

tioned
merit must characterize them all,
or they can not be acceptable, much less popular.

Independent,

no ‘stagnant’

* We tlean our premises of these detestable vermin (rats) by making whitewash yellow wilh cop-

‘To be a housekeeper involves very much more
than being able to sweep rooms, and cook the food

it 18 more suitably the province of a woman to do
i

duces upon the lives of those who profess it. And,

indeed, the test of real merit everywhere must be
the power it possesses of accomplishing desirable
results. In this age'of the world men are not
judged by what they claim to be able to do, but
by what they can do; not by what they are reputed to be, but by what they are. Here is where the
religion of our own country rises superior to the
faith of Mohammedan or Hindoo lands; for while
there is much hypocrasy in the church, and far too
much worldliness, there is yet an absence of those
sensual and brutal elements which characierizes
the religions of Arabia and the Ganges.
.
The principle is equally true 1 all other departments of life. The same rule which applies to
persons is equally applicable to things.
Unques-

is prominently

3

UR.
Prices are firm and well s tained
with a tendency. ‘The private advices rooelyey
represent the winter wheat prospects as rather
discouraging with scarcely an exception, but it
may turn oat that the advices are more or
;
exaggerated. The sales of Patent spring wheats
have al $7 @ $8 ¥ bb], and the choice brands are
now firm ai the latter rate. Patent winter wheats

published an article upon the same subject which
drew forth most bitter replies from prominent physicians, and in response to the articles, Dr. Rankin
published long communications in the New York

’

pools left undrained within a mile of any dwelling.
Common Ime ought to be poured into every cesspool and spring. A pound of strong lime to every
one hundred

THIS, AND
READERS.

(Christian at Work.)

Congregational

Report,

rio Boston, Saturday Morning, June 4, 1881.

The true test of any religion is the effect it pro-

ington, who

Professor Fontaine gives some hints for abating
the mosquito pest. Mosquitoes require water for
the deposit of their eggs and the rearing of their
larvae. Therefore all cisterns should be made
close and ¢overed with olose-woven brass wirenetting. Noold tubs, barrels, or receptacles of

four

days after cemented.

.rather

strong material,

boiled

Do not use the tank for three

A

the

Professor Atwater states that the latest investi-gatious tend to confirm the theory that fish do not
furnish more nutriment for the brain’ than ordinary animal food.
;
A very pretty mat may be made by taking pieces of old ingrain carpet, cutting them on the bias,
in strips an inch and a half wide, and raveling
each edge out, leaving enough in the middle to
sew 1t fast to a foundation of strong ticking.
Sew
closely on every strip of the ticking, making the
mat of whatever size you choose. * Line when finished, with burlaps, holland, or any sufficiently

or bleaching powder (chloride of lime), and then
in dilute sulphuric acid (acid 1, water 5). The
bleaching powder treatment requires much. subsequent washing, or the use of an antichlore dip, hyposulphite of soda dissolved in 20 parts of water.
WILL

greater

THIS AND THAT.

LEGHORN hats are whitened
(otherwise than
with the fumes of sulphur) as follows: Immerse
in a strong aqueous solution of sulphite of soda

THAT

the

Watertown, N. Y., is suffering from the dreaded
army-worm, wbich is destroying all kinds of vegetation and ravaging the whole northern part of
the State.

The proper de-

gree of hardness can be ascertained by dropping
a small portion of the melted mass irto water.

‘these things, the husband being

been sold to the

DerLesseps Panama Canal Company.

by

How TO SOFTEN REsIy, Melt the resin, and

AQUARIUM

fall

with a deeper, because of a sorrowing,tenderness, and she will lead him on, step by step, till
he more than recovers the ground he may have
lost.— Potter’s Monthly.
Ji
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CEMENT FOR AN

the

day of his moral darkness ;

on the other.— Housekeeper.

while in a state of fusion add tar.

greater

+ ne,

forgetting the

need of a dear, loving hand to lift us up, and the
worse we may become the more shall we need
friends ; no true wife will turn from the man of
her choice iu the day of his adversity, nor in the’

and

restored

not

them settle the case between themselves, remem.
bering that the

it will not come unrolled. Make your first line on
the mark, and as you unroll from one side roll up

is

enliven,

of outsiders is very apt to increase the evil, but let

roll up to within a foot of the mark and pin it. so

leather

SOME TRUTHS ILLUSTRATING
~RESTIMON Y OF VALUE TO ALL

and romance,

great store-house of ‘our spiritual ideas, the Bible.
:
Human beings have not yet reached any very
high degree of perfection; even my handsome
Lair may fall into error, and then the interference

a mark from one carner to the opposite one ;

steak, mend a rent, or

Crops.

* The Panama Railroad has

also, to elevate and

poetry

Boston Produce

rted by HILTON
BROSin &butter,
CO., Commission:
‘Merchants
and_dealers
choons Boy

a Basis of Worth...

to be

read with care, for mutual advancement
of thought

‘and solidity of character;

spread

top

books,

matched, for there Was no moroseness in the man

ot was talidn in the New York lieving the world is coming to on end on the
/Toesdayof last week for 19th of June, have neglected putting in their

ators

out;
the

a ‘nor levity in the woman, and when Sunday

prison was demolished, among: the inmates of

steamer.

and study—good, solid, substantial

the

On the way in the father raised the rejoicing

.

president,) which has been engaged in the mail

Hayes

along

saying

The work will probably be commenced in 1882,

and be completed in five years,

molest anyone formerly a slave under pain of
severe punishment.
1 bhuve sent letters to the
leading chiefs of all the other tribes in Southeast Alaska, directing the slaves to be set free

directions

turn

.

ot Inst 10 twenty dour inay bedovotedio roading

have

on the

A decree has been signed by the Greek government granting M. De Lesseps a concession
to cat a canal through the isthmus of Corinth.

Ex-President

who

ly piggish to see a man sit down and devour what
has cost care and skill and taste to prepare, and
never one word of approval or gratification. It is
the way of some men, and a most boorish, disagreeable way it is.
:
While traveling, a few days gince, I was detained some days in ove of our Western cities. My
room overlooked a lane or alley-way in which
were several houses occupied by the betier class
of artisans, and I became much interested in one
of these, so much interested that no sooner' did I
hear a glad shout from a little voice than I knew
it was a meal time and * Daddy was coming,” and
Itook up my point of observation in harmless
and admiring scrutiny of the well:governed house.

Mail Company, (A. Arnot, of 8t. Louis, Mo.,

I trust my

drawn

j

TEST.

husband her time, and avoid hurry and confusion; | The Merit of Religion, Government, Perand needful
lastly mywork
lovely
married
pair must
sons und Things
by hand | go
of the
household,
that sovnemanage
hour
RS Must Rest upen

of a family, and no woman should marry till she is
able not only to do this, but to preside over a
household with good economy, with forecast and

has

dian villages seventeen persons, of various
ages, held or claimed as slaves, some by purchase, others by inheritance.
With the aid of
an interpreter I investigated each case and released all the slaves in the presence of their
owners, giving to each one a certificate to that

The Treasury Department has issued a circular letter through the Supervising InspectorGeneral of Steamboats, relative to excursion

pis
he

The National Board of Health
session, at Washington, D. C.

The failure is announced of the old Pioneer

Protection of Summer

bo

Reduction of the U. S. national debt in May
over $11,000,000.

ning at Sitka. * At this place I found in the In-

effect, and warning all Indians not to injure or

lightly so they can be easily
your cotton on smoothly and

i

TRUE

THE

:

and always have a piece ready for the needle to

side that is seemed together, then turn the top
off the lining and stretch the lining tight and tack
the three remaining sides, driving the tacks in

Miscellaneous.

Mr. McGrew

Affairs in Alaska.

ter

rs

Jacob W.

Conven-

thousand delegates and alternates were present. The enthusiasm was very great.
Senator Mahone received an ovation, and made a
speech defending his course in the Senate,
Resolutions were adopted in favor of a free
ballot and fair count, demanding a free school
system and denouncing the Bourbon Demoeracy. Messrs. Cameron, Massey, Grover and
‘Wise were formally placed in nomination for

Commander Henry

to fix the con-

Fred Douglass was the orator on Decoration

The Fortune Bay Outrages.

aggregated

Republican

and Democrat: correspondents who attended
the recent convention, to be a very powerful
one.—It is expected that the government
officers who bave been investigating the Morey

-

The Panama Star and Herald publishes a
synopsis of the leading points of the protocol
said to have been signed by the representatives of Colombia and the United States, at
New York.
It stipulates that the ships of war
and military convoys of the United States
may, in peace or war, pass free through the
. proposed Interocéanic Canal without payment
of tolls. By common consent both governments will select, in territory of the Isthmus,
places appropriate for forts, arsenals, coaling
depots and naval storehouses. In time of
peace only such American troops as are needed to keep such buildings in repair shall be
stationed on' the Isthmus.
In case the neutrality of the Canal should be threatened, the
United States is authorized to take military
occupation of the Isthmus, and Colombia will
be ol liged to co-operate.
The ships of war

from

sm

‘8, ‘1881.

varnishing with white of egir’ ~

day), at Albapy to concentrate the anti-Conk-

Colombia and the United States.

fishermen

-

>
timeRy quilting

THE lustre of Morocco

(Tues-

‘spiracy and forgery where it justly belongs.
— ~The British government continues to make
arrests in Ireland under the coercion act, and
the troops are
kept
constantly
employed
assisting the evicting officers. A mass meeting of Home-Rulers was held in Hyde Park
Sunday.——Seven
thousand
Greek soldiers
will take possession of the district ceded to
Greece by Turkey.——It is reported in Paris
that the
Panama canal can be constructed in
four yeurs, at a cost of $20,000,000 less than
the original estimate.——A conspiracy against
the life of the Czar has been discovered in
St. Petersburg, and twenty-one persons have
been arrested.

first bridge reached was found to be destroyed,

The Virginia

kia

8

household linen and garments with economy,
neatness and ‘despatch. She should cut her work,

-

UILTING.

Q
waste valuable

pot

|

SOIENTIFIO ITEMS. °
to-day

letter fraud will soon be able

way, followed by detachments of the Coldstream Guards and Scotch Fusileers and the

bas been disapproved

Pers

. Latest News.
A strong effort will be made

The

with what results is not known.

ridge, and the mounted

ok

remove the tacks and

given to Jacobs and Kernan.
This result was.
not materially changed by the balloting of Friday and Saturday.

rioting in Clonmel has been resumed.
The
police and soldiers charged the mob and inJured several persons. They finally cleared the
streets.
During the service of eviction writs
on the islands around the coast of Donegal, the
assistance of Her Majesty’s gunboat ‘*Goshawk”
was taken,
The inhabitants of the islands “attacked and destroyed the ‘‘Goshawk’s” small
boats, when she opened fire upon them, but

army

——

ve
omestic *

; and

put a few tacks in it to hold it in place while you
basteit all around the edge and several times
through: the middle. Now if it is to be quilted bias,

people paraded the streets all might. About Platt only 28, while Cornell received 33 (gaining
twelve from the dav previous) and Depew 30,
thirty civilians are suffering from baybnet -gaining five. The Democratic votes (52) were

and

al
1

uncarpeted floor, put four or five tacks

the

army hospital

tata

;

never tried quilting on a machife: ‘Sew the lining
and top together along one side, epread out on an

Mr. Conkling’s friends professed not to

copflict with the

‘at once, and
* obeyed.”

MORNING 'STAR, JUNE

lowing hints will be of help to those

Irish people into physical

. he its work, it will

several

aan

“It is believed | votes out of 159 cast; Francis Kernan,
got 54 | while your sewing machine stands idle. The fol.

has

sented to the Cabinet the necessity of adopting
measures for the suppression of the Land
League. If the League is permitted to contin-

the
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